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THE

LOANER’S BANK
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK, 

(ORGANIZED UNDER STATE CHARTER,)

Continental Life Builing,
22 Nassau Street, New York.

CAPITAL...............................................................  $500,00
Subject to increase to......................................... 1,000,000

This Bank negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
TIONS, advances on SECURITIES and receives DE
POSITS.

Accounts of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants 
will receive special attention.

FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST paid on CUR 
RENT BALANCES and liberal facilities offered to our 
CUSTOMERS.

DORR RUSSELL, President.
A. F. Wikmabth, Vice-President.

JOHN J. CISCO & SON,

Bankers,
No. 59 Wall St., New York.

Gold and Currency received on deposit ubject to 
check at sight.

Interest allowed on Currency Accounts at the rate 
of Four per Cent, per annum, credited at the end of 
each month.

ALL CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH 
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED 
ON DEPOSIT BY ALL THE CITY BANKS.

Certiffcates of Deposit issued, payable on demand, 
bearing Four per Cent interest.

Loans negotiated.
Orders promptly executed for the Purchase and 

Sale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bonds on 
commission.

Collections made on all parts of the United States 
and Canadas.

HARVEY FISK. A. S. HATCH

OFFICE OF

FISK Sr HATCH,
BANKERS AND DEALERS IN 

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,
No. 5 Nassau st., N. Y.,

S3V” Opposite TT. S. Sub-Treasury.

We receive the accounts of Banks, Bank
ers, Corporations and others, subject to check 
;at sight, and allow interest on balances.

We make special arrangements for interest 
.on deposits of specific sums for fixed periods.

We make collections on all points in the 
United States and Canada, and issue Certifi
cates of Deposit available in all parts of the 
Union.

We buy and sell at current rates, all classes 
iof Government Securities, and the Bonds of 
the Central Pacific Railroad Company ; also, 
Gold and Silver Coin and Gold Coupons.

We buy and sell, at the Stock Exchange, 
miscellaneous Stocks and Bonds, on commis
sion, for cash.

Communications and inquiries Dy mail or 
telegraph, will receive careful attention

FISK & HATCH.

TO INVESTORS,
To those who wish to REINVEST COUPONS OR 

DIVIDENDS, and those who wish to INCREASE

THEIR INCOME from means already invested in less
t

profitable securities, we recommend the Seven-Thirty 

Gold Bonds of the Northern Pacific Railroad Com

pany as well secured and unusually productive.

The bonds are always convertible at Ten per cent, 

premium (1.10) into the Company’s Lands, at Market 

Prices. The rath of interest (seven-and three-tenths 

per cent, gold) is equal now to about S 1-4 currency 

—yielding an income more than one-third greater than 

U. S. 5-20s. Gold Checks for the semi-annual in

terest on the Registered Bonds are mailed to the post- 

oflice address of the owner, All marketable stocks 

and bonds are received in exchange for Northern 

Pacifies ON MOST FAVORABLE TERMS.

UhY GQOKE & CO,

A FIRST-CLASS

New York Security
AT A LOW PRICE.

The- undersigned offer for salo the First Mortgage 
Seven Per Cent. Gold Bonds of the Syracuse and Che
nango Valley Railroad, at 95 and accrued interest.

This road runs from the City of Syracuse to Smith’s 
Valley, where it unites with the New York Midland 
Railroad, thus connecting that city by a direct line of 
road with the metropolis.

Its length is 42 miles, its cost about $42,000 per mile, 
and it is mortgaged for less than $12,000 per mile; the 
balance of the funds required for its construction hav
ing been raised by subscription to the capital stock.

The road approaches completion. It traverses a 
populous and fertile district of the State, which in
sures it a paying business, and it is under the control 
of gentlemen of high character and ability. Its bonds 
possess all the requisites of an inviting investment. 
They are amply secured by a mortgage for less than 
one-third the value of the property. They pay seven 
per cent, gold interest, and are offered five per cent, 
below par. The undersigned confidently recommend 
them to all class of investors.

GEORGS OPDYKE & CO.,
No. 25 Nassau Street.

‘. BANKING HOUSE OF

HENRY CLEWS & CO., 

32 Wall Street, N. Y.
Circular Notes and Letters of Credit for travelers ; 

also Commercial Credits issued available throughout 

the world.

Bills of Exchange on the Imperial Bank of London, 

National Bank of Scotland, Provincial Bank of Ire

land and all their branches.

Telegraphic Transfers of money on Europe, San 

Francisco and the West Indies.

Deposit accounts received in. either Currency or 

Coin, subject to Check at sight, whfch pass through 

the Clearing House as if drawn upon any city hank; 

interest allowed on all daily balances; Certificates of 

Deposit issued hearing interest at current rate; Notes 

and Drafts collected.

State, City and Railroad Loans negotiated.

CLEWS, HABICHT & CO.,

11 Old Broad St., London.

BANKING & FINANCIAL.

THE ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY RAIL
ROAD COMPANY’S

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

Are being absorbed by an increasing demand for them.
Secured as they are by a first mortgage on the Road, 

Land Grant, Franchise and Equipments, combined 
in one mortgage, they command at once a ready 

market, x
A Liberal Sinking Fund provided in the Mortgage 

Deed must advance the price upon the closing of the 
loan. Principal and interest payable in sold. Inter
est at eight (8) per cent, per annum. Payable semi
annually, free of tax. Principal in thirty years. De
nominations, $1,000, $500 and $100 Coupons, or Regis

tered.
Price 9TJ£ an accrued interest, im currency, from 

February 15, 1872.
'Maps, Circulars, Documents and information fur

nished.
Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company of New 

York.
Can now be had through the principal Banks and 

Bankers throughout the country, and from the under
signed who unhesitatingly recommend them.

TANNER & CO., Bankers,
No. 11 Wall Street, New York.

AUGUST BELMONT & CO., 

Bankers*
91 and 21 NASSAU STREET,

Issue Letters of Credit to Travelers, available m all 
parts of the world through the

MESSRS. DE ROTHSCHILD AND THEIR 
CORRESPONDENTS.

Also, make telegraphic transfers of one on. Cali- 
foraia,.Europe and Havanl

RAILROAD IRON,

FOR SALE

BY S. W. HOPKINS & CO ,

71 BROADWAY

TOLEDO,PEORIA
AND

WARSAW RAILWAY,

SECOND MORTGAGE CON

VERTIBLE 7 PER 

CENT. CURRENCY BONDS.

INTEREST WARRANTS PAYABLE 

OCTOBER AND APRIL,

PRINCIPAL 1886.

We offer for sale $100,000 of the above bonds la. 

block. By act of reorganization of the Company these 

bonds are convertible into the First Preferred Shares 

of the Company, which amounts to only 17,000 shares, 

and into the Consolidated Bonds (recently negotiated 

at Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which cover 

tb entire line of xifi miiea of completed road, to 

gether with all the rolling stock and real property, to 

the value of more than ten millions of dollars. The 

road crosses the entire State of Illinois and connect 

with the mammoth iron bridges spanning the Missi s 

sippi at Keokuk and Burlington. The income of the 

road for the year will net sufficient to pay interest on 

all the bonded indebtedness and dividend on the pre

ferred shares.

For terms apply to

CLARK, DODGE &
Corner Wall and WilHam Stmstis,
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The fecent test of Fire-Proof Safes 
by the English Government proved 
the superiority of Alum Filling. Uo 
other Safes filled with

Aliun. and Plaster-of-Parfe.
MASiriM ® eo,?

2@5 Broadway, YB, 
721 Ch&toyt StH9 Pliila»

Music has Charms!
PEICE REDUCED.

The Best in the World.

WILL LAST A LIFETIME!

35,000
OB' THE CELEBRATED

S20 The Beckwith SS1CI 
Portable Family Sewing Macfe,

ON THIRTY HAYS’ TRIAL.
WITH STRENGTH AND CAPACITY EQUAL TO. ANY, RE

GARDLESS OP COST.

The Cloth-plate is the size used by a $100 Machine 
is of Polished Plated Steel. Attachments of propor
tionate size and Quality, while the entire machine has 
corresponding finish throughout. Braider, Embroid
erer, Guide, Hemmer, Gatherer, four sizes of Needles, 
etc., are given with every Machine.

NO TOILSOME TREAD OP THE TREADLE.
Every Machine carefully Tested and fully Warrmted.

BECKWITH SEWING MACHINE CO., 
862 Broadway, N. Y., near 17th st. and Union Sq. 142

In Daily Use.

The best musical talent of the country recommend 
these Organs. The nicest and best. More for yonr 
money, and gives better satisfaction than any other 
now made. They comprise the

Eureka,
Concerto,

Orchestra
and G-rands.

Illustrated Catalogues sent by mail, post-paid to 
any address, upon application to

B. SHOmmCER a Co.,
142 New Haven, Conn.

MISS LIZZIE L. CROSBY, 
BUSINESS CLAIRVOYANT

AJLD
SPIRIT MEDIUM.

Tx’eatiii'n.eirt.

14©. 316 FOUftTB AVEnUE,
Between 23d and 24th streets,

NEW YORK.
Hours: 10 a. m. to 8 p. si. Terms: $2.00 to $3.00.1

MADAME CLIFFORD,
(LATE OF 24 MYRTLE AY.),'

THE GREATEST LIVING

Medical £ Business Clairvoyant,
HAS REMOVED TO

222 STATE ST., near COURT,
Brooklyn.

Examines diseases personally and by hair, and is 
consulted on all affairs of life and business generally.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 
Office hours from 9 a. h. till 6 p. m. Life Charts writ

ten out fully.

COUNTRY BOARD.
THE

ILOILO FLYTALi HOUSE
(Near Beer’s Mill depot, on the Housatonic Railroad), 

Six miles from Bridgepwt, Conn.
Address, C. S. MIDDLEBROOK,

Box 778. Bridgeport, Conn.

DR. J. C. PHILLIPS, 
Clairvoyant and Magnetic Healer,

OMHO, Win.
Disease diagnosed at a glance by Lock of Hair, 

letter stating age, sex and residence.
GUARANTEES SATISFACTION.

Examination and Prescription, $2.00.
Dr. Phillips is faithful, trustworthy and successful 

—,/. O. Barrett.
Dr. Phillips, Magnetic Physician, is meeting 

rood success.—E. V. Wilson.
with

THE

“Silver Tongue 
ORGAN'S,

MANUFACTURED BY

E. P. le dliam & Son,
143, 145 & 147 EAST 23d ST., N. Y. 

ESTABLISHEH IN 1846,

Responsible parties applying for agencies in sec
tions still unsupplied wil- receive prompt attention 
and liberal inducements. Parties residing at a dis
tance from our authorised agents may order from our 
factory. Send for illustrated price list. 142

WANTED.—A middle-aged Gentleman, 
whose whole life has been spent battling for 

reforms, earnestly desires a congenial alliance with a 
noble woman capable of meeting the needs of a nature 
pre-eminently capacitated to enjoy and profit by the 
highest female influence.

The writer, strange as it may appear, has ever been 
condemned to loneliness the most pathetic and long
ing the most intense; now, after years of suffering too 
great for words to paint, he has almost reached the 
point of heart-starvation. He feels that there are no 
powers of intellect, perfections of character, or depths 
of love in woman that will not be counterparted by

Sympathy of high quality and love the most pure: 
and strong he holds to be independent of selfish ties; 
hence married ladles are as eligible to the relation he
demands and invites as are single ones. ^

This then is the heart-cry of one who feels that he 
has got to the end, and throws himself down at your 
feet A heart-home and rest from intense search is 
the only salvation. Youthful and buoyant hearts also

Responses addressed to box 3,791 New York Post- 
office (care Woodlsull A Clailin), will meet with prompt 
attention from Sincerity. ,

JOHN GAULT,
(EMPIRE BUILDING),

69 <& 71 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

DEALER IN

Imported Wines and Liquors,
CIGARS,

ENGLISH SAUCES,
CANNED FRUITS,

Etc., Etc.,
For Shipping and Family Use.

Packages put up for Sea Voyages andlnland 
Travel.

HISTORIC ART.

THE

A Beautiful Picture,

REPRESENTING THE

Birthplace
OF

MODEM SPIRITUALISM,

Home of the

FOX FAMILY
In Hydesville, N, Y.

DR. AMMI BROWN,

Dentist.,
Removed to 20 East Twenty-fourth Street

Near Madison Square.

DR. DyVKE’S

APPOINTMENTS FOR 1873.

Elgin, 111., 1st and 2d; Kockford, HI.,'3d, 4th, 5th and 
6th; Beloit, Wis., 7th, 8th and 9th;Madison, Wis., 11th 
and 12th; Watertown, Wis., 13th, 14th and 15th: Fond 
Du Lac, 18th and 17th; Oghkosh, 18th, 19th and 20th; 
Ripon, 21st and 22d; Whitewater, 24th and 25th; 
Waukesha, 26th and 27th; Chicago, Matteson House, 
26th, 29th, 30th and 31st of each month during the 
year. Offices, principal hotels in each city. Chronic 
complaints incident to both sexes exclusively and suc
cessfully treated.

ENCOMIUMS FROM THE PRESS.
The Western Rural speaks of Dr. Dake as one of the 

most successful physicians in the United States.
Dr. Dake.—That this scientific physician has no 

equal in the West thousands will affirm.—Journal, 
Beloit, Wis.

Live, energetic, liberal men, advertise. Such a man 
is Dr. Dake, who in the last three years has built up 
one of the largest practices of any physician in the 
West.—Loclcford Gazette.

Dumord C. Dake, M. D., Is having great success in 
this city. He is active, whole souled, in fact, one of 
the “ whitest” gentlemen we have ever known.!

PROF. JOHN, our Eminent American Artist, 
visited Hydesville, and executed a careful!y-drawn 
picture of the house wherein began modern spiritual 
telegraphy, together with the yard, orchard and hill
side, so as to furnish the present and future genera
tions with as perfect a representation as possible of 
the house and surroundings, without the least exag
geration. To render the work more attractive, spirit
ually impressive, and significant, the angel world- 
through spirit direction and inspiration—was most 
beautifully and grandly united with the “real mate
rial.” Dreamy, uncertain ffed suggestive twilight 
pervades the foreground. Heavy clouds rest on the 
landscape in the distance. Luminous floods of light 
stream up from the east, and gild in gorgeous tints 
the high-floating clouds. Angel bands, not deformed 
with antiquarian wings, lower over the house, and in 
their descent a spiritual aura falls over the mystic 
house and yard. A light for the weary pilgrim shines 
from the window of the house. The lights and shad
ows have seldom been equaled in ancient or modern 
painting.

The work has been translated on steel by that dis 
tingnished engraver, J. W. Watts, in a high style of 
art. The engraving is an honor to American Art, and 
worthy a place in every home and Gallery of Art, and 
worthy of the great event that it commemorates.

A Circular containing a Map of Hydesville, a Dia
gram of the ground floor of the house, and explana
tory reading matter accompanies each engraving.

Price Two Dollars.
Sent by mail, postage free, securely rolled, on re

ceipt of price.

Those that desire to sell the work by sub
scription, buying at wholesale, can also renvit 
Two Dollars, and receive the work cmd sub
scription papers, and information in regard 
to terms, by mail, prepaid.

All orders for the work should be addressed 
to us as follows:

R. H. CURRAN & CO.,

Publishers,
28 SCHOOL ST., BOSTON, Mass.

JAMIESON'S BOOK!

“ THE CLERGY A SOURCE OF DANGER TO THE 
AMERICAN REPUBLIC.”

GOD IN THE' CONSTITUTION.

INFAMY.

Full Expose—Second Edition Just Published, A Volume 
0/331 Pages.

One of the most startling books ever issued from 
the press. Price, hound in muslin, postage paid, $1.75.
Books furnished at Reduced Rates on the Club Plan.

$4 50 
8 50 

12 50

CLUB RATES :

Three Copies, expressage or postage paid, .
Six “ “ “ “ . .
Ten ,c “ « “

Parlor Edition, gilt, 20 cents per vol. extra.

AGENCIES.
Terms made known on application.

Address all orders to W. F. Jamieson, 139 and 141 
Monroe street, Chicago, 111.

WE A T THE PRESS SA YS:
We consider Mr. Jamieson as having done a most 

useful and needed work in publishing this hook. It 
ought to be read by every one who takes the least in
terest in the Christian Amendment movement, or any 
of the allied questions. It is crammed with infomu- 
tion of all kinds hearing on the general issues; and 
every page burns with intense earnestness.—Free Reli- 
gious Index, Nov. 16, 1872.

A meaty volume, a remarkable book, Mr. Jamieson 
writes with earnestness and fervor. We commend the 
book to the widest possible perusal, believing that It 
is singularly calculated to open men’s eyes and do 
their souls permanent good.—Banner of Light, Oct. 12, 
1872.

Interesting, valuable and timely. It abounds with 
Important facts. No more impoi'tant volume has been
issued from the press for many years, 
gator, Oct. 2,1872 -Boston Investi

THE RELIGIOUS PRESS IS SILENT ! SIGNIF 
CANT!

THE LIBERAL PRESS IS REJOICING.

Closed. ' ©pen.
THE CRUSADE FAMILY SHIP,

A New Incomparable

CLOTHES DRYER,
CLOTHES FRAMES, BARS AND LINES, FRUIT 

DRYER AND CHRISTMAS TREE COMBINED.

A GOOD THING, Patented May 24th, 1870.

It is used for wet or dry clothes, in doors or out 
stands firm or will swing and revolve, opens and 
closes like an umbrella; with racks made of lath 
added, is a fruit dryer, and trimmed with evergreens 
is a Christmas tree. Send for circular descriptive^ 
it or for the article itself, at any store, or send to the 
Patentee and Manufacturer,

«LWALI-nIN£ST0N BROWNE,
T3 o c t ShortsWle’ Ontario Comity, N. Y. 

UGuSaleGL<Tp’ andA easy- Agents wanted for 
the article or territory. Address the Manufacturer as 
above, inclosing stamp. ’

Clothes Dryer. Fruit Dryer. Christmas Tree-

PSYCHOWIETRY.
,, Lsy^'^10?leT,ic Readings lor persons who send me 
then handwriting, or who will call on me in person.

Fee, Address, 1,114 Callowhill street, Phila
delphia, Pa., by j, MURRAY SPEAR,

Dr. e. woodkuff,

Botanic Physician.
OFFIGE AT HIS

ROOT, BARK AND HERB STORE,

38 CANAL ST., UP STAIRS, GRAND 
RAPIDS, Mich.,

Where for thirteen years every description of Acute, 
Chronic and rnvate Diseases have been successfully 
treated strictly on Botanic principles.

NO POISON USED.
P. O. Drawer, 2,391. Counsel at office Free

JOSHUA M. HOLT,
Manufacturer and Proprietor

Dr. Hoyt’s Magnetic Pain Cure,
Bolt’s Vegetable Liver Tonic,

MILFORD, N. H.
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The Books and Speeches of Victoria C. 'VVoodhull and 
Tennie C. Olaflin will hereafter be furnished, postage paid, 
at the following liberal prices.:

The Principles of Government, by Victoria C. Wood-
hull ........................................................... ............ .............. t3 00

Constitutional Equality, hj’’ Tennie C. Claflin............. 2 00

The Principles of Social Freedom......................... .. 25

The imr. ending Revolution................. ................................. 25

The Ethics of Sexual Equality............. ............................... 25

PROCEEDINGS
OI1 THE

TENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
OE THE

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SPIRITUALISTS, 

Held at Grow's Opera Hall, Chicago, on Tuesday, Wednes
day and Thursday, Sept. 16, 17 and 18.

HECOND DAY—AFTEBNOON SESSION.

The Chairman called the Convention to order at 2 o’clock.
Judge Carter, of Missouri—I rise to a question of privilege.

I wish to record my vote in favor of the champion of all the 
principles here discussed, Mrs. Woodhull, for president of 
this Association. [Cheers.]

Or. O. J. Howard, of Illinois—I ask the same privilege, 
sir?

The Chairman—If there is no objection the request will 
be granted; there being none, the request is so granted.

The Chairman—We will now take up this report on the 
organization, with Judge Holbrook’s amendment.

Mr. Batesall, of Ohio—I wish to make a personal explana
tion. I am not a conservative; 1 am called very radical; but 
when I am beside these extreme radicals you may think me a 
little conservative. I am opposed to the passage of this plan of 
organization, as proposed. The first objection and the main 
one that I have, is that it proposes to establish a creed to 
which every person must subscribe before he can become a 
member of even a primary counsel. If this Association de
termines to make a creed, it matters very little to me what 
they may do, for I am opposed to all creeds, and will never 
vote or consider myself bound by any one. Here for two 
days we have been continually preaching about the doctrine 
of freedom; to every word of which I have assented, so far 
as freedom of belief and action was taught; I am here now as 
an advocate of the same doctrine of freedom, and I am very 
sorry to see an attempt made in the plan of organization to 
do just that to which we have objected, namely: The enforce
ment on every person of a creed.

Col. Blood—Will you permit me to ask you a question ?
Mr. Batesall—Yes.
Col. Blood—If these propositions discussed yesterday were 

propositions of freedom, bow can they have the effect of 
limiting freedom?

Mr. Batesall—That is a question foreign to our object here. 
The second objection that I have to the adoption of a creed 
is that as we know a great number of Free Spiritualists, free 
thinkers scattered thnughout this country will refuse to be 
bound by any creed, and they will prefer to remain outside 
of any organization rather than be bound. This is a practi
cal matter, and for the interests of our organization I think 
we should consider it carefully. We should pause before 
adopting a plan of organization which as delegates we can
not go home and ask our own fellow Spiritualists to enter 
as we know they are opposed to. As a delegate 
from the society of Toledo, I know, for the question 
has been before our people, that I cannot go home and ask 
them to adopt this plan of organization in place of the one 
they already have. They would laugh me to scorn if I un
dertook to do it. They have always advocated freedom, and 
I could not take them back this plan of organization and ask 
them to put a chain around their necks. But my chief and 
specific ground of complaint is that it will be impossible to 
organize under the proposed scheme. I am therefore op
posed to its adoption.

Mr. Pope—I wish to say a few words in favor of this reso
lution. The time has come when we are called upon by the 
spirit of the hour to determine between principle and creed, 
and if Ave have spirit illumination and intelligence we can do 
so rightly. If we have not, Ave shall probably refuse to sub
scribe to the principle which we advocate here as the true 
foundation of the kingdom of God. i deny that this is a 
proposition to continue the life of creeds. I say the distinc
tive feature of these resolutions that have been passed is that 
they are based on the divine law, a id that they are invul
nerable to all the creeds of the past; that they are rather an 
encouragement for humanity to come up to the standard of 
perfect obedience. Man is superior to society, and society 
has no rights that the sovereign individual in his inspired 
moments, and with the peculiar illuminations given him from 
the spb it world, is bound to respect at the sacrifice of prin
ciple. These resolutions, as I read them, are based on the 
fundamental principles of the constitution of human nature,

and I subscribe for them as a whole, as a revelation from 
God to me individually as a law for my future. I ask none 
to subscribe to them who are not in harmony with them. 
Those who have not grown up to them, individuals and or
ganizations, will not receive them. This is the order of the 
day. This question of social freedom is the only Ihm ques
tion in existence, from the fact that it is at this hour affect
ing the disintegration of society that we behold. It is the 
day of judgment, it is the morning of the resurrection, it is 
the restitution of all things; it is the coming of the new 
heaven and of the new earth. There are many grades m the 
spiritual condition. Here and there are individuals 1 com
ing up from these organizations who form a glorious neu- 
cleus. Subscribing to this advanced order of nature, we do 
not expect everybody to patronize it; but the few that do 
show their character by subscribing to the desire that they 
shall go down to posterity as one of those who, by illumina
tion, could see uninterruptedly the divine order of nature, 
and knew that the resolutionsheading beautifully this organ
ization showed it to be the neucleus of the everlasting king
dom of God. [Cheers.]

Mr. Todd—I want to say just a few words with regard to 
to the plan of organization here. There are a great many 
individuals in the world at the present day who are so very 
much afraid that a creed of some kind will be adopted, that 
they dare not take the necessary measures to make their 
faith effective throughout the world. I will grant that I felt 
somewhat that way myself, once; it is the natural result of 
the reaction from the fetters of old orthodoxy. It seems to 
me that the time has come when Spiritualists should look at 
this question in a different light from what they have done 
in the past. You talk about this being a creed. What is 
there that looks like a creed in this business ? Yesterday 
you voted almost unanimously to adopt these resolutions 
which we have made the basic foundation of our declaration 
of principles. We are striving to make a practical applica
tion of our views.

I, for one, am tired of depending altogether upon theories 
which Ave are afraid to make practical. We ask you now to 
take hold of your old faith, make it practical, and do not be 
afraid of it. What we want is a plan of organization whicli 
is thoroughly democratic. Look at the plan we submit: 
You go right from the national council to the State councils, 
from the State to the district, and from them all the way 
down until every single act that is performed in any one of 
the several branches, having reference to the general inter
ests of the organization, must come before the people and be 
ratified by them before it can be made any part of their 
work. Can you find anything more democratic than that ? 
Suppose Congress sent every important question affecting 
the interest of the nation brought before it, back to the peo
ple to decide upon, would they not hold a better opinion of 
them than they do to-day ? In making this organization so 
thoroughly democratic as we have done, do you not see that 
you hold in your right hands the reins of government, that 
it will be impossible even for those who are in the habit of 
asserting their authority and usurping the position and 
rights of others, to interfere in any way whatsoever, so long 
as the people are the foundation of power—so long as they 
shall decide all questions ?

Said one delegate, “ 1 cannot go back to my society at To
ledo and carry this thing.” He sees a bugbear which has no 
existence, except in his oavu. imagination, which is very 
frightful. Not that I wonder at it; it is the result of his 
coming out from the old institutions of darkness. There is 
no self-glorification in this matter. It has been too much 
the practice of Spiritualists to get together in convention 
and make self-laudatory remarks and assert our glorious re
ligion, and so on. Then the world has demanded to see the 
fruits of our religion, and we were powerless to set forth 
anything. We were powerless, apparently, but we have 
come together in this Association and have determined to 
take hold of this matter; that we mean to do something; 
that we intend to work for the education of the young and 
of the old; that we are going to work for the amelioration of 
mankind, and that by means of every door by which we can 
reach humanity; and that where we find evil entrenched, 
we shall break in, even if it be in the Christian Church; and 
if it is necessary—like Samson—for us to grasp the pillars of 
the temple, and in the destruction of the wicked, we, too, 
shall give up our lives. We intend to penetrate through the 
miseries of life until we are able to cry out, “Behold the 
emancipation of the enslaved wife!” [Cheers.] Mr. Chair
man, I move the previous question.

The Chairman—I hope that will not be done, for I wish to 
ask the privilege of saying a few words to you myself on this 
matter. I trust they are important at the present time. I 
.have been a close observer of the movements of one of the 
most prominent evidences of future progress in the direction 
of organization. And what is that? Never before in ten 
years have I seen so great a desire manifested in every 
quarter to balance their local arrangements so that they 
can become a part of this national organization. Then 
another point. Let me state to you, by the returns of the 
census of 1870, we have the status of Spiritualism, and a 
measure of comparison afforded with other institutions of 
the country, We find that the Catholics, who are generally 
very close in these things, say that three years ago there 
were 11,000,000 Spiritualists in the United States. I know 
the figures are disputed, but these they are. The number 
returned by the government officials on the religious census 
showed only 6,000 Spiritualists in the whole country. [A 
laugh.] Then, property belonging to the denomination is esti
mated at $100,000 value. How many places of worship ? Ac
cording to the government census, 14. [A laugh.] This is, 
you perceive, just where we stand. Now, it seems to me 
that the plan of organization proposed, starting away down 
with its ramifications through all the people, cannot fail to 
be appreciated among the people. It is time we were at 
work on this matter. [Cheers.]

Mr. Crocker—Do you embody the propositions in the 
organization?

3

The Chairman—No; they are added as a kind of pre
amble. Are you ready for the question?

The proposition incorporating the platform and adopting 
the plan of organization as reported by the committee was 
then carried.

The Chairman—We are now ready for any other business. 
The next order of business is fifteen-minute speeches, and 
the first speaker on the list is Mrs. Sadie Bailey.

Mr. Kates—I ask privilege of recording my vote “No” 
on the question just disposed of. I was speaking to a friend 
at the time it was put, and did not have a chance to vote.

The Chairman—If there is no objection, permission will 
be granted. There is no objection. The vote will be re
corded.

The Chairman, in introducing Mrs. Bailey, said—You all 
know that J. K. Bailey who had that row with this organi
zation. This is one of his wives------

Mrs. Bailey (that vras)—When I arose for the purpose of 
talking to you for a little time, the thought came to me that 
a number of individuals here asked themselves this question. 
Is that woman, like all the others that preceded her, about 
to give us a discussion on free love instead of Spiritualism ? 
Brothers and sisters, I would love to talk to you of the glories 
and beauties of the glad summer-land. I would love to give 
to you some of the beautiful visions that I have had from 
time to time, from the age of a little child, of the beautiful 
sons and daughters of our spirit home. But I must pass by 
these and ask you a question. What would you think of a 
parent who said: “My child I am going to take you to a 
beautiful garden to-day;” and the child is delighted, and 
enters through the open gate. His father stands there ex
patiating upon the beauties of the scene to the mother, but 
the child cries out: “ Father how can I correctly view this 
scene with these great death goggles on my eyes?”

Now, there is a vast mass of humanity that is born and 
conceived in false and unnatural conditions, and these con
ditions are like unto the goggles of the child; and the Spirit
ualists say to the world, to the children of humanity: Come 
with us and we will talk with you of the grandeur, the beau
ties of the spirit life; we will expound to you the truth of 
joining Spiritualism. And because we the, free-love Spirit
ualists, first take the goggles from the eyes of humanity, for
sooth, we are reviled and persecuted. Do you understand? 
I will further explain: We know that only as children are 
born in love can they receive harmonious organizations, be 
capable of unfolding the spiritual faculties; we know that 
children can be born in love only as love is free, because there 
is no love but what is free.

Therefore, my friends, do you not understand that the free- 
love question, that free love in all its purity, as much as it 
can be pure, until at last it shall be made into pure Spirit
ualism, and be understood and do its work, explains the 
reason why we are holding these free-love conventions, if 
you choose to call them so, and are making these free-love 
speeches. And you, conservatives, must remember that if 
this is a free-love convention, it is also the tenth annual con
vention of the National Association of Spiritualists. You 
must know that it proves that no organization of Spiritual
ists all the world over can live unless it be founded on free 
love, and has the approval of the angel hosts of heaven. To
day the free-love flag shall be unfolded, never again to be 
furled through the ages of all coming time. In days past, we 
have heard of the times that tried men’s souls, and they are 
not over yet; but the present days are those in which are the 
times that try the souls of women. [Cheers.] These are the 
times I prophesied win n but a girl—a school girl; my spirit 
angels sent me forth to preach the gospel of health and true 
generation to all nations.

I was but a mere child when I first arose on the public plat
form in one of our lyceums and made the declaration that 
love alone constituted marriage; that the study of sexuality 
was a grand but beautiful study; that our sexual organism 
and its functions should only be looked at and thought of 
with the dearest and most beautiful thoughts and feelings. 
And through many a country-place I wandered to preach 
these truths. I have often felt disgusted with Spiritualists 
because they were not practical reformers. I have studied 
the different organizations in the different localities, but you 
cannot succeed where there is not freedom. And I blush to 
say that, while I have been a poor lone woman, struggling to 
be a true mother to my children, the cruelest neglect 
and persecution which I have ever received has been at the 
hands of rvould-be respectable Spiritualists; and it seemed 
to me that I had shed tears of blood in crying out to heaven 
to send us a woman noble and brave enough to redeem us. 
Do you think I was surprised when Victoria Woodhull came 
to our rescue ? I never feared that she was our destroyer; I 
knew that she was to become the saviour of Spiritualism. 
[Cheers.]

And here is one of the most beautiful effects of Free Love; 
for if Mrs. Woodhull had never met her soul’s counterpart 
she never could have succeeded and done the work that she 
has done, without that true and brave and steady, unflinch
ing worker at her side—Col. Blood. [Cheers.] And when, 
on the first day of the Convention, I grasped their hands, it 
seemed to me the brightest moment of my life. As she gave 
me a warm, loving embrace, and a kiss, she said to me, 
“ Sadie, there is a work which we have been looking for you 
to do, and that you have not done;” and I said, “Victoria, 
suffer me until I am competent to the task.” With a pro
phetic eye, she replied, “ You may have it to do in this Con
vention.” I trembled, because one word of reproof from 
her lips is more to me than the condemnation of all the 
world besides. If this was an experience meeting I might 
give you a history of my soul for twenty-four years; but I 
have rebelled against the work which the angels have told 
me to do. I cannot do all my work to-day, but I will under
take to do it all before my time is up. Then if I can be ex
cused to Victoria, to whom I gave the promise to relate the 
circumstances of a little history, I will tell the tale in the 
columns of the Weekly. I will try to boil it down into one
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column, and so, if you will allow me, I will close by repeat
ing tho poem entitled “ Freedom.”

Mr. S. J. Dickson, of Eau Claire, Wis., said:
Ladies and Gentlemen of this Convention—I appear before 

you as tbe monitor of the North-West. One who has in the 
past, and one who intends in the future, to shout abroad the 
truth regardless of the Mrs. Grundies and the power of the 
Satanic maiestj- combined. I came here for the purpose of 
beiag taught. From circumstances I am compelled to give 
forth a few secrets which are alone known within my heart. 
I come here and appear before you as an advocate of free 
love, and as such advocate I am in duty bound to the eternal 
principles of truth and justice to defend that lady who has 
so nobly represented this body during the last two years. 
1 have listened to the speeches which have been made upon 
this platform, during which time the Beecher-Tilton Scan
dal has been referred to. Now I know something about the 
Beecher-Tilton Scandal. When I first read the articles that 
came from Mrs. Woodhull’s pen, in the midst of many 
friends and foes, I stated that the internal evidences of the 
truth of that article were so apparent that it was destined to 
convict Henry Ward Beecher. I made an allusion to Mrs. 
Woodhull in a city where I lectured, proclaiming my belief 
in the truth of her charges.

I think that it was some time in December last 
that I met Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton at the home of 
Martin Daniels, now deceased, of this city, at which time 
and place she informed me in the presence of several others, 
that your statements pertaining to Henry Ward Beecher and 
the wife of Theodore Tilton were correct—correct from the 
fact that she received the facts from the lips of Theodore 
himself. And furthermore, she seated that Miss Susan B. 
Anthony told her that she received the same from the lips of 
Mrs. Tilton.

And, furthermore, she, Mrs. Stanton, at the same time and 
place, affirmed that Mrs. Anthony wrote to Mrs. S. inquir
ing if she was not to be at the then pending trial of Mrs. 
Woodhull. She (Miss A.) stating in said letter, that she in
tended to be present that justice might be done.

When I started to this Convention, many of my so-called 
friends affirmed that if I attended the Woodhull Con
vention they would withdraw from my society. I turned 
and said to them, that, by the living God, I would attend 
that Convention, although, upon my return, I found my 
pews empty for evermore. Let me, in closing, say to you 
that I have ever supported the doctrines of Mrs. Woodhull. 
Finally, I will say that I come here as a delegate to vote for 
her as our next Fresident, and to affirm to you that, not
withstanding all my past falling-short, for I have been found 
wanting sometimes, I have never been guilty of bowling a 
stone at that pure woman, Mrs. Woodhull. If there is one 
thing of which I am proud—one thing of which I shall always 
boast, it is that I have never been guilty of letting my in
fluence be a bar in the way of progress—of one of the most 
beneficent things on earth. Thank God, that in his infinite 
mercy, He has thought well to raise Mrs. Woodhull up for 
the welfare of suffering humanity. [Cheers.]

Mr. W. F. Jamieson said:
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen—My subject will be 

rather a singular one: it is “The Cowardice of the Press.” 
It is a notable fact, that the average editor, however much 
of a man he maybe as an editor, is a natural born coward 
—afraid to say that his soul is his own. I say the average 
editor, and by this, of course, I mean many honorable excep
tions. Ten years ago, in this city, Spiritualism was all be- 
slimed by the local press, with scarcely an exception; and 
to-day, after the passage of a decade, we find the men and 
women of this Convention slandered, without the least pre
text, by the press of this city. There are some exceptions; 
but cannot you see that the American press of this day is 
subsidized by the terrible monster called Christianity? Anri 
this is the reason why these editors are made the cowards 
they are. It is called policy for the editor to write one thing 
while he believes another. What is called dishonesty in 
other men is policy with him.

But this scrofula of deception and hypocrisy and dishon
esty permeates the entire press of this country, so much sc 
that a man who wishes to read the truth generally has to 
read a paper the wrong way. [Cheers.] The Chicago press 
have repeated, with some honorable exceptions, the infamous 
slanders they told of us ten years ago. The Inter-ocean 
gave by far the best report, and the Times came next; but 
the Tribune, the organ of the Christian sentiment of the 
ountry, is the most lying and deeept ive of them all.

Mr. Jamieson here read from the report of the Iribune, 
making comments upon the different remarks of the writer.

He proceeded to say—So much, for the secular press; I 
have a rod in pickle also for some of our spiritual papers. I 
propose to come home. You know there is a paper published 
in this city that makes a, pseudo pretension of representing 
Spiritualism. The editor of this almost unpronouncable 
name, Religio-Philosophical Journal [Laughter], has emit
ted the worst and most foul odors. But ten years ago the 
Journal told us all about Spiritualism, as a pure and true 
representation of it was found in it own columns, But if the 
Journal presented a fair representation of modern Spiritual
ism, I would be ashamed of it, and would not be able to 
sleep over one night with the conviction upon my mind that 
I was a Spiritualist. I would recede from the movement at 
once. You recollect how, a short time ago, the paper took a 
spite against one of the best and truest men in our ranks— 
Dr. Henry Slade, of New York—and denounced him as an 
imposter; when he found that it was all a mistake, the editor 
of the Journal had not the manliness or courage to come out 
and say so. Only a short time ago this Journal came out and 
slandered one of the most eloquent women orators in our 
ranks, Cora L. Y- Tappau, and then when it was found to be 
a gross libel, would not retract. Of course none of your ex
emplary sheets in Chicago would have described a convention

of ladies and gentlemen in the loathsome and beggarly way 
in which we have been described.

But we are surprised at nothing we may read. Look at 
the way in which they describe even myself in the Tribune. 
W. F. Jamieson, they say, made a long excuse for being an 
infidel. Why, I always gloried in being an infidel. Other 
points in the sketch were also referred to. Spiritualists that 
are making heavy bids for the approval of Mother Grundy, 
say that we Spiritualists that believe in a free platform are 
selling Spiritualism out to free-loveism. I have challenged 
one of our opponents in the State of Michigan to meet me in 
my own town, and I will challenge him as a debater to any 
discussion of the theory he may like to make, and I will 
make good this proposition, that for ten years preceding the 
advance of Mrs. Woodhull among us there were just as 
coarse and immoral doctrines taught by the leading writers 
of Spiritualism as have ever been promulgated since. Now, 
here is a chance for them. Take, for instance, the Banner 
of Light, the paper of which we are so universally proud. It 
is charged with this by a clergyman, and in this connection 
I may say there is not a single original feature in the attacks 
of the so-called respectable Spiritualists that is not stolen 
from the thunders of abuse that the clergy are now ashamed 
of. We find this published in 1868, Sept. 26: “We would 
allow all parties making bad bargains by marriage, in which 
no other parties were interested, to dissolve them as they 
made them, by mutual consent, before the same authority 
that sanctioned them and for as little compensation.”

There is Woodhullism for you by the editor of the Banner 
of Light. Take up the Ft. P. Journal and what do we find it 
say. Listen:

Neither priest, court or jury can make or break a relation so intimate 
as that of marriage. As society now is, we sanction and legalize mar
riages without scarcely an inquiry regarding the parties so bound, and 
refuse to divorce them, or rather to recognize a divorce that nature has 
already made, without giving to greedy scandal-mongers the undoubted 
prerogative of impugning the motives and assailing the character of 
those seeking to dissolve such relation. Marriage is made honorable; 
divorce dishonorable.

Judged by the sentiments and life of this editor, marriage 
must be dishonorable and divorce may be made honorable. 
This sanctified, clarified editor of one of the only pure papers 
published in the United States is goiag to bring back purity 
to the world and teach lessons of purity to Spiritualists.

Farther, we can quote without limit from the various pub
lications of the Spiritualists, from Andrew Jackson Davis 
and others.

From the Banner of Light, Oct. 3,1868, we find these senti
ments advocated: “ The time is coming when you will under
stand that that marriage which is not of the soul is no mar
riage at all; that that which is brought about by external 
conditions is altogether unlawful. That which God hath 
joined together none can put asunder; but that which is 
joined together by the conditions of human life almost any 
man can put asunder, and it is lawful that they should, be
cause the parties are unlawfully bound together.” This is 
just what Mrs. Woodhull says. Take the “light from the 
spirit world,” and we find it laid down that we see more 
unfortunate results from legalized marriage than we shall 
disclose. And I can go on quoting from spiritualistic writers 
everything which is as bad as these men who form a little 
insignificant minority in the Convention—are striving to 
make us believe it will sink Spiritualism out of sight. For 
twenty years Spiritualism has stood this kind of attack; and 
can it be possible that a little woman in the form of Mrs. 
Woodhull can sink Spiritualism, wheu one hundred writers 
and lecturers could not do it in all the years that have 
passed? Listen to what Andrew Jackson Davis and Henry 
C. Wright have to say about this question. Mr. Wright, in 
his work on the relation of husband and wife, says: “ Should 
a man or woman, after entering into the relation of husband 
and wife, become convinced, by various means, that each 
does not embody the other’s ideal, then they are not truly 
married. They are divorced; and both have a natural right 
to seek further of the heart’s ideal associate. If either 
wishes separation, there is no longer true marriage.” 
Just what Mrs. Woodhull says. What is the secret main
spring of the wonderful power of this woman, that taking 
up the scattered ranks of Spiritualists she has brought them 
into one gigantic array? [Cheers.] And we discover that 
the It. P. Journal, which as a matter of fact has joined 
hands with the Young Men’s Christian Association, is carry
ing on the same work in which it was engaged years ago. 
Now it seems to have awakened through the slumber and 
become suddenly virtuous and respectable. Andrew Jackson 
Davis, in page 348 of his “Great Harmonia,” says: “Mar
riage is pure, proper and chaste only when it is sought to sat
isfy the soul’s deepest, purest, highest attractions.” With 
such a motive any degree of marriage will prove a benefit, 
although merely circumstantial and transient.

And on page 331 of the same work he says: “Transient 
marriages are good in themselves considered, and should be 
made useful to the world. It is a law of nature that all the 
lower temperaments, without implying impurity, will sug
gest and demand transient marriages, because, manifestly, 
they are essentially bigamic, polygamic and omnigamic in 
their attractions.” Why don’t these pure, sanctified, regen
erated Spiritualists protest against Andrew Jackson Davis ? 
Why do they still buy his “ Harmonia,” and never think of 
gagging it while they are ready to vomit over themselves 
and everybody else when Mrs. Woodhull says the same 
things ?

This, in short, is what they propose to do. They propose 
to deprive Spiritualists, liberals ai d infidels of the right of 
suffrage if they can get the power. Christianity has always 
wielded all the powers she could gain in this way, and now 
these sanctified, white-turned-up-eye, white-chokered gen
tlemen who want to save us from ruin are swooping down 
upon us. I know of no class in this world that can be more 
easily spared than these white-chokered clerical professors. 
We have 40,000 professors in this country, and if they were 
all to die off, we would not be any worse off morally than we 
are now. They are going to wash everybody clean in the 
blood of the lamb, which vicarious atonement these men

have been hawking around for many centuries. Why, Prot
estantism itself originated because Henry VIII. of England, 
with his many wives, wanted to be his own pope. It was 
born in lust, conceived in iniquity, and. will die a death of 
disgrace. [Cheers and a hiss.] Yes, there is one goose in this
audience.

Let me give you an instance of a clerical rascal, taken from 
the Detroit Free Press. Of course, all the parties moved in 
the most respectable society—that kind of society which our 
respectable Spiritualists so much want to get into. They 
want to get into that company, oh, so bad. They want to be 
so pure- -so good. As for myself, I have no desire to be an 
angel, and with the angels stand. I don’t want to be a saint, 
for the very good and sufficient reason that if I was I would 
be the loneliest and saddest individual you ever looked at. 
The clerical rascal wrote to his bosom friend to the effect 
that he had resumed preaching in the far West; that he 
would be an exemplary character in the future, as if he had 
not been in the past, finishing the epistle with the ejacula
tion “ Bless Jesus.” [Loud laughter.]

These are the men that are going to save us. We should 
all remember that this Christian power in the land is setting 
on these reporters and cowardly editors to belittde and be- 
smut us all over. I remember a revivalist—one Moffat—who 
went down among the congregation, and seeing a beautiful 
young lady in tears, said to her, “Sister, do you feel that 
you love Christ ? Are you sure that you love Jesus ?” “ Yes, 
I am sure.” “ Well,” said the minister of the Gospel, “kiss 
me for Christ’s sake!” [Cheers.]

Mrs. Benjamin Todd, of Michigan, said:
This fight in which we are engaged is a battle of freedom 

againsvtyranny. There is no middle step between the two 
You must be for one or for the other; for until freedom 
reigns, despotism reigns, and until the last act of despotism 
is done away with, freedom does not exist. My friends, we 
are in slavery to-day. We have abolished African slavery, 
and we wish to abolish the slavery of American women 
[Cheers], because of the oppression that still holds its head 
up among us and runs its course. We may never hope to ar
rive at the brightest period of civilization so long as women 
are yet enchained, and present the most hideous of all spec
tacles—an imprisoned soul and body; so long as the doctrine 
is taught to women, “Submit yourselves to your husbands,

. you have no rights as against him.” You may have intelli
gence and ability, but thou art a woman, and that alone con
demns thee.

But the eternal laws of nature demand progress, and the 
elevation of woman from her degraded position into which 
she has been thrust by her slave holders will be accomplished 
by the ripening and increasing purity of civilization. It 
may take ages, but it must and will be done. Flowers will 
cease to bloom and rivers to flow, the highest mountains 
may crumble even with the level plain, hut the long fight 
for freedom will at last triumph, for God is just and his laws 
are active, impartial and progressive. We must be either 
for freedom or despotism. I ask you what you are here for. 
Many of you even to fight against your own freedom, al
though I am ashamed to use so barbarous an expression. 
Spiritualism knows no personal god or devil other than one 
incarnated in the flesh and worshiped 1800 years ago. It 
honors no particular Jesus and falls-at the shrine of no saint. 
More devoutly we may worship them, but no more devoutly 
and under like circumstances than do the poor and unfor
tunate Marys of to-day worship their fatherless Christ. 
Submit yourselves to your husbands will never be heard 
fifty years from to-day.

Mrs. Lois Waisbrooker then addressed the Convention:
[Copy lost—See pamphlet copy of proceedings and Our 

Age for Mrs. Waisbrooker’s remarks.—Ed.]
Mr. P. B. Randolph said:
Ladies and Gentlemen—I am here to fill a gap, and I would 

not endeavor to fill it only that P. B. Randolph always does 
the best that he can do under all circumstances. In the first 
place, let me say to you that I am taking to-night my last 
and final farewell of conservatism. [Cheers.] I have launched 
my bark on a broad sea. They have sometimes said that 1 
was not a Spiritualist; that I had denounced Spiritualism. 
I happen to have in my pocket a copy of the New York 
Tribune containing my somewhat noted recantation speech, 
and in that you will find these woids: There are two kinds 
of Spiritualism—an orderly one and a disorderly one, and I 
repudiate the one and accept the other, and only after a 
lapse of eighteen or nineteen years have I found out my mis
take in designating which was the orderly and which the 
disorderly part of Spiritualism. What I supposed was dis
orderly turns out to be ordeiiy, simply because it is the 
Spiritualism of progress. [Cheers.] Spiritualism means ad
vancement, so far as the conservative side of Spiritualism is 
concerned. They wire in and they wire out, and no one 
counts their coming or their going. But such is not the fate 
of the live Spiritualism that we have inaugurated here for 
the first time during these last two or three days. There is 
no chance to misunderstand where the direction of Spirit
ualism is at present. Some of our friends have paid their 
respects to the Young Men’s Christian Assassination Asso
ciation Society—a band of brothers who wear white chokers 
and best of clothes; and when one of our sisters goes for 
them, this Association, coming up to the rescue, takes 
a stand which it is impossible for any one to misunderstand. 
Its watchword is the rise of man and the rise of woman, 
[Cheers.] I know there is a considerable amount of mis
apprehension on the part of some as to the position assumed 
by the radical party to-day, who think that chaos, riot and 
destruction are going to be let loose upon the world. Bat 
they forget the fundamental principles of the nature that 
surrounds us; they forget that God Almighty never created 
a perfect thing, but that his plan necessitated that 
we should always begin at the bottom and advance step 
by step upward. Every man and woman who has right 
in their hearts feels the divine influx taken in from the 
universe, which keeps them going on a little longer. The 
man who has come out and declared himself to be a mouth
piece of the eternal god, was crucified as we have been cruci
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fled in the past and in the present. But at last the glorious 
resurrection comes, for the world is based on the law of 
advancement; revolutions never go backward; a truth once 
turned out into the world must go on forever, it can 
never die. Why ? Because it is the hidden nature of truth to 
spring from the bosom of the infinite father and incar
nate itself in human brains, in human hearts, inhuman souls, 
in human conscience. It follows that when the Almighty 
sends this mighty toi’ch in its eliptie course around the uni
verse that truth is bound to come, transforming the animal 
to the man, taking him out from the lower hell of animalism 
as you call it, and gradually bringing him back to his father’s 
house. God Almighty who stands there, is saying: “Come 
back, my children, come home, my child;” and we are all go
ing home on the bosom of freedom, liberty and Spiritualism, 
as God Almighty understands it, and as the angels of the 
heavens proclaim it to every receptive soul on the surface of 
the soil we tread. [Cheers.] How grand, how noble a thing 
it is to be a human being to know that wherever you may 
abide, you sprang from the infinite, and to the infinite 
you will return. It is good and grand and true; they cruci
fied Jesus Christ, ’they sawed asunder some of his prophets, 
they boiled others in hot oil, and the land was marked with 
gibbets; how much better are we than those that have gone 
before ? What a grand thing it is to be a martyr ;in a cause 
so grand as this ? What a grand thought it is that all the 
illimitable hosts that have crossed the dark river are waiting 
for us, of whose myriad ranks death has transported them all 
to the spirit land; which no matter whether you be a con 
servatire or a Christian in your life, five months after you 
are dead every one of you become a spirit. How easy it is 
in view of the grand aim which God has in store for us all to 
bear the little indignities of this world. Spiritualism 
has once again came to the front, and now lifts 
up its head beyond the power of its enemies to crush it. 
Like the Chamomile, the more you tread upon it the better 
it grows, the more luxurious it becomes. There seems to be 
a principle connected with Spiritualism which seems to be 
scarcely understood. I refer to the principle of spiritual
ity. I do not think much of the men and women who 
follow the lead of any leader without inquiring the reason 
or being able to explain the cause. I have gazed into the 
spiritual world. I have been familiar—and I say it without 
egotism, God knows—with the spirit world. I see them there 
now—mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, even to the child 
that was murdered by its mother five or six weeks before its 
eai-thly birth—I have seen them all. And I know of a truth 
that up there is still the principle of individuality, and 
here let me say that I find the principle of individuality sus
taining the human race. What I mean by that is, that every 
discipline, every experience, every educational step you 
take, in whatever line or direction it may be, is intended for 
the purpose of making you do your own thinking, your own 
aspirations, your own learning, is rounding out your own 
souls, independent of what Mrs. Grundy may say, or 
what a half-fledged society may demand] of you. There is 
another thought that lies back of this, and that is the con
tinual advancement right on forever and ever, not as a great 
many Spiritualists believe—as a great many Christians be
lieve—that when you arrive on the other side of the gates of 
death, you are in boundless space it is true, but must always 
be what you where when you left this mortal life for all eter
nity. But a greater mistake was never made; can never be 
made. ' The spiritual world is the realm of action, thought 
perpetuation and generation of power and the ultimate des
tiny of the soul as the child of an infinite father. It is said 
that Nature is our mother and God is our father, which I 
thoroughly and most assuredly do believe. If that be so, all 
that Spiritualism asks and demands of you is to be worthy 
of your parentage, worthy of the destiny that awaits you, 
be worthy of the high calling to which you have been 
appointed. For in the time that is rapidly approach 
ing, a few short years at the most, you will be launched 
into the great eternal Spiritual kingdom, where you 
will meet your father and mother, your husband or 
wife, and there will be the end of it, so far ae that stage is 
concerned. When you meet there on that other side you 
are going to find towns and cities, lakes and rivers, labor 
and rest, sleep and sweet dreams. Some of you do not know 
much about your spirit; you hold it to be after death an un
substantial, airy nothing, but a greater mistake cannot be 
made. The spirit is as solid matter as you or I, only it is of 
a higher plane. What do I mean by solid matter ? I mean 
to say that the spirit of a human being is a being of solid 
thought, of eyes and digestion. Everything on the Spirits 
alist plane is mere air. What do I mean by Spiritualists’ 
plane ? What is this that I have in my hand ? that is noth
ing more nor less than, say a piece of ice, and now it has 
melted and has become liquid water; put it over the fire 
and it becomes steam, and apply heat and it becomes in
candescent, and the next step it has all apparently melted 
away into thin air. But yet it is matter still, although the 
substance may be spiritualized. And so it goes on. No 
principle, n,o system of religion can make you happy on the 
other side if you have not done your duty on this. Thus 
the body is nothing more than a mere machine, elaborate in 
its details, but complete in itself. Cut my hand or my arm 
off, Mr. Surgeon, and what is left ? Thus the body is noth
ing more than a machine. The hand is gone; the 
blood and bone, the nervous blood is all buried in the grave 
but somehow or other I can still close my hand, still feel my 
fingers itch. What is the matter with that soldier? There 
see, he is stretching his cork leg. And so, I say, you cannot 
disarm the spiritual body; but here I take my finger, and 
you see it and feel it, and I hold it over the* flame and it 
does not burn. Why? because of the soul within. The 
mind or the thing that thinks, feels, knows, as the chemist 
who elaborates from all matter its very essence. When you 
come to the spiritual world you shall die no more, and if 
you cannot die what are you going to do? Are you going to 
the other world unprepared for it and blindfolded? Let 
me go on even for five minutes. I shall boil over on this 
subject if you do not. A great many people are going to

the eternal world with their eyes tight shut, and some won’t 
allow their eyes to be opened. But what do we see here? 
For the first time in the history of Spiritualism, for the first 
time in twenty-five years, we see Spiritualism is an organ
ization, bold enough in resources, bold enough in spirit to 
make the world listen to the child just born. This Jesus 
who has come out of the new Nazareth, this Jesus which 
does not seek to save souls by the blood of the Lamb, 
by the crucifixion on the cross, but which seeks to save and 
build up manhood and womanhood, and true civilization, by 
revealing the spiritual fact that though a man is born of, 
woman, he can never die again. It teaches that awful fact 
of your individuality, namely, that upon the evidence of 
your soul, of your spirit, of your bodies, of that law written 
upon every particle of your substance depends your weal or 
woe. You cannot hide when you get into the spiritual world; 
you cannot run away in the spiritual world. I may do a bad 
act here; I may kill and murder you; but so long as I escape 
the law, if I have no conscience, I may be comparatively 
happy. Spiritualism teaches this eternal truth, that what
ever you do is a witness against you; and when you pass into 
the spiritual world to be met by A., or B., or C., the question 
that will be asked you, not only by others but by yourselves 
will be, “ How have you used the talents given you? Have 
you improved the time ? Have you cherished your individ
uality and become a strong and noble and true man or 
woman?” Oh, the Christs that are crucified for Spiritual
ism, for this grandest of all truths. Oh, the Calvaries that 
are strewn, with bones of those who suffered! The oceans 
that have run deep—knee deep—with tears of blood from the 
eyes of those who have suffered. What for? That they might 
gain a place in your esteem ? No; but that they tell you the 
road that leads to the endless glories of the spirit world. Oh, 
yet a little longer and I too shall be with you! Oh, great 
God, spare me yet that I may go down into those hells among 
my would-be foes, among those that are lost and ruined, 
physically and mentally, by Christianity, and lead them all 
into the bright clear light of Spiritualism. My God, can you 
reject it—will you reject it? Rather, does it not fill your 
souls until you are ready to be sacrificed under that terrible 
Juggernaut of Christianity, in order that men may be saved 
and the world redeemed. [Cheers.] Each one of us 
poor; not a man in the world has been made rich by Spirit
ualism. There is not a woman who has embraced it but has 
had the finger of scorn pointed at her; not a man who has 
espoused it but has been called fool, lunatic, insane. Obloquy 
and contempt have been heaped upon them, and they have 
been ground down even beneath the heels of -harlots. I do 
not mean the female harlots, but he or she who sells their 
souls for the thing called Christianity. It is not your hands 
nor your heels that I come to talk to; it is your souls—the 
divine part of you. I may talk in barbaric fashion; but I tell 
you that away down in our hearts there rests a diamond pure 
as ever fell from the infinite heavens. It is the human soul 
it is the spark which fell from deity, and if it came from 
heaven it is going home again, and you are going home with 
it. [Cheers.] They say to me, “ Randolph, you are a fool 
why don’t you go out and become a Christian; why don’t you 
leave these people who have despised you ? ” “ Why,” I have 
said, “I cannot go out, for it is one of the fruits of Spirit 
ualism, that, like a man stung by an adder or bitten by a 
mad dog, it is in his blood—in his nervous system, and so the 
man that has ever believed in a single rap can never 
disbelieve. [Cheers.] I said to myself once, Spiritualism is 
an infernal humbug, and that very night a hand was placed 
upon my head. Then again, injEngland, in 1881, I said, “Oh, 
it is all a delusion; they are demons and devils to 
lure our souls to destruction.” And then I went to sleep, and 
in the silence of the night there was a rumbling and roaring in 
my room, and right there, beneath an arch, stood the saint
ed form of her who bore me. We march on. I have this 
day taken my stand by the side of Mrs. Victoria C. Wood- 
hull, because she is the champion of her sex. My mother 
said to me, “ My son, let the world go back on you; let them 
crush you down. You are fearful and miserable. Well, 
work, labor, go through sin, hate, storm, obloquy, contempt, 
slander, persecution, of it be even for three score and ten 
years; it will be a very cheap way to purchase eternal 
glory.” [Cheers.] “How is that for high?” [Laughter.] 
And the pith of the story is not yet told. What I want to 
say is this: What is this I have here ? Why, it is a great, 
big cocoanut. That is good to eat. No, I cannot eat it. But 
cut the outside; there is something underneath. But I can
not eat it as it is now. Christianity is indigestible; but un
derneath it lies Spiritualism, and underneath Spiritualism 
lies Individuality—the innate goodness of the soul in all its 
transcendent and glorious majesty. Where lies the blame 
for so much misery and wrong-doing? The cause is undoubt 
edly to be found in the bad conditions which grow out of tbe 
present state of marriage, under the Christian system which 
sanctifies it ; perverting the human soul from the objects 
which God intended it; making robbers instead of honest 
men. Let us see to it that we do all that in us lies to lift the 
world from that thralldom which has grown out of . Calvary. 
Aye, to-night it is again buried, and this is its grave, and I 
have preached its funeral sermon. [Cheers.]

Mr. Cotton said:
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen—I desire your atten

tion for a few moments; not that I can command your at
tention by my eloquence; but “hear me for my cause, and 
hear me that you may hear.” I have longed for this mo
ment, first of all that I might put myself right before this 
people; and I want to say, in the first place, that I stand 
upon this free platform, and whatever is, is true to the cause 
that produces it. I lay this down as a basic fact, that an in
dividual cannot believe unless the knowledge that he or she 
may have, does prove the thing; and when approved, they 
have no other way than to yield and believe, so that we are 
not the arbiter of our own fate. Secondly, I have no curses 
or abuses to heap upon individuals, because of their faith or 
because of their want of faith. The whole world is my 
church, all humanity the brotherhood, and to do good my 
religion. Having said this much with regard to my position?

want to say that from the first, since Mrs. Wood- 
hull has been President of this Association, I have 
fought her battles according to the little ability that 

have possessed. And as I have traveled nearly 
all the time in various sections of the country, and come 
into contact with people who abused her, I have stood up in 
defense of her, so far as I agree with her principles. And 
when she went to prison for declaring through her paper 
what seems to me to be a fact, I sympathized with her, and 
denounced the institution which virtually put her in that 
position; and I, with brother O. P. Kellogg, were attempt
ing to inaugurate something to release her from jail, when, 
before the scheme was fully matured and carried into opera
tion, help came to her, for which I am very grateful. And 
I want to say to you that it has been said to me time and 
again, “ Mrs. Woodhull is not a good woman.” I had said 
to such, “ She and we all are as good as we can be under the 
circumstances.” We, none of us, have the right to boast 
under this fact; but I will say this, that because a person is 
guilty of what the world calls a crime, it shall never cause 
me, like the priest, to elevate my eyes and pass by on the 
other side. I will stretch out the hand of sympathy, although 
Mrs. Grundy may say, You will lose your respectability by 
so doing. I well remember a story told by Mr. C. B. Wilson 
of a lady who was passing over from New York to Brooklyn 
in a ferry. There came along an individual whom the world 
terms a prostitute, and sat down by her side. And another 
individual came along, and said to the lady, “ Do you know 
who you are sitting by the side of?” And the lady replied, 
“She looks as if she was a woman.” “Do you know that 
she is a prostitute, and do you dare to sit by her side?” And 
the lady replied, “All right; it is not catching in our 
family.” I think that we may feel all right that all these 
things that are said to be improper are not catching in our 
family. But I want to say that I have not been magnetized, 
nor mesmerized, nor sociologized, as some have called it, 
and that to-day I believe with Mrs. Woodhull, up to a cer
tain point, on this marriage question; beyond that point, I 
differ. I will tell you how I believe with her that marriage 
is not a sacrament, as believed by the Catholics; secondly, 
that it is not a divine institution, as believed by the Prot
estants. But I do believe that it is a divine institution be
tween soul and soul, as I believe the Bible recognizes Christ 
in man, which is the good principle, and that this is the 
saving power which is come to redeem the world. So that 
there is a golden thread of truth in the old theology that 
Christ was the Saviour of the world.. And that Saviour of 
the world is in humanity, and has come to redeem the world 
to God and to people earthwith angels. Now I would say tO' 
you that I believe this soul relation is the true marriage, and 
that marriage should be a civil contract, and the law should be 
passed to that effect, so that they can come together, and in 
someway arrange the matter. I believe also that if they 
shall diverge from each other, from any cause, so that they 
cannot live in harmony together, that they should be able to 
separate. But here is the point to which I wish to call your 
attention, and as I have but a few moments, I may not be 
able to make myself perfectly understood. As I understand 
Mrs. Woodhull said, in a conversation which I heard her 
have in the room, as well as introducing Moses Hull, that she 
used the term love for sexual embrace. Now, I believe that 
while we have one true love, we must of necessity be tru© 
to that true love; if we go outside of it for a new love for a 
day, to me that is promiscuity, and I do not know how to 
call it anything else. Now, she says, that ‘if Col. Blood 
should love you, speaking to Mrs. Hardy to-night”—speak
ing of sexual embrace and using the word love- and it is with 
her consent that I tell you this)—“ I could love you the bet
ter because 1 love him.” Now, there I diverge, I cannot see 
it. There is just the point where I am not able to follow. 
If you have one true love it must be a true love, and a true 
heaven-born relation between souls; and when, from any 
cause, you have outlived it, go where you can find it, but 
this going out after it every night I do not understand. I . 
want to say also that it has come to me, that it is right, as 
she has promised to give us what she calls the “Elixir of 
Life,” that in connection with that she shall give us the his
tory of her life. Not believing it to be right to be a hypo
crite, I think she ought to come out like Moses Hull and di
vulge the whole thing; and in connection with uncovering 
individuals from Butler down, she was going to tell you that 
she, not for love nor lust, but for power to carry on this 
glorious work, had prostituted herself sexually to do it. 
Now I said I was going to put myself in a position to tell her 
story to-day, whether she puts in practice what she 
preaches. Now I say, in face of all this, I fight for her, for 
she is doing a work that no other woman could do. I will 
sustain her in her glorious work of redeeming the world in 
this direction, for she has gone down to the sinks of iniquity 
to do a work for humanity. Why, in God’s name, let us sus
tain her. If she is doing a good work which, though some of 
us may feel that she has done some things for which w& 
might wish to condemn her, yet I say verily, nay, let us do- 

j as the Apostle Paul instructs us—I quote him because 1 bellev© 
it to be the truth—he says: “Why, judge ]ye for yourselves 
what is right, but judge no man,” and I am goingto add 
“ no woman.” [Cheers.] I stand for myself, and live in my 
position, and allow everybody else to do it. And I do not 
see why I should be compelled to take the same path to the, 
Holy of Holies as others, since my path is my own as that of 
others is theirs. I am open to conviction, but this idea I. 
shall fight for until I see, the right, and then I will acknowl
edge it, but not by psychological influences, for I am not 
susceptible to them. [Uproar.] And now I say to those dear
friends that have heard this statement-----

The Chairman—Time.

Mr. Cotton—Shall I finish this sentence ? That I love- 
humanity with all my heart and soul, and I will work with, 
this woman who has labored as. she best understands the 
way, for the good of humanity, whether we agree upon aE 
these points or not.

There were loud cries for Mrs, Woodhull,.
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Mrs. Woodhull, on coming forward, was received witti 
cheers. She said:

Mr. Cotton has been coming to these things for some time, 
and I suppose he wants a reply. Not being able to make an 
impression by assailing the principles of social freedom, he 
now descends to assail the personality of their advocate. 
First of all, I want to know what it is he is trying to get at. 
Now, Mr. Cotton, will you please tell me ? I want to fully 
understand you to know what you want me to do ? What 
is it that you want me explain ? I believe I was talking in the 
room when you came in, and was saying something like 
that which you said. But tell me what do you want?

Mr. Cotton—I would say that I wanted fifteen minutes, 
and I have had them. [Laughter.]

Mrs. Woodhull—lam a little confused. I am thinking 
whether I shall lose any of my womanly dignity if I stoop 
to answer this man. I am really considering whether I 
shall. A man questioning my virtue! Have I any right as a 
woman to answer him?

The Chairman—I hardly think it necessary.
Mr. Cotton—I do not think I am worth the powder to 

shoot at. I have only told what I can prove. [Hisses.]
Mrs. Woodhull—I hardly know if it is necessary for me to 

answer this man. If this Convention wants to know any
thing special about my sexual organs let us have it under
stood.

Mr. Shaw—Hid he tell the truth?
Mrs. Woodhull—Suppose he did tell the truth. Has Mr.

Cotton ever had sexual intercourse with Mrs. Woodhull? 
Mr. Cotton—No.
Mrs. Woodhull—Ho you know of any man that has?
Mr. Cotton—No.
Mrs. Woodhull—Then, what in the name of heaven can 

you prove ? Have you in your eagerness to do something 
for the public weal, which, I suppose you consider in 
danger, caught up the uncomprehended sayings of some 
busybody who thinks he knows more about my business than 
I do myself and better how to manage it, that you come be
fore this Convention and arraign me for hypocrisy ? I hurl 
the intention back in your face, sir, and stand boldly before 
you and this Convention, and declare that I never had sex
ual intercourse with any man of whom I am ashamed to stand 
side by side before the world with the act. I am not 
ashamed of any act of my life. At the time, it was the best 
I knew. Nor am I ashamed of any desire that has been grat- 
fied or of any passion alluded to. Every one of them are a 
part of my own soul’s life, for which, thank God, I am not 
accountable to you. Therefore, sir, I have nothing to offer 
up on the altar of the confessional. If others have, I have 
no objections. I had intended to put these things before 
the world in my own time and way; but I shall not be 
forced to explain anything, by any job put up, to compel me 
to take a position that doe s not belong to me to assume.

may, however, be a fit time for this issue when a man, 
and such a man, feels called upon in the name of virtue to 
come before this Convention and arraign me for my sexual 
virtue, when you are compelled to say you do not know of 
any man with whom I ever had sexual intercourse. I think 

i m be a fitting time—a fitting ending to this Convention 
— n e it brings the question down to just this: Of what does 
virtue consist ? But I fear I may lose myself and say things 
1 am not yet quite ready to say. It is not, however, from 
cowardice I hesitate; but out of respect to some of my 
friends who, thinking to do the cause a service, have forced 
this issued at this time. I am full cognizant of it all, but it 
has assumed a form for which they did not provide, and 
has passed from :.their control to that of the opposition, 
which having failed to crush out the doetrine of social free
dom, now at this late stage of the Convention, think to do 
something by springing this issue. They are welcome to all 
the comfort it will afford them. But I am not yet entirely 
satisfied as to how far I ought, indeed how far I can, indulge 
them and maintain my womanly dignity. A woman ques
tioned on the public platform, and that too by a man at this 
stage of agitation for freedem!

But what is it that this man is after ? He wants me, be
cause I claim that Moses and Elvira Hull had a right to do 
what they have done, that I shall divulge the private history 
of my life, and whether I have prostituted myself to carry 
on this work. Did this man or did any other person 
even hear me make any pretentions to any special line of 
sexual life ? I am an advocate of freedom. I have openly de
clared that I had the right to change my love every day of 
my life if I wanted to and could. What more does he want ? 
Does he want me to say I have the right to change love 
oftener than that ? Is that sufficient for the man ? 
Is that freedom enough to satisfy his longing? Can I say 
anything more to assuage his desieres ? Or is it that he would 
make me an inconsistent advocate of sexual freedom by the 
•acknowledgment that, when questioned, I have a right to 
-stoop to explain ? I should really like to know at what 
it is he is driving--------

Yoices—-Tell us to-night.
Mrs. Woodhull—I have my own proper business to attend 

to to-night. I want to know why people congregate in this 
Convention and make me their president. Is it because I 
have shown any cowardice during the last two years? Oris it 
^because I have gone through the very depths of hell to give 
you freedom? I want to know. Is it because I have been a 
-coward, or is it because I have braved the penitentiary and 
every other damnable thing that could be put up to hinder 
me giving you the truth?; [Cheers.] Well, now, when 1 
came out of my prison I came out of it a beggar. I appealed 
to the Spiritualists, to the reformers of the country, to send 
in their money that I might send you my paper. But did 
you do it? No; you left me to starve in the streets; you 
left my paper to die; you sent in a few paltry dollars, but not 
'enough to meet the necessary payments. I knew my paper

had to live, or I should assuredly be sent to Sing Sing. 
Hence, I went to the world’s people. I went to your bank
ers, presidents of railroads, gamblers, prostitutes, and got 
the money that has sent you the paper you have been read
ing, and I do not think that any of you are the worse for 
handling it. [Cheers.] I used whatever influence I had to 
get that monev, and that’s my own business, and none of 
yours; and if I devoted my body to my work and my soul to. 
God, that is my business and not yours. I have gone before 
the world devoting heart and soul to this cause. I have been 
willing and still am willing to yield up my life, if need be, to 
further its interests. [Cheers.] All my mind; all my 
might; all my strength; all my faculties are engaged in this 
labor, and when any of them are demanded, they are not 
withheld. It would be no glad thing for me to have to yield 
my life that the world may gain freedom. Jesus of Nazareth, 
whom Christians worship to-da.y as God, even he prayed that 
the drinking of such a cup might pass from him. And so do 
I. [Cheers.] But I would drink it if the spirits, whose ser
vant I am, present it to my lips. They have intrusted me 
with a mission, and I have done and shall do everything and 
anything that is necessary to accomplish it. And more than 
this; I am proud to say that whatever that has been or may 
be I am not, nor shall be ashamed to proclaim, it to the 
world, standing side by side with my lover [cheers] who 
stands by me now, as he has stood for nine years, manfully 
holding up my hands and encouraging my weary, sometimes 
almost fainting heart when deserted by everybody else. 
[Cheers.] Hence I say, suppose I have been obliged to cru
cify my body in whatsoever way to fulfill my duty, what 
business is that of Mr. Cotton ? I prostituted my body by 
speaking to you last night when I was scarcely able to stand 
alone. I shall do the same to-night, in order to advance a 
great truth to the world that shall prove its salvation. And 
you prostituted me by the failure to come to my support 
when I needed you. I have racked my brain, my body, my 
strength, my health, my all that this cause might live; aye, 
even that this Convention might meet under the favorable 
auspices under which it has met. [Cheers.] And now this 
man stands up to demand of me if I have sold my body to 
help this on, just as if there was no other prostitution ex
cept that of sexuality. [Cheers.] Bah! such cant and from 
men.

I am ashamed of the Spiritualists and Reformers of the 
country who profess an interest in the cause, that they have 
left me all alone to prostitute myself in whatever way to 
maintain their interests. Did they stop to ask if I should 
have to crucify my body to obtain the needed means? 
[Cheers.] I doubt if one of you ever did, and yet I besought 
you earnestly all the time of my needs, and forgetting all 
this I am placed on the stool of confession by a man from 
Yineland [cheers], who, if he has ever given a dollar to the 
cause, I don’t know it. But let me tell you quite a different 
story. Suppose I had not done what I have, let that be what
ever it may, and that the Weekly had died and the Y. M. 
C. Assassination Association had succeeded in sending me to 
Sing Sing, where would have been your cause ? Where this 
Convention to-day? Can anyone answer me that? Are there 
any of you, you here I mean, who would have come for
ward and put your bodies in the gap? If there are I hope 
they will now come forward an d relieve me. My body has 
been crucified until I am almost unable to use it any more. 
I am weak, faint and want rest. Will you give it to me ? If 
you will not, don’t put me before you as needing to confess 
anything that in your self-sanctified spirits you may conceive 
to be prostitution.

Suppose that I had permitted the Weekly to die and the 
cause of freedom to sink, and I had come before this 
Convention, and as you would in that case have had 
a right to do, because I had received some of your 
money, you had asked for an explanation. And sup
pose I had arisen and said: Ladies and gentlemen, I did 
all I could to keep up the cause and to issue the Weekly, 
but: there did not money ugh come in, and one 
week I was short of the amount t at was needed to purchase 
the white paper, and as I did not feel disposed to make any 
extra exertion, and was not willing to crucify myself in any 
way to get it, we had to stop. What would you have said ? 
Would you have elected me your President ? I don’t believe 
it. And yet I am asked if I do this and this or this and 
that to aid on the cause. Once and for all time, let me 
assure the highly respectable male citizen from Vineland 
that I have done whatever was necessary to perform what 
I conceived to be my duty, and so long as I live I shall con
tinue to do whatever is necessary, even to giving my life, 
but that shall be the last resort. Everything else before 
that, even if it be the crucifixion of my body in the manner 
for which I am now arraigned. If you do not want one to 
be forced to that extreme, come to my rescue as you ought 
to have done before, and not let me fight the battle all alone, 
and be subjected even to the possibility of a thing so utterly 
abhorrent to me as to submit sexually for money to a man I 
do not love. If Mr. Cotton, or if any of you are so terribly 
alarmed lest I may have been obliged to do this, let him and 
you manifest your alarm by rallying to my support so as to 
insure that no such exigency shall ever again arise. I hope 
Mr. Cotton and you are answered. But perhaps he may 
desire to tell you what he knows about sexuality.

Mr. Cotton—Give me five minutes and I’ll tell.
The Chairman—I will give you one minute and a-half.
Mrs. Woodhull—I do not know whether you are a virgin 

or not, having by that virtue had the right to cast your stone 
at me. [Laughter.]

Mr. Cotton—So far as outside the marriage relation, I am. 
[Cheers.]

Mrs. Woodhull—He is a virgin. What have I always said ? 
That you have the right to love one woman or forty women, 
and nobody has the right to say no. And no one has the 
right to exercise any tyranny over my sexual organs any 
more than they have over the processes of thought in my 
brain. I know none are without sin, which I call virtue. 
Without sexual desire you are not men and women. You

are the result of men and women copulating before you. 
You are the result of that act; and that act is my religion, 
and by that act the world is moved to-day. And I shall love 
it and admire it, and pray God that my sexual desires may 
become so purified and intensified that J may be able to en
joy them as I do any other desire or passion of my soul; and 
if I want sexual intercourse with one hundred men I shall 
have it. This question is up for discussion, and we may as 
well have it out with these people who are so terribly 
alarmed about their virtue. I am side and disgusted with 
their cant; and I repeat here, as I said yesterday to Mrs. 
Hardy, in that room, that if Col. Blood surely loved her— 
because I know nobody can know except himself—it would 
be my courtesy to mind my own business. And I hold that 
this would be true courtesy. I do not propose to be mortified. 
And if I or you wanted intercourse fifty times a week, or but 
once in a lifetime, or at any other time, when feeling disposed 
nobody has a right to interfere. And this sexual intercourse 
business may just as well be discussed now, and discussed 
until you are become so familiar with your sexual organs 
that a reference to them will no longer make the blush 
mount to your face any more than a reference to any other 
part of your body. Have 1 not done my work? Have I not 
done everything that was demanded of me? Have I not car
ried this important work on through every state? And I 
shall do so still. I shall push forward this great question of 
sexual adaptation, for I am the result of a sexual abortion, 
and my first child is a sexual abortion; and I have it on the 
brain, and I propose to keep it on the brain until the brain 
rules the sexual relationship. I do not propose to have any 
blush on my face for any act of my life. My life has been 
my own; I have nothing to apologize for. I do not ask you 
to accept any of my sexual relations; but I ask you to be 
happy, and then you will be virtuous; and then I think we 
will have no more- of this blackguardism and discussion 
about anybody else’s sexual organs; for if you knew how 
contemptible it is, you would mind your own business, and 
permit everybody else to do the same.

Hon. Warren Chase said:
I have not troubled this Convention very much, and I do 

not propose to do so now. You need not be very much 
alarmed, for I do not think I shall hurt any one with what I 
have to say. I am very glad to have a few minutes to speak 
before the dissolution of this body, because I have a few 
things I wish to say: One thing is to thank the reporters of 
the Times and the Inter-ocean for the fair and candid reports 
that have appeared in their papers, so far as I have 
read them, up to this time. I have not anything to say with 
regard to the Tribune; your Secretary has attended to that. 
Now I want to say to you all, to any foes if I have any, and I 
ought not to have—that you need not be alarmed. Spirit
ualism in the last quarter of the century has been killed at 
least fifty times, and I have been killed myself almost as 
many times in the estimation of my friends; and yet I am 
still alive, and so is Spiritualism, and it is likely to be. 
You need have no fears; I want to say to my friend Judge 
Holbrook, that he need not be alarmed. Spiritualism is not 
going to suffer from anything that is said here or elsewhere. 
This platform is broad enough, for we want to take hold of 
all.subjects, and to find room for all persons. After what we 
have had attached to Spiritualism for the last twenty years, if 
you think anything can kill it, you are very much mistaken. 
There is no danger of its being killed by the discussion of 
these questions upon it. These are vital questions and they 
must be discussed, and there is no other platform but the 
spiritual platform on which it can be done, and here it will be 
done, until the great public mind has settled them. The great 
popular will, which is the glory of this country, will settle this 
marriage question, and you need not be alarmed. Never will it 
separate these families which are bound together by the ties 
of love and affection; under it children will not be respected 
while mothers are interested in the making of laws as they 
will be. Therefore I will say to Judge Holbrook, and his 
fidus achates from Iowa, to this young lawyer I say, that 
when he has been through the world as I have, and knows as 
much of life as I know, and has had the experience that I had 
before he commenced to study law, he will be wiser than he 
is now. I assure him that he need not be alarmed, that this 
Convention need not be alarmed, because it;has some, who 
like the prancing ponies on the old stage line, seem ready to 
dash into the river; but it is safe enough in the hands of the 
old heads. I say let us therefore have room on our platform, 
let us have free speech and free debate on every subject that 
members may desire to bring forward. Let everything be 
spoken freely, but use decent language. Be courteous, kind 
and civil. Speak your thought freely, then let us canvass it, 
let us discuss it, let us hear it, and see what is best for us to 
do as a community. We do know that in the past some in
stitutions have been failures. The thousands of voices that 
come up to us from the congregation of married ones, proves 
that there is something wrong in that institution, and 
every soul of you know it. You all know that it must be 
from seme causes and that cause must be re
moved. There shold be harmony in the social 
life, and these people who are engaged in the
movement are endeavoring to bring it about. Do you think 
that these are the patrons of the houses of prostitution ? Do 
you know that every one of these people have been urging 
the adoption of the law that recognizes the female prosti
tutes, but would also provide for the registration of the 
names of the men who visit these houses, and have them 
published ? Do you know that ? Whose names do you think 
will be on the register ? These people who advocate Free 
Love, as you call it ? Do you think that their names will be 
registered as patrons of these houses? No; it will be those 
who applauded so loudly when my Iowa friend was on the 
platform. [Cheers.] It would be that class of persons who 
throughout the country are defending the institution as it 
is, because it guards, guides and covers them with the 
sacredness of the name of membership in a church. These 
are the kind of people that we want registered—the hypo
crites who are damning themselves by claiming one thing 
and practicing another, and who endeavor to keep institu -
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tions as they are, in order that they may keep on practicing 
one thing and preaching another. Do you ask, do you want 
the repeal of the whole marriage system ? I say I do, and 
not that alone—I want to repeal the divorce law also. And 
then you will have none of these causes dragged into court, 
to become a scandal to the community, and your newspapers 
unfit to be read, and with particulars of it for Comstock to 
prosecute. Your simple law of love will be sufficient. When 
woman is secure in her own right,—is secure in her share of 
the prosperity of the country—when a civil law contract 
shall cover the whole question of marriage, and shall be all 
that shall be required—then we may expect to see a reformed 
state of society. That is what we mean. And yet you ask 
us whether we advocate promiscuity. Do you know that 
every speaker of yesterday emphatically condemned promis- 
cuity, and that a resolution was unanimously passed in this 
assembly to the same effect? It is not promiscuity that we 
are advocating. It is the civil rights of woman—the right to 
take care of her own. She has not the right to protect her 
body now; but we propose that she shall have the right, and 
that the law shall sustain her. Is this promiscuity? Is this 
legalizing prostitution ? Take care, then, that you do not 
do anything that you do not like to have talked about on the 
platform. Take care of your life; take care of your spirit; 
take care that you do not do that to your fellow which shall 
make you fear to meet him face to face in the eternal world. 
[Cheers.] Be sure that you injure nobody, and that nobody 
will be able to charge you with injuring [them in the world 
to come. Look you to it, that you may meet those whom 
you have made happier, purer, better—whom you have 
strengthened in the newer nature, the higher life; that you 
have made the world purer and happier for your children, 
that they may take no fear in doing the work set before 
them, and the angel world will bless you, and you will go in 
and out of that beautiful kingdom of which my brother Ran
dolph speaks, for I indorse his sentiments, every one of 
them. [Cheers.] So that, with your own conscience clear, 
you can enter the kingdom of light and love. [Cheers.]

Mr. Todd then announced the list of speakers for the even
ing session.

Judge Holbrook—Mr. President, as I said, I have a pro
test, which is signed by ten or twenty delegates, which I 
wish to read.

The Chairman—Will the Convention hear the protest? 
Voices—“Yes.”
Judge Holbrook—The protest is as follows:

To the American Association of Spiritualists, to our Constituents and 
the Public:

The undersigned, members of said Association, now m Convention at 
Chicago, 111., deem it proper to withdraw therefrom.

The principal reasons that induce this action (omitting many others 
for the sake of brev.ty) are as follow:

Before the Troy Convention, which was two years ago, we believe the 
society could not boast of much vitality or usefulness, and hence it at
tracted but little attention. At that Convention, which was quite thinly 
attended, by some sudden movement and questionable proceedings, Mrs. 
Victoria C. Woodhull, a person not before then widely known as a 
Spiritualist, but rather as a leader in the Woman Suffrage movement, 
and in some way a nominal candidate for the office of President of the 
United States, was elected president of the Association.

Immediately thereafter the new president treated this election as an 
indorsement of her former position, and seemed to degrade the society 
into the place of use merely to her political aspirations; and if the 
officers of the society consented thereto, which we believe is a fact, so 
much greater was the wrong then, and the cause of complaint now.

Failing in the consummation of her pretences and aspirations in the 
political line, and being abandoned by her associates in the woman suf
frage movement, she became the most bold and unscrupulous advocate 
of free love in its worst extremes. And now in turn she proposed to 
convert this association, in reality weak, and only seemingly strong, 
and of any importance, in the fact that it was nominally a representa
tive of the Spiritualists of the whole country, into a subordinate aid to 
her chief and all-absorbing theme. To effectuate this in a seemingly 
lawful manner, it is insisted that the platform is absolutely free, without 
any limitations whatever as to subject, and perhaps not as to persons 
and method of advocacy; and this, too, on the further plea that Spiritu
alism is m some way connected with every reform, actual or self-styled, 
merely projected or imaginary, in the wide world.

Under such a construction, free love, now called social freedom, is 
brought upon the platform, and every effort is made by her and her co
adjutors (and surely with great success) to make this the central figure, 
and to give it nearly all the attention and time in and out of convention.

We protest against this as a great wrong. It is not according to the 
design of the framers of the association, nor within the purview of those 
who since then maintained a so-called free platform; nor in accordance, 
as we verily believe, with the proper constituency of such association, 
that fain would have sent delegates to convention, had not the associa
tion so lost character by such proceedings, that a very great many have 
thought that the effort to regain and repair is not worth the cost, and 
hence have not sent them. It is a wrong in that it changes the char
acter and office of the association! Everything else as well as Sph-itu- 
alism can be advocated upon its platform by the same means and to the 
same extent, and hence it is no longer a “ Spiritualistic Association,” in 
any especial sense—nothing but the name is left, and that now is a mis
nomer. It is a wrong to whatever of a minority there may be opposed 
to such action, as they have a right to the normal action and use of the 
society. .

This is a wrong when any foreign element is introduced, however right 
it may be and worthy of advocacy in itself at another time and place; 
but when the foreign element is in itself a master evil, erroneous in 
principle, most essentially vicious in practice, abhorrent to the views, 
sentiments and sensibilities of a very large portion of cultivated and re
fined society, and highly detrimental to the advancement of the cause of 
true Spiritualism—then the wrong is infinitely increased.

According to our views, then, we are called upon to protest against 
such a use of the Association, and we feel the more called upon to do so 
in that now the evils of such dogmas are widespread, are enhanced and 
strengthened by the position under such a rule and such a mana°-ement 
of their national association.

But not to be restrictive and tenacious in our own views, and beino- 
desirous of preserving the national association to true Spiritualism, to 
works and a name worthy of her high origin, and to future years of use
fulness, we have endeavored to save it from disunion and decay, and to 
prevent a division in our ranks by presenting honorable terms of com
promise of extreme views and action, and reducing them to practical 
terms of harmony. It is for such a purpose that some of us have at
tended this Convention, being persuaded to make such a venture quite

against our better judgment as to its success,; that if successful, well; 
if not, that there should be no wrong judgment made in haste, and that 
there should be no fault on our part and no opportunity to charge any 
against us by the majority managers of the Convention or their sympa
thizers. We have proposed, as a rule for the platform, that it should not 
be in order to speak in advocacy of, nor in opposition to those subject^ 
■which are remote from Spiritualism, and in no special degree based upon 
and connected with its facts, theories, demonstrations and philosophy; 
among which are enumerated the general questions of politics and gov
ernment, the Woman Suffrage movement and Social Freedom; but per
sons might be especially invited to speak on specified subjects by a vote 
of two-thirds the members of the association represented in convention, 

j This rule, as we think, would preserve the special character of the as
sociation, while a reasonable opportunity would be afforded for a 
diversion for specified objects where there were an unanimity of senti
ment sufficient to justify it.

But no concessions have been made to meet this proposition; but, on 
the contrary, a rather more rabid extremism has been exhibited, as well 
as promised for the future, so that but very little attention has been paid 
to any other question than Free Love, and it seems to have oeen deter
mined that there shall not be, at least in the immediate future.

According to our best judgment, then, we must surrender this asso
ciation; and as we must deem that it is desirable to have a national spirit
ual association, we recommend that a call be made for a national con
vention to form such an association, limited, for the sake of harmony 
and efficiency, in the first instance, to those whe are willing to restrict 
the action of their society to Spiritualism proper, at least within the 
confines of the rule above referred to as offered to this convention:

Edward S. Holbrook, Chicago, 111.; George W. Kates, Cincinnati, O.; W. 
J. Shaw, Iowa; Ed. T. H. Stewart, Indiana; G. L. Jenifer, Lawrence, Kan
sas; Mrs. Dr. S. Avery, Chicago; Mr. Chas. W. Mills; W. R. Hill, De
troit; A. S. Waterman, Waukegan, 111.; R. Hoyt Winslow, Akron, O.; 
Dr. W. H. Bancroft, Wisconsin; Jos. H. Longshore, M. D., Philadelphia, 
Pa.; Wm. H. Hicks, Delaware; John W. Cochran, Joliet, 111.; Dr. B. P. 
Barnum, Michigan; W. L. Thornton; S. C. Bliss Riley, Clinton County, 
Michigan.

EVENING SESSION.
The Convention was called to order at half-past seven 

o’clock.

The Chairman—We will have to listen to a few prelimi
nary speeches before Mrs. Woodhull comes on to the plat
form, and I would announce that after the other speakers 
have done, and before she commences, Mrs. Moore will sing 
a song.

Mr. J. O. Barrett, of Wisconsin, said—

My reticence at this Convention is owing to the condition 
of my lungs. I have congestion of the lungs, which prevents 
my speaking. I have just recovered from a severe sickness, 
and I shall have to decline speaking. I thank the committee 
for having assigned me to this honorable position. My heart 
is deeply in earnest in this work. I believe that from it 
there will outgrow something that shall be of great value and 
salutary influence to our country and to the world. [Cheers.] 
I decline speaking in favor of Bro. Lynn.

Mr. Cephas R. Lynn, of Massachusetts, said:
I am perfectly astonished to see that some of our good 

friends who have come in here, and who have never attended 
a Spiritualists’ Convention . before, are so remarkably in
terested in the proceedings. When a man stands up and 
asks a question of this audience, when an individual 
demands an answer to a certain interrogation and another 
individual stands up to answer it, why those very liberal gen
tlemen in the gallery may cry “Put that individual out.”; 
Mow, we hold that the individual is in order who answers to 
the vile insults of the speaker. I tell you what it is, we: 
are not such fanatics as not to know what constitutes order, 
and we propose to run this Convention ourselves, notwith
standing that you paid half a dollar to come in. You just 
let us alone and we will show you that we are not just such 
fellows as you take us to be. [Hisses.] To-night I want to 
remark to you is the concluding session of the grandest Con
vention that has ever assembled in the United States of 
America. [Cheers.] I want to tell you that the tenth annual 
Convention of Spiritualists of America has set its foot down, 
has talked in plain language, and that we of the radical par
ty are perfectly willing to stand up to the record that is here, 
laid down; and let me tell you that the opponents of Mrs. 
Woodhull in this Convention conceded the propositions of 
the radical party when they declared to us that were we all 
angels of light, that then the Woodhull doctrine would do to 
be preached to the world. [Cheers.] I say that they have 
conceded the fundamental principle of the radical party 
when they made that declaration. But I am sorry to say 
that at this stage of the game, as the poker player would 
say, it has come to pass that when I or anybody else stands1 
upon this platform and speaks for liberty, when we ask that 
the devil himself, if it were possible to restore him from, 
hell, should have fair hearing here, that some of the virtu
ously sanctimonious say that we have allied ourselves to 
animalism. And this simply because we say that we are not 
afraid of anything that is wrapped in pantaloons or in petti
coats. [Cheers.] And it is because of this fact that we have 
come upon this platform and have declared that the minor
ity should have an equal chance with the majority, but 
the minority have lost the game, and having lost it have not 
the moral courage to bolt. We say to the minority bolt and 
organize a new society, just as Ben Butler ought to have 
done the other day. [Cheers.] Why do we say this? Be
cause we are content to let the world see what are the ideas 
of the majority and what are the ideas of the minority. I 
hold, therefore, that the minority have a right to bolt, and 
while, ladies and gentlemen, I voted with the minority SO' 
far as the publication of their statements was concerned, yet, 
at the same time, I want to make another declaration, and 
that is, that if we are to be true to the genius of the spiritual 
platform, there never can be a schism in radicalism. Why? j 
Because we have taught, for the last quarter of a century,. ■ 
that the convictions of the individual did not compromise ' 
anybody. Remember that. [Cheers.] We have taught 
that, no matter what Tennie C. Claflin might say, no matter 
what Mrs. Victoria C. Woodhull might say, no matter what [ 
Col. Blood might say, no matter what our respected Chair
man might say, their individual utterances did not com-1

promise the great mass of the people, who stand to-day 
on the platform of liberalism and Spiritualism. And so I 
say that I am glad the time has at last come when we have 
discovered the fact that we do not anchor ourselves to any 
crystallized definition of the theology of antiquity, or to the 
words of anybody on earth, be they Woodhull, Claflin—I 
mean Victoria—or anybody else. [Cheers.] And I want 
the ladies and gentlemen of this congregation to understand 
that those of the majority in this Convention, because they 
have stood by it, because they have fought for it, have not 
necessarily given up their individuality to the Mew York 
ring, if there should be such ring, which I deny. I do not 
wear the shoulder-straps of the Woodhull party. What do 
I see ? I see the Woodhull party on the one hand, which is 
striking out for liberty and progress; and I see on the other 
the conservative party, which is shivering and quivering as 
if it was wearing paper overcoats in the middle of winter. 
[A laugh.] And as between the two, between paper 
overcoats and Mother Grundy, give me the other side and I 
will stand by it. Why do I say that? Because I am thor
oughly convinced that there is no such thing as chaos in 
God’s spiritual universe. You talk about regulating a 
human soul. I tell, you that you cannot do it. I tell you 
that God Almighty made us and he takes care of us all the 
time, as he takes care of the birds of the air, the beasts on 
the land, the fishes in the sea, as he takes care of the worlds 
that roll majestically through the heavens above us, as the 
law enzones the world beneath our feet. Do you suppose 
that he is going to let a human being, which is the grandest 
part of his creation, come to nothing? Mot a bit of it. 
[Cheers.] We need not fear, The fact is, we have credited 
the bugbears which have been set up to startle us; the bug
bears of the books which are set afloat by the men—these 
virtuous, sanctimonious men who have always been true to 
their wives—over the left. [Cheers.] They are afraid chaos 
is coming on in this big Chicago of the nineteenth century. 
[Cheers.] They say when we are crying for freedom that we 
are going to break into their houses and violate the 
persons of their wives and daughters. But when they 
say that we say that they lie about us. If they 
understood the radical idea they would understand that 
reciprocity was the cardinal idea of the whole system. And 
then there is something else. Mow don’t you fret, who want 
Mrs. Woodhull to come forward. I am a necessary evil on 
one crutch to-night. [Great laughter.] I want to say some
thing else. I want to say that among the many grand things 
that have emanated from the Tenth Annual Convention of 
American Spiritualists, is a clear cut, a gigantic statement 
of the encroachments of the Young Men’s Christian Asso
ciation upon the liberties of the citizens of the American 
Republic. [Cheers.] Mow, I am going to tell you something 
confidentially. Y, M. C. A.—what do they mean? [Hisses.] 
Don’t hiss; I am simply telling you what Comstock has per
mitted to pass through the mails. The letters Y. M. C. A., 
according to George ; Francis Train, mean, the “ Young 
Mule’s Concubine Association” [a laugh]; according to the 
Christian, they mean, the “Young Men’s Christian Associa
tion.” Brick Pomeroy says they mean the “Young Men 
Christian Asses.” [A hiss.] Don’t hiss me; , it is not me 
that says so. Yietoria Woodhull says they mean “Young 
Men’s Christian Assassination .Association,”. [Cheers.] 
Mow, what do we discover? Why, that this so-called Young 
Men’s Christian Association have subsidized the United 
States Government to protect the man who stands behina 
the orthodox pulpit to-day. You cannot get rid of it. It 
was the Y. M. C. A. that turned the key of Ludlow-street 
jail upon our President, and when that key turned, and we 
heard the click, wp swore by the living God that that click 
struck the key-note of a new declaration of independence 
which should be greater than the first. [Cheers.] Why, you 
men who come to this Convention and slander us—you re
porters of the press—I tell you that Mrs. Woodhull 
went on the cross for you as well as for us. Talk about 
the coming man and the coming woman! I tell you I 
want you to look after something else. I am looking for the 
corning individual—the coming reporter—that dare say what 
is true. [Cheers.] I tell you that this cutting-down of the 
manuscript of local reporters—of which Mrs. Woodhull spoke 
in her lecture—has got into the religious press; and we who 
stand on the spiritual platform have sworn by the holy God 
that we won’t write another letter to the Banner without 
placing every word above our names, and not be afraid of 
Mrs. Grundy. Talk about delay—of slow legislation! 
The history of the world shows that when the individual 
has exerted himself against the law, that the law has grad
ually receded. I am confident that I have but a very few 
more minutes. [Cries of “ Go ahead!”]

Mr. Lynn—I want to make another point, and that is 
that I believe the citizens of the United States of America 
are sleeping to-day on a volcano. Why, suppose we had been 
members of Congress when our soldiers were falling by 
thousands, and had said in answer to the cries of the people, 
“War? there is no war,” we should have been called igno
ramuses. But from this platform we can point to several in
stances which go to show that the government of the United 
States in 1870 and 1873 has given the lie to what it said in the 
days of Washington. It was because Mrs. Woodhull made 
declarations which Were disastrous to the doctrine of salva
tion through the blood of Christ, that the officers of the Uni
ted States government cast her into Ludlow-street jail, and 
I am very happy to say that we found a friend not among 
the philosophers, so-called, not among scientists, so-called; 
not among reformers, so-called, but the man whojvindicated 
American liberty was the man that we all had laughed at, 
and that man’s name was George Francis Train. [Cheers,] 
When they arrested George Francis Train they had an ele
phant on their hands, and they did not know what to do 
with him. Why did they refuse to try George Francis Train? 
Ladies and gentlemen, dearly beloved friends in the gallery, 
have you ever thought this matter over ? I will tell you all 
about it. They refused to try George Francis Train because 
the words that he had quoted in his paper, and on which he 
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Everybody who knows anything of me, knows also that I 
am not given to noticing any calumnies that may he put 
afloat for the purpose of defaming me; hut I have a copy of 
a letter lying before me which is of such a character, and 
the original of which is from such a source, that I am not 
altogether certain that I ought not to notice it. If the lettei 
referred wholly to me personally, if it did not attempt to im
peach my integrity and honesty of purpose as a reformer; if, 
indeed, it were not evidently intended to damage the cause 
to which I am devoted still more than it is to injure me, I 
should pass it by with the contempt it merits; hut it is so 
clearly intended to blacken the white cause of freedom, and, 
emanating from whence it did, is so well calculated to stag
ger friends who have not the means of judging justly be
tween its author and me, and withal is so revolting to my 
soul, that I feel it may he my duty, though I do it with a 
great deal of hesitation, to show who their author is.

Nearly a year ago a lonely and confessedly unfortunate 
and wretched man came to me, and excited my sympathy 
by the story of his life. I gave him all the aid I could, par
tially, at least, feeding and nourishing him, and permitting 
him to sleep in my oflice, sometimes at personal inconveni
ence to myself. I introduced him. to all my friends in the 
city and to those who visited the oflice from abroad; per
mitted him free access to the columns of the Weekly to get 
before the public (of which he took advantage to write the 
most fulsome things of me personally); in short, did every
thing a person in my condition could do that was kind and 
comforting, and that a sister should do for a suffering and 
needy brother. I admired his talent and pitied his condition.

This is the man who has busied himself writing these vile 
letters to my friends all over the country. Having been 
warmed into life and into the power to do harm by me, he 
takes advantage of the knowledge he has obtained in the 
guise of a friend to send his enven omed shafts where he 
thinks he can do me injury, and create prejudice that will 
damage the interests of freedom as advocated by the 
Weekly.

I do not write this for those who know me personally; I 
would not insult them by the supposition that any explana
tion is needed; hut there are very many who may have been 
favored by him who are warm friends to the cause hut not 
personally so to me. These may be poisoned by these things 
coming from a man who they know has had my respect. To 
them I would say that the revolting substance of these let
ters could have been penned only by a man thorough
ly had at heart. I hope he may still have manhood 
enough left to do himself, not less than me, the justice 
demanded of him, by acknowledging the wrong he has done.

Yictoria C. Woodhull

at COOPER INSTITUTE AGAIN !

Again are the halls of New York-closed against us for 

nine months—now open, and again we shall lift up our 
voices to advocate the rights of the “Lower Million” as 
against the “Upper Ten.” Yictoria C. Woodhull and 
Tennie C. Claflin will both speak in the large hall of 
Cooper Institute, on Eriday evening, October 17, at 8 

o’clock, upon
REFORMATION or reyolution, which? 

ob, Behind the Political Scenes.

TYe shall undertake to show that the system of govern
ment under which, for the last century, we have lived, 

has been proven to he a failure; and that even now we 
are upon the verge of revolution, which probably will

not be averted.
We shall also show that the political, financial, com

mercial, industrial, intellectual, moral, religious and edu
cational conditions; that the monopolies which starve the 
laboring masses; that the Christian attempt to establish a 
religious despotism; that the frauds, the corruptions and 
the general demoralization on all sides evident, and every 
day coming more generally to the surface, are-first and 

last, one and all—the legitimate fruits of a government 

that has been mistaken for a republic.
We shall not war upon Credit Mobiliers, revenue de

frauders, bank embezzlers, Treasury thieves, dividend 

smugglers, interest takers; upon stock, gold, cotton, corn, 
pork, flour, coal and oil speculators and land grabbers, 

as individuals. We shall, instead, show that they have 
peen naturally evolved by the system; that the system 
being faulty, they naturally follow, and, finally, that the 

only way to mend the ills under which the country now 
groans is to change the system; and, in conclusion, to show 

of what this change should consist.
The crisis is upon us. It cannot he ignored. It should 

be calmly considered, and wise provisions for its exigen

cies provided^

THE CHICAGO CONVENTION STILL AGAIN.

There is considerable murmuring among the constitu
tional grumblers about the principles adopted by the recent 
Convention at Chicago. These objections assume various 
forms; hut they principally relate to the principles involved 
rather than to the fact that they have been systematically 
r educed to forms and made the basis of the New Universal 
Association of Spiritualists until amended as piovided by 
the new constitution.

It is affirmed by some that these propositions are really a 
creed in substance; hut iu our judgment they have none of 
the elements of a creed. For example, a mathematical 
proposition can never he a creed. Accoiding to Webster a 
creed is: “Belief; a summary of articles of faith.” In 
these propositions there are none of the elements of belief, 
or of articles of faith. On the contrary, they are self 
evident propositions, and the opposition made to their adop
tion in the Convention did not proceed from any disposi 
tion to dispute their truth, hut rather to their having any 
relation to Spiritualistic organization.

Now, any valid objection to these propositions being 
made the object for which Spiritualists should organize, 
would have held as against the constitution of the American 
Association of Spiritualists with equal force. The preamble 
to this involved everything contained in the principles of 
the Chicago Convention, and was as follows:

Believing that the truths of the Spiritual philosophy (not 
merely the facts of Spiritualism) rightly interpreted and ap
plied to the improvement (social culture) and regulation 
(government) of human society, tend to the highest welfare 
of our race, and that great good may be accomplished by a 
general co-operation of Spiritualists throughout the Con
tinent, for the promulgation and propagation of these truths 
(all that the Chicago proposition involved), the undersigned 
unite for the specific purposes hereafter named:

The difference between this preamble and the recently 
adopted principles is that the latter defines what the im
provement of human society consists of, and also what its 
regulation should be; while the former merely declares 
that great good may he accomplished by Spiritualists in 
these directions if they will organize. Now, the organiza
tion of a body of people having no purpose iu view is an 
absurdity. If there is nothing to do hut to talk and wit
ness spiritual manifestations then there is no need xor 
organization. In fact, to organize for these would he a use
less expenditure of force. But the recent Convention at 
Chicago was composed of no such star-gazing people as

such a proposition would indicate its admirers to he. They 
were earnest, able and active laborers in the field of reform, 
and they delved down into the deepest miseries of human
ity and sought its moving causes, and finding them to he in 
these very questions of the improvement and regulation o 
human society, they boldly announced that they propose 
to organize to forward these reforms.

The analysis of what the improvement of human society 
requires, is found in chapter 1; the propositions of whic 
we claim are a self-evident statement of principles, which 
cannot be disproved, and they say that the improvement of 
human society means better men and women, depen mg 
originally or primarilly upon perfect conditions of genera 
tion, gestation and growth. Dare any one of the conserva 
tive grumblers deny this proposition? And if thcy^ are no 
why do they object that it should he made the fundamental
to “any true spiritual science?” Will they please answer t a .
Or are we to understand that they object to having, m t e 
next generation “an improved humanity?” or is it to the 
effort "involved to obtain it that they object? In their fright 
at their own interpretation of free love we trust that they 
may not make themselves utterly ridiculous.

But the Convention having, after mature, deliberative and 
exhaustive discussion, in which both sides had ample time 
to present their arguments, decided that the improvement of 
society was the basic work of Spiritualists, went straight to 
the means to accomplish it, and said that it could not he done 
except through organization; and also finding that human 
improvement could not be attained while women are com
pelled to hear children against their own wish and will, 
and under any and all conditions, they claimed that one of 
the purposes for which Spiritualists should organize, should 
he to secure social freedom with religious and political free
dom to complete the social trinity.

Now what does social freedom mean? Why, simply that 
each individual has the natural right to the disposition of 
his or her own body as against all other power; and that this 
cannot rightfully he alienated. Put this proposition to any 
individual man or woman and they will at once agree that 
they have the right to the control of the body; hut when this 
is made into a general declaration of rights for all people, 
they forget that what they claim for themselves is equally a 
right of every body else, and deny it.

The propositions as to organization also reach far out in 
other directions; they claim that equality of education for 
all children, in industry as well as intellect, and take up the 
demands of’the workingmen, claiming universal justice for 
all mankind. Indeed, carried to logical sequence, if the 
Spiritualists of the country should organize under this con
stitution they would become the government of the country 
when they should he in the majority of citizens.

We imagine, however, that the propositions of Chapter 
3 are what is really the cause of the opposition. They 
probably convict of prostitution many who claim to he re
spectable. Love is defined as the basis of intercourse, and 
where there is intercourse without love it is named prostitu
tion- and so, in the eyes of nature, it is. Now, if there are 
any legally married Spiritualists who do not love and who 
still maintain the relations that should only follow love, they 
will undoubtedly object to the principles put forth at Chi- 
carro declaring them prostitutes. But we ask every candid 
person to carefully read over those statements, and not to 
enter a hasty condemnation unless his judgment tells him 
they are false in principle.

But they say that ‘ ‘ it will keep out many who would other
wise come in.” Now the Universal Association of Spiritual
ists propose to do a certain work. They propose to improve 
and regulate human society, and they do not care for any 
associates who are opposed to this movement. Indeed, they 
want no member to he a dead weight upon the Association. 
They want only those who are in sympathy and cordial unity 
with the expressed purpose of tlie Association. Let all those 
who see no higher purpose in Spiritualism than its phenom
ena remain in that sphere until they convince themselves that 
manifestations, if continued to all eternity, will not of them
selves save a single soul from a single earthly misery. This 
Association desires only those who feel that Spiritualism 
slion 1 il now begin to do something to bettei the condition of 
the human race, and who are willing to conseciate their lives 
to the work. Let the self-sufficient, the time-serving and the 
indolent go their own way, and not hinder those in their la
bors who are practical reformers.

Nor does any one pretend that these principles commit 
any Spiritualist to their acceptance except those who agree 
with them, and who believe in their efficacy. Such will join 
the Universal Association of Spiritualists, and then they will 
stand committed to the principles. A Spiritualist is not ne
cessarily a member of the Universal Association, and it is 
this Association only that is committed to the principles of 
the Chicago Convention.

But there is another light in which these principles are to 
he received. They maintain inviolably the individuality of 
every human being, and can therefore in no proper sense be 
said in any manner whatever to limit the individual or to 
bind him or her in any such manner as do Christian cieeds. 
They declare freedom. That is afi—the whole. In this re
gard alone, the doings of the Chicago Convention challenge 
the admiration of the world, and we believe that the future 
will demonstrate that, as a general declaration of principles 
and purposes, they are the wisest that have ever been made.
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HAND IN HAND.

Our advices from the West show that mechanical and agri
cultural labor, so long divided, are about to be united under 
the banners of the Unions and the Granges. Of course, pol 
iticians and monopolists will make every effort to defeat this 
movement, which, if consummated, will certainly prove the 
death-warrant of the pious Jeremy Diddlers, land-grabbers 
and railroad manipulators in Congress. That we have some 
reason for the faith that is in us, warranting the heading of 
this article, the following extract is given from a three- 
column leader on the subject in the Workingman's Advocate 
of Chicago, of the 27th ult.:

“We notice with pleasure the extension of invitations by 
the speakers, as well as in the resolutions adopted by the 
Granges and other organizations among our farmer friends, 
to the workingmen’s associations, to unite with them in a 
common effort for the vindication and maintenance of the 
natural rights of those who produce and distribute the 
wealth.

“We believe that we express the almost unanimous senti
ments of the members of the workingmen’s organizations of 
the nation, when we say to our agricultural friends that, 
in so far as we can, without the surrender of well-founded 
convictions, we are ready to join with them, heart and hand, 
for the abrogation of all grants of special privileges and ad
vantages to individual classes or corporations, and for the 
enactment of such wise and just laws as will protect all in 
their natural rights, which we believe to be the true object 
of all good government.”

Six long resolutions follow the above statement, inform
ing the Grangers of the desires of the Unionists of the cities. 
For ourselves (remembering that it is necessary to kill the 
bear before you can obtain his skin), we beg to omit men
tion of the same, presenting the combined labor interests 
with one in their stead, which we deem to be more impor
tant to their present interests. It is:

“Resolved, That it is eminently fitting and proper that 
laborers should represent laborers; and, furthermore, that it 
is the duty and interest of all toilers to remember and carry 
into effect this resolution at the polls.”

At present, the lawyer representatives of the one hundred 
and fifty thousand lawyers in the country, fill about three- 
fourths of the Houses of Congress; while the men who rep
resent seven millions of toilers, you can readily count on 
the fingers of one hand. It is a pity that this is so; but the 
workers are now, and indeed always have been, in power to 
amend it if they please. Let us hope that the time has come 
in which they will use their power by striking this first blow 
against monopoly and corruption.

Surely, there is reason to hope that the workers will not 
again be cajoled out of their votes by the mealy-mouthed 
scoundrels of the Credit Mobilier type. Every one knows 
it has long been the custom of these pious villains to praise 
and extol their victims—the toilers—-on every opportunity. 
Of course, all thinking workingmen (and they are many) 
know the worthlessness of such balderdash. The statement 
of the Nation, that “the material producers are really infe
rior to the intellectual workers in society,” if not truthful, 
was honest, and merits more attention from toilers than the 
frothy gammon of politicians. Although at the same time 
it is also true that such belittling of manual laborers came 
with an ill grace from brains presented to the writer by the 
toils of ill-paid agriculturists.

The real position that the wealth-producers have a right 
to occupy is one well stated by themselves in a platform 
presented by the National Union Labor Reformers to Tam
many Hall for ratification. It reads as follows:

“ Resolved—That the producing classes, agricultural, min
ing, mechanical, intellectual and moral, are the most im
portant section of all communities ; and that distributors, 
financiers and politicians, together with their aids, civil and 
military, are of secondary consequence, being simply created 
by the former to disseminate wealth, maintain order, con
serve justice and keep intact the integrity of the nation.”

Nothing is more certain than that, under our present sys
tem, the welfare of the great masses of the community is 
barbarously sacrificed. A few financiers, railroad directors, 
factory owners and distributors, by our false money and 
industrial systems, are made enormously rich, at the ex
pense of the millions of their neighbors around them. What 
makes this fact more objectionable is that the above-men
tioned parties never return to humanity a quid pro quo for 
their accumulations. They are merely a grievous burden 
upon the people, without whom the millions would find 
themselves in a superior condition, inasmuch as the latter 
would be able to reserve a larger part of the results of their 
labors for the benefit of themselves and their families.

The apathy of the working classes and their neglect of 
duty are the true reasons why this is the case. They should 
be in power here, but they will not consolidate, and know not 
how to use their power. If they did, they would not now 
be represented by lawyers in Washington. In the labor 
revolution, which, we trust, is now about to be inaugurated 
under the banners of the Granges and Unions, although 
other nations may be reduced to the “ shedding of blood,” 
here the battle may be easily gained by the “shedding of 
ballots.” At any time the workers of this country can ob
tain political power if they please to unite their forces for 
that purpose, and, in the fact of thus ruling themselves, 
they will best manifest their right to rule this republic.

THE TRUE TRINITY.

Although we cannot recognize a trinity in the Deity, or 
comprehend one particle of the great Father and Mother of 
the Universe, we can perceive in man a three-fold nature, 
viz.: animal, intellectual and spiritual. Of these the animal 
portion forms the ground-work. In other words, man may 
be compared to a Corinthian column, the base representing 
his animal, the shaft his intellectual, and the capital his 
moral nature. In a perfectly formed human being, if ever 
there was one, these powers would be in exact equilibrium, 
neither unduly expanding over its fellows, but all being 
fully developed. At present the world is filled with abor
tions rather than with men and women, because we have 
failed to recognize and adapt our lives to suit this three-fold 
nature of mankind.

Those who have to perform hard toil for even eight hours 
per day, and that continuously, develop their animal natures, 
it is true, but at the expense of their intellectual and often 
of their moral natures; on the contrary, the earnest and 
close application to study demanded of professional men, or 
of our youths in our colleges, not unfrequently expands their 
intellectual at the expense of their animal powers. As to 
the development of our purely spiritual natures, mani
festly the last growth, or the crowning glory of our race, 
although it has been partially exhibited in ail climes and in 
all ages, it is only in the present era that man has been able 
in the least to comprehend it, or to hope to advance his 
knowledge of it to the dignity of a science.

This being the case, it is evident that, in a well ordered 
state of society, in which legislation is adapted to secure the 
true public weal in the advancement of the people, these anom
alies, if they cannotjbe entirely eradicated, must certainly be 
greatly diminished. It spite of the pratings of so-called politi
cal economists, there was profound wisdom in the assertion of 
Benjamin Franklin that four hours’ manual labor per day 
was enough; and so it certainly would be, did all human 
beings labor ; and individual as well as the general good de
mands that all human beings should so exert their muscular 
powers for the purpose of developing their physical struc
tures. So with regard to professionals. It is a crime 
against the body to overwork the brain day after day with
out relaxing it with the play of the muscles in toil. If our 
clergy and our lawyers devoted a certain portion of their 
time daily to such toil, it is believed it would by no means 
injure their efficiency, but that we should obtain from 
them, in consequence, sounder law and probably purer 
morality.

Let us hope that, in the near future, when the teachings 
of Spiritualism are better appreciated, government will be 
instructed by the peoples that their first duty is toward 
them, rather than toward the works of their hands. Indeed, 
a true economist will easily perceive that material advance
ment is a necessary consequent upon the physical, intellect
ual and moral development of mankind. At present in this 
matter, following British example, we buy our manufac
tures often with human lives and always with human degra
dation. This is paying too dear for our whistle. The 
great Nazarene said: “Seek first the kingdom of God and 
his righteousness, and all things else shall be added unto 
you.”' <:We, being more modest, and not being of absolutely 
divine parentage, paraphrase the text thus: “ Seek first the 
welfare of man and his development, and all things else 
shall be added unto you.” This advice we respectfully 
present to the rulers of the world, gratis. Let us hope that 
their common sense will induce them to heed it.

HULL’S CRUCIBLE.

As has been announced in these columns, the Hull Broth- 
ers_yioses and Daniel—have resumed the publication of 
the Crucible, in greatly enlarged form and improved in every 
way. The special reason for resuming the Crucible at this 
particular time, is clearly shown in the contents of this the 
first number. They undoubtedly feel they have a stern 
battle to fight, and that it can best be contested in the col
umns of a paper over which they have absolute control. 
Some uncommonly shrewd persons suspect that “ The Ex
perience ” was the calculated forerunner for the Crucible, 
over the excitement and interest of which it was hoped to 
float the issues on the popular tide of discussion.

But let this be as it may, the number before us is a bold 
and judicious defense of the recent cause of demoralization 
in the ranks of Spiritualists. Many prominent persons 
among them who have heretofore made no special attempt 
to conceal the “irregularities” of their lives, are now put on 
the “ respectable ” position, fearing lest the way opened by 
Moses and Elvira Hull may be so generally followed as to 
involve themselves; while prominently among his denounc
ers are the “lights” of the cause whose business it is to 
provide spiritual food for the needy flock. These privileged 
persons do not hesitate to break engagements that have been 
made in good faith with speakers who have had the courage 
to say their souls and bodies are their own, and to permit 
Moses Hull to regulate his own life as best suits its needs. 
We say these eminently virtuous persons do not hesitate to 
break their faith, and to show that whatever may be their 
sexual morality, their dishonesty and base faith is promi
nently published to the world; just as if good faith were not 
as much to be prized as a given standard of sexuality.

This system of ostracism is carried so far by the would- 
be-considered virtuous representatives of Spiritualism, that

any one who is known to be in sympathy with the move
ment for social freedom, is made the subject of it; but these 
conservators of Spiritualistic morality will find, ere long, 
that they have taken the wrong way. They may attempt to 
stay the tide, but they will not be able to stem the torrent 
that is rising in the mountains of thought and wisdom, to 
rush down upon and innundate the valleys where the filth of 
ages has accumulated.

The leading article in the Crucible is entitled “ The Gen
eral Judgment,” in which Moses asks for Spiritualistic 
teachers to throw off their masks of hypocrisy and preach 
to the world by their practices. “lam blowing the trum
pet and calling upon individuals to come to judgment and 
bring their theories and practices for comparison,” says 
Moses. He believes that the lives that many “ladies and 
gentlemen of talent and education” have found good for 
themselves as individuals, may be beneficial to the world, 
either as examples of warning or for copy, and he says: 
“ Show the world that you believe in your practices by giving 
it the results of your experiences. ”

He says: “ The man who is most bitter in his denuncia
tion of my position and arguments is one who, besides hav
ing a wife has a concubine and illegitimate offspring; the 
female who is more bitter than any other was the wife of a 
man who became jealous of the intimacy of another man 
with her and shot him. Her present husband has at least 
two other living wives, one at least of whom obtained a 
divorce from him on the ground of adultery. They could 
not be married in the State where he resides on account of 
the crimes which released his wife from him. The presi
dent of a Spiritual Society who urged me to join in the 
general denunciation of Mrs. Woodhull, acknowledged that 
he kept one concubine and had to make arrangements with 
another.”

“ Those who have no experiences,” says Moses, “have no 
right to say a word; those who have, are invited to produce 
them for the benefit of others. So far as the charge of 
licentiousness and promiscuity is concerned, I have given 
them both an emphatic denial. I do not publicly or pri
vately advocate or practice either. I advise all to live, as I 
know I would all the days of my life, a celebate, before I 
would demand of another what was not willingly given, 
and that not for money nor because the law had given her to 
me, but from a desire that our lives might mingle.” “ I am 
not more firmly convinced of my existence than I am that 
no two should ever approach each other sexually (whether 
in marriage or out of it) when there is not a perfect soul
blending.”

W e should be glad to make further extracts from Hull's 
Crucible, but space forbids. Every one who desires to know 
more of it can obtain it on application to Hull Brothers, 27 
Milford street, Boston, Mass. The subscription price is 
$2.50 for fifty-two numbers. It is not promised that it will 
be published regalarly, but that for every subscription there 
will be fifty-two numbers issued.

THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONVENTION 
Are now complete. The type upon which they were printed 
in the Weekly has been stereotyped in pamphlet form, 
making, together with Mrs. Woodhull’s speech the last even
ing of the Convention, entitled “ The Elixir of Life; or, Why 
do we Die ? ” which, on account of its great length and the 
want of space in which to use the large type in which it is 
set, will not be printed in the Weekly, but will form a part 
of the pamphlet—a book of 250 pages. The speech, on ac 
count of its subject-matter and the new and high direction 
which it gives to sexuality, is worth double the price of the 
whole pamphlet, which is fifty cents, single copy, post-paid, 
$4.50 a dozen, or $30 per hundred; or either the proceed
ings without the Speech, or the Speech without the pro
ceedings, one half these rates.

THE LOGIC OF CONSERVATIVE SPIRITUALISM.

The logical deduction to be drawn from the action of a 
certain class of Spiritualistic Societies is that they deny the 
fact that speakers are ever influenced by spirits to speak, by 
the efforts they are making to exclude from their platforms 
the discussion of Free Love. How can a speaker who speaks 
under influence or even inspiration, tell in advance what the 
spirits may induce or compel him to say; and the fact that 
those who wish to engage speakers under the provision that 
they shall not treat “distinctive subjects,” is proof com
plete either that they do not believe in spirit control or in
fluence, or that they do not believe in the speaker’s honesty 
in professing them. Remember, speakers! every one of you 
who accept invitations to speak with a muzzle upon your 
tongues, that you deny the very power upon which you pro
fess to base your teachings.

——----- *—*----------- —

Were there no Methodists present at the Evangelical 
Alliance when the colored minister was refused admission? 
It is believed that the Methodists are at work among the 
negroes of the South. If they are not willing here to defend 
their rights, they cannot complain if their Catholic brethren 
go ahead. As regards ourselves, we care for neither; but 
we believe in fair play. If the negro is not good enough 
company here, it is certain that he cannot be elsewhere.

LECTURE ENGAGEMENTS.
Those who desire to secure the services of Mrs. Wood 

hull at any time during the coming lecture season, should 
make early application. She expects to make a trip during 
the tall reaching as far West, probably, as Salt Lake City,
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INDIVIDUAL SOVEREIGNTY.

The Index, of Boston, in its issue of October 2, thus dis
cusses that most important of all questions, without which 
all other liberties are comparatively vain and ephemeral:

“Poor Dr. Holland gets pitifully bewildered in Scribner 
in his endeavor to prove ‘ man’s ownership in woman.’ But 
the tangled skein of his ideas is deftly set to rights by Col. 
Higginson in the Boston Journal. Did it ever occur to the 
Doctor that woman has any ownership in herself? Shall we 
never get over this nonsense of owning somebody else ? It is 
true that too many people carry ‘ for sale ’ written on their 
features; but we notice that the majority of them are men. 
The day is coming when every man and every woman will 
covet the dignity of exclusive proprietorship in self, and 
learn that each of us has something that ought never to be 
bought or sold, given or accepted, stolen or received. In 
that day the marriage question and the woman question will 
be very near solution; and we doubt if they are solved much 
earlier. The woman suffrage reform derives all its weight 
from the ideas of free religion, though some ‘ woman suf
fragists ’ are very slow in discovering the fact.”

The end and aim of the Free Love movement is to develop 
and establish the right of all men and all women to ’In
dividual or personal sovereignty, at all times, in all places, 
and under all circumstances. We hold it to be a funda
mental right, pertaining to all human beings ; and as our 
present monogamic marriage system conflicts with the ex
pression of that right, we condemn it.

“ This is the head and front of our offending”— 
and no more. We are glad to welcome the Index as a de
fender of our doctrines.

------- -------------------
MISCELLANEOUS.

MRS. ELVIRA HULL.
An intense feeling of sorrow pervades the minds of Spirit

ualists, that Mrs. Elvira Hull, wife of Rev. Moses Hull, has 
seen fit to promulgate to the world her confession that she, 
too, like her husband, practices promiscuous sexual indul
gence. What a sad spectacle! Oh! how her daughters will 
feel in after years to know that she who bore them had stepped 
aside from the paths of female virtue, to practice such a 
soul-destroying doctrine! She is following in the Woodhull 
trail, within which are as sad spectacles as the human eyes 
ever rested upon—wrecks of women, families torn asunder, 
children left without paternal care, foul disease, and anarchy 
such as make the angels weep! Well, treat her kindly. Led 
astray by the psychological influence of promiscuous forni
cators, let all true Spiritualists pray that she may be able 
soon to break the chains that bind her, and proclaim to the 
world her abhorrence of such lustful practices as are taught 
by Moses and Victoria.

Dear Victoria—No doubt many of my friends, and enemies 
as well, have seen the above production. I feel myself 
called upon to say something concerning it.

While I am always thankful for real sympathy whenever 
there is a call for its manifestation, I can but feel that the 
above expression is intended more for a direct insult than 
from any other motive, especially as it starts out with a lie 
in its mouth.

How any person or set of persons can twist or extort from 
my article in the Weekly a confession that I practice 
“promiscuous sexual indulgence” is beyond my power of 
comprehension. What did I say on this point ? Plainly 
the following: “Lust, libertinism, licentiousness and lewd
ness I detest.”

Possibly some person may ask what I understand by the 
above-named phrase. ‘Most emphatically do I understand 
“promiscuous sexual indulgence” to constitute this class of 
abhorrences. I may not understand the meaning of the 
terms “lust, licentiousness, lewdness,” etc., but I will tell 
you what they mean to me when I hear them used. “Lust,” 
to crave the sexual relations with almost every one of the 
opposite ,sex with whom we may come in contact in the 
every day relations of life. “ Libertinism,” the practice of 
enticing men or women into the sexual embrace without re
gard to state, circumstances or age. “ Licentiousness,” the 
fact of the animal function being so largely developed as to 
overbalance the moral faculties and to drive the possessor 
into promiscuous indulgence. “Lewdness,” bold, daring, 
reckless, practicing lust, licentiousness and libertinism.

Now, am I x’ight? I have not looked into “ Webster,” 
“Worcester” or “Brown” to get my definitions, but taken 
the interpretation from the impression the words make upon 
my own mind. Thus, you see, I have not set those things 
upon a choice seat in my domicile, nor have I any worship 
to offer them. I not only do not believe in “ promiscuous 
sexual indulgence,” but would, with my present and past 
convictions, die of sexual starvation before I would or could 
practice it. I do not like anything promiscuous. To me the 
word means inharmony. Inharmonious relations have com
pelled me to see the beauties in the principles taught in 
“ social freedom.”

I believe, as I said in substance in my so much misunder
stood article, that where two souls come together in love, 
where there is a more strong attraction to them for each 
other than for any other person, they have a right to express 
that love in the way best suited to themselves. Now, will 
Bro. J ones deny that fact ? If he loyes a woman, and ‘ ‘ Mother 
Grundy” accuses him of loving one very intensely, has he 
not a perfect right to tell her so ? And have they not also 
the right to manifest that love in the way most pleasing to 
themselves? Way down in his heart Jones says yes! and 
does yes too, or “modem rumor” lies. And S. S. J. trusts 

too implictly when she talks to him about other folks,
o deny that she tells the truth when she talks to others 

about him.
Now my impressions are that in his case she can be trusted.
But now comes the richest part of all, the “ lamentations,” 

it is almost equal to some of Jeremiah’s.
First. “What a sad spectacle! How her daughters will feel in 

after years to know that she who bore them had stepped aside
om the path of female virtue.” My daughters will never

know such a thing of their mother, if they allow their own 
common sense to be the judge, or even trust to those who 
know their mother best to tell them, and they certainly will 
not take the word of such a cowardly villain as S. S. Jones 
has shown himself to be on the subject. My daughters are 
old enough to understand these things now, and will not 
wait till after-years to make up their minds with regard to it. 
Second. “She is following in the Woodhull trail.” Soareyou, 

only you are so far behind that by the time you come up to 
the hunting-ground, the brave warriors will all have gone on 
and Jones will have to take up his weary march alone.

Third. “ Within which are as sad spectacles, as the eye ever 
rested upon.”

Granted; but from whence come these sad spectacles? 
I will tell you: from among the victims of the present and 
past marriage system and false social relations, not as a rule 
a result of the social freedom doctrines as taught by Victoria 
Woodhull and her adherents.

Fourth. “ Wrecks of woman.” True again, but the answer 
to the above will answer this; deny it who can ?

Fifth. “Families torn asunder.” Will S. S. Jones or any 
one else show us a family who have been “torn asunder,” 
who were not worn threadbare before Victoria come upon 
the public stage ?

Families who are harmonious are not in danger of being 
hurt by the principles of truth, honesty and harmony, these 
are being taught by the new doctrine.

Sixth, “ Children left without parental care.” Oh bosh! 
show me one family of children in the whole universe who 
are left without parental care who ever had any care bestow
ed on them by their parents, before Woodhullism or Huliism 
either were born.

Seventh. “Foul disease and anarchy such as make angels 
weep.” Now, if there was one atom of truth in that pitiful 
wail, it would be very touching indeed. Bro. Jones, madam 
rumor says: “ There is a grave somewhere and a tomb that 
you know of, where sleeps one who never proclaimed Social 
Freedom, but who practiced promiscuous sexual intercourse 
until death came and spread apall over the foul remains of a 
debauched and wrecked life, and hid the body from curious, 
prying eyes.”

I fear no such doom for my children. The principles of 
Social Freedom will shield them from such creatures. I do 
not like to revile the dead, but there are times when nothing 
less will make human beings of the living.

And now comes his exhortation, “ Treat her kindly.” * 
* * * “ Pray for her.” Well, well. Now let Gabriel
blow his trumpet. Now let Jesus come. Let Bro. Jones be 
translated at once. He has got his white robe on, is out on
the housetop. He has confessed his sins to his wife, and-----
and is praying. No doubt all heaven is interested in that 
prayer. God himself must certainly cause to cease the whole 
heavenly brass band, and stop the drummers on Sinai. He 
must request the attending angels of the north, south, east 
and west to lift up the canopy of the heavens in order that 
he may see Bro. Jones at prayer, and more distinctly hear 
the fervent words offered up in my behalf. Now am I not 
honored above women? Am I not to be envied? Stand 
back the rest of you Woodhullites, Hullites and Social Free- 
domists, while I alone approach the steps of the sanctuary, 
while our high priest and intercessor takes hold of the very 
horns of the altar in his fervent earnestness in my behalf. 
Surely God will make his face to shine in the holy of holies 
in answer and benediction.

Now, do you know what all this reminds me of? The old 
adage of “ Satan preaching righteousness.”

One little incident I must relate. One of the behind-the- 
door practicing class of Social Freedomites was talking with 
a friend of mine, and introduced this same theme. She asked 
some leading questions of my friend concerning a mutual 
friend. Not receiving the answer she evidently desired, she 
asked plainly, “ What would you do were he to make propo
sitions to you of a sexual nature ? ” My friend replied evas
ively, “Why, I cannot tell; lam sure those questions are 
supposed to bring their own answer. But why do you ask? ” 
“ Oh, I wanted to know if it would affect you, as I know it 
would me. Why, mercy me! I know I should almost go into 
convulsions; I certainly should have a chill at least! ” Now 
the fun of the whole thing is right here. The gentleman in 
question had given my friend distinctly to understand pre
viously to that conversation that this same lady had had fre
quent occasion for just such chills.

Now, I surmise that is the situation of our friend Jones, 
he has seen the “ chilly ” side of the question, and is afraid 
some one else will trespass upon some of his rights, and so 
hangs out his scarecrow, hoping thus to secure a clear field 
for himself. This is merely an old shoe, and if Bro. Jones 
don’t want it to pinch him he will not put it on.

Now, I hope this will enable the “friends” who ai’e so 
deeply interested in my behalf, to distinctly understand that 
Elvira L. Hull neither believes, teaches nor practices 
“promiscuous sexual intercourse.” I expect there are those 

who are so morally weak and intellectually dwarfed that 
they cannot understand how I can believe and teach that 
“it is none of your business what your neighbor does, so 
long as he does not trespass upon your rights,” and not, at 
the same time, throw away all decency and moral obligation 
to myself, and become just what they themselves would be 
were they thus to become a law unto themselves.

The mistake is here: They cannot understand the differ
ence between liberty and license. To them, liberty does not 
add dignity and moral responsibility, but exactly the oppo
site. To them I will say once more, I would die of sexual 
starvation before I could or would practice promiscuity. So, 
Bro. Jones, please reserve your prayers for those who desire 
them.

Yours for the truth, Elvira L. Hull.
Vineland, September 22,1873.

A WOMAN SLAVE.
The attention of the goodly people of the Nutmeg State, 

who are terribly shocked at the words “ social freedom,” 
and who pretend to think, themselves, and endeavor to

make other people think, that wives are not married slaves, 
and that they may not be returned, like a strayed horse, to 
their legal masters, is called to the following extract from 
one of their own papers, the Hartford Times:

“ The wife of John Way, of East Haddam, absconded 
about two months ago. She was found in East Thompson 
and returned to her husband, Tuesday, by Deputy-Sheriff 
Niles.”

For our part we think it about time to have a rebellion, to 
wipe such freedom as this out of existence.

THE MANIAC’S LAST HOUR.
Dead! dead! And away from me!

My darling cannot be dead!
Let me tear up this marble slab,

And see if it cover her head.

Dead! And is God dead too,
That he heard not the cry of my heart,

To spare the dear life of my love,
And to let not her spirit depart?

Dead! And the sun is blood 
To my life, and the moon is out;

The stars are like serpent’s eyes 
That look on a heart of doubt.

Mad! Who said I was mad?
Why dare they to pinion me so ?

Do they think to divide us by death?
No; I’ll sunder the earth but I’ll go.

Fiends! back again to your den,
And bring me the soul that has fled;

Or tear out my own heart and fling 
In the waves of the sea of the dead.

Ha! ha! She is coming at last;
She beckons me over the reef!

Just one leap into the dark,
Down walls! and give me relief.

Ha! so! now the crimson tide 
From my veins in a torrent starts.

Ah! where are the bolts and bars 
That can pinion such broken hearts?

I’m coming, my love, to you,
On a ’wildered and tempest-tossed wave;

A moment, how dark it grows;
Ah! dying? God pity and save!

Addie L. Ballou.

A FEW SUGGESTIONS.

Hyde Park, Mass., Sept. 13,1873.
By far tbe greatest portion of married persons live in a 

state utterly at variance with tbe laws of physical welfare. 
To live in pleasure and in peace is the desire of many who 
know but little of either. It has been the common custom 
in civilized communities for man and wife to sleep together 
continually, as though that were a part of the marriage con
tract. Now, such a custom is very injurious to health. 
Eminent physicians say that no two persons can habitually 
sleep in the same bed and be in perfect health. This is, no 
doubt, true; but the universal custom continues, sacrificing 
the health and comfort of every married -couple in a greater 
or less degree. Not only is this habit deleterious to health, 
but it also has a powerful effect upon the feelings of young- 
married persons, who, being in each other’s company in every 
condition possible, dressed and undressed, asleep and awake, 
are apt to become tired of each other, sooner or later; 
whereas were they to sleep in separate apartments, and be 
in the same bed, say, once in ten days, the affections would 
be less likely to grow cold. There can be no doubt but that 
too close a friendship is most liable to become monotonous 
and distasteful, and for the reasons I have assigned, viz.: 
that tbe persons see each other too often, and under adverse 
circumstances. A man should not be so impolite as to treat 
his fair companion with the rudeness of appearing before 
her with unclean person and slovenly dress. Such breaches 
of good taste tend to lower the tone of loveliness which 
should pervade every well-regulated family. Some men are 
so familiar with their wives that they are careless as to how 
they appear or act when they come before them. Indeed, 
the more familiar we become in this respect, the nearer we 
approach the vulgar, and the greater becomes the danger of 
domestic discord. The same motive which actuates us to be 
polite and courteous in the company of strangers, should 
impel us to amiability in our own homes.

Sleeping together often causes irritability and feverishness 
in families where there need be none, if persons would sleep 
alone. A man who will not sleep anywhere but with his wife 
is too selfish to be moved by considerations of health. When 
free love becomes universal, men will do as the women de
sire ; there will be no commanding then. Woman can sleep 
alone if she chooses, and run no risk of being abandoned.

Let us suppose a case of a young couple living together; 
they have separate bed-rooms, and meet when dressed and 
in good spirits. There is no jar or impatience in the home, 
and each individual moves as an individual. When the de
sire is mutual they meet in the sexual act, and it is far more 
eujoyafil6 than if it were a common, every-day occurrence. 
Under such a system, love will retain its hold and never 
grow irksome. On the other hand, take the barbarous custom 
of to-day, and put two young persons of opposite sex to
gether under it; they'see and feel one another at all times; 
they breath the same air over and over again; they awake in 
the morning, and, with blears in their eyes, and dishevelled 
hair, watch one another’s movements. This in time causes 
the usual coolness which follows the brief honeymoon. After 
that, loving words and kind caresses are few and far be
tween. The woman comes to be regarded then as a mere con- 
venience to her husband, a household horse, who does the 
drudge’s work, and gets bed and clothing in return.

These are a few of the causes of unhappy marriages; can it 
be wondered that there are so many worn-out women whose 
lives are as living deaths to them ?

Bright will be the day when marriage—that unnatura
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band -which binds the woman to her husband—shall be for
ever abolished, and when human nature shall be left to take 
care of itself, then deception and tyranny over woman shall 
die. Meanwhile, let those who are within the fold do the 
best they can to make life bearable; but above all, let us 
never forget that our women, our brothers and sisters are 
under the heel of a damnable social slavery, far worse than 
that which the African has ever endured. Let us honor those 
who are sacrificing ease and position to fight the battles of 
freedom. W. B. Wright.

PROGRESS IN SOCIAL FREEDOM.
■Ify Dear Mrs. Woodhull—You must be gratified to witness 

tue progress of that liberty in love, of which you have been 
the conspicuous advocate, exemplar, and in some sense the 
martyr. How widely this subject is getting to be considered 
fe w fully understand. George Darwin goes to the opposite 
extreme. Instead of removing existing restrictions on the 
formation and dissolution of marital unions, he suggests, in 
the Contemporary Review, three additional legal restrictions 
upon marriage: “(1). Divorce on the appearance of certain 
diseases. (2). The passing of a medical examination for this 
sa ne class of diseases; and (3) the production of an untaint
ed pedigree”—restrictions, one would have thought, suffi
ciently impossible of enforcement for anybody not a lunatic.

The London Examiner would not, like Mr. Darwin, pro
hibit persons afflcted with disease from marrying, but would 
prohibit them from having children! Could anything be 
more absurd, and more monstrous, than to permit sexual in
tercourse between any two parties by law, but to forbid, by 
law, the natural consequences of such intercourse, and pun
ish the parents for having given birth to the child ? Why 
not punish the child, too, for the atrocious crime of being 
born! Out upon such absurdities.

If the Examiner were not too serious to be satirical, we 
should suspect that its utterances on this subject were in
tended to be sarcastic. The writer in that journal is capa
ble of better things; for he is bold enough to suggest fur
ther on, that natural dislike should be a legal ground for di
vorce, and what is much more to the purpose, that the ex
treme position of absence of all legal bonds of matrimony 
would not be so productive of evil as people imagine. So the 
spectre o£ Freeloveism, Wolstoncroftism, Fanny Wrightism 
and Woodhullism has appeared in the sanctum of ,the Lon
don Examiner. William Friar.

L O Y E.
She said, “ You offer me love—bwi what kind—ah, what kind? ” And 
^answered, “Love all truly human.”—AVoto “ ZideiJca," a Tragedy.

BT P. B. RANDOLPH.

I will love thee as the flowers love,
That in the summer weather—

Each standing in its own place—
Lean rosy lips together,

And pour their sweet confession 
Through a petal’s folded palm,

With a hreath that only deepens 
The azure lidded calm 

Of the heavens bending o’er them,
And the blue bells hung before them,

All whose odor in the silence is a psalm.

I will love thee as the dews love,
In chambers of a lily;

Hung orb-like and unmeeting,
With their flashes blending stilly;

By the white shield of the petals 
Held a little way apart,

While all the air is sweeter 
For the yearning of each heart—

That yet keep cool and crystal 
Their globed spheres celestial,

While to and fro their glimmers ever dart.
I will love thee as the stars love,

In sanctity enfolden;
That tune in constellations 

Their harps divine and golden—
Across the heavens greeting 

Their sisters from afar;
The Pleiades to Mazzaroth—

Star answering to star 
With a love as high and holy,
And apart from all that’s lowly—

Swaying to thee like the planets without jar.

I will love thee as the spirits love,
Who, free of earth and heaven,

Wreathe white and pale-blue flowers 
For the brows of the forgiven;

And are dear to one another 
For the blessings they bestow 

On the weary and the wasted,
In our wilderness of woe;

By thy good name with the angels.
And thy human heart’s evangels,

Shall my love from holy silence to thee go.

Leavenworth, Kansas, Oct. 8,1873.
Dear Weekly—I have just finished reading the report of the 

doings of the Chicago Convention contained in the numbers 
of the Weekly for Oct. 4th and 11th.

Grander thoughts, more sublime doctrines never came 
from mortal lips, not even from the Mount of Olives. Who 
would not be content to wrestle in the great social Geth- 
semane with such principles to sustain the weary flesh and 
spirit.

Who can candidly read these papers and not at least give 
all those eloquent speakers upon the great vital question of 
the hour—the social question—credit for a mighty sincerity 
of purpose ? And who can fail to see that love, deep-laid for 
humanity, is the ruling motive ? Surely none but a fool or 
a bigot.

However tbe honest reader may differ from the principles 
enunciated, he or she must feel impressed that Yictoria 
Woodhull and her followers are terribly in earnest. And 
when the generous soul admits that, though not indorsing, it 
has not the temerity to condemn.

Can any righteous thinker, any careful reasoner, look over 
the columns of the R. P. Journal of recent dates and the 
columns of the Weekly at the same time, and fail to be 
disgusted with the former,while the true dignity and majesty 
of the latter must appear in contrast. “ Look first upon this 
picture, and on this! And canst thou this fair mountain 
leave to feed and batten on this moor? ”

What is it Yictoria Woodhull wants ? Answer me that, ye 
rank opposers. Do you say she wants freedom to be sexually 
promiscuous ?

Thou fool! That liberty you have all had since this old 
world was young. ’Tis an open field, where one needs not to 
fight to conquer. That you know! Do you think if she 
merely wanted liberty for a selfish gratification, which all 
her opponents don’t deny themselves if they desire it, do you 
think she would go thrice through the world’s hottest fires 
to get it ? Reckon with your host ere you assume to be right 
on that point!

Then what does she want? She wants the emancipation of 
souls from the last and damnedest of all the slaveries! She 
wants to give each little helpless immortal that comes into 
existence through the liberty the world takes to be promis
cuous, the right to live and breathe God’s pure air and drink 
in heaven’s pure sunlight. She wants to have those helpless 
little ones ushered into existence umer pure conditions, 
which you know, and all the world knows, are far from being 
pure now. She wants women to learn the first and grandest 
truth of nature; that they should never permit their sacred 
bodies to perform the work of generation without the seal of 
nature stamps it. She would ring into woman’s ears, as from 
the great bell, Roland, that there is no law of God and na
ture which sanctifies the sacrifice of womanhood to lust, in 
wedlock or out.

So she would put the married prostitute exactly on the 
level with the midnight street-walker, for the married pros
titute is no better, though clot bed in all the purple and fine 
linen of a rotten respectability. She would bring the keep
ers of brothels and the women who inhabit them to take 
their true positions beside the men who frequent them. She 
would have the pure in heart—where are they ?—mete out 
equal justice to male and female free-lusters.

Is there a chance in all this, 0 ye immaculates, for throw
ing filth Yictoria Woodhull ? Did Jesus of Nazareth ever 
teach purer truths ? The difference between Him and her is 
simply this: He taught in parables and never defined His 
position; she tells the truth and shames the devil.

Jesus left things unsaid that He evidently would have ut
tered. But He was timid lest the disciples could not bear it, 
yet He promised that one should come who would reveal all 
He dared not then.

O, if Christ had but told the people what adultery is, what 
sin and misery he could have prevented! In his day adul
tery knew no definition but in the interpretation of the com
mon law. Christ kept to himself the very corner-stone of 
the world’s regeneration, because he feared the people could 
not bear it. Hence his mission has been a misrepresentation 
and a cheat, leading souls, like an ignis fatuus, into a mire 
of doubt and darkness, only teaching us to dream dull 
dreams of a vague hereafter, not enlightening us of the 
simplest truths of every-day life.

If women could be made to understand that adultery is 
bargaining their bodies, either at the altar for one man’s use 
or on the street for the use of any man, one none the less in 
degree than the other, because one man can as much abuse 
his bought and paid-for chattel as many men can abuse the 
one woman who hunts them on the street—if this truth could 
but strike fire in the souls of women, there could be no such 
thing as adultery.

For with such truth for a sacred incentive, woman would 
never yield her body to man without the sanction of nature. 
And, with such sanction, there is no law of Church or State 
can defile the act or the result. Without that sanction, 
Church nor State can ever wipe out the deep stain upon a 
woman’s purity, or save her helpless offspring from the sure 
and fatal consequences.

0 for a rebuking Saviour to confront all the married 
women who carry about a preventive to conception, that they 
may the more securely minister to the sexual demands of 
their husbands!

Would that Christ himself would rise before such prosti
tuted womanhood, though legalized by all the laws of the 
Medes and Persians, when such women retire behind their 
marital sanctity to stone to death the young girl for her first 
offense, when she is fighting, single-handed and alone, the 
battle with nature and Mrs. Grundy.

1 care not where I hit. These things are true and powerful 
to strike home, for there live few married women who have 
not some time given their bodies a tortured sacrifice to 
their husbands. ’Tis damnable prostitution! Worse does 
not exist!

Fix the fact home in women’s souls, though it go with a 
sharp pang of agony: Cursed is a system that holds a woman 
submissive to her husband, when all her soul rebels, when 
all her womanhood is wounded!

And the system is cursed of God, for the mark of His dis
pleasure is set upon the unfortunate offspring. Gods! how 
1 wish women could comprehend what it is to be pure! I 
would hold them up a mirror wherein they can see what a 
ghastly, spotted rag their virtue is, and make them hide 
their heads for shame and cry, “My God! my God! why 
hast thou forsaken me ?”

Do ye think, O ye sticklers for the sanctity of an institu
tion that has made ye all one-sided, that if woman had her 
way in sexual matters, there would ever be an unwelcome 
child born into existence, or an innocent murdered in its 
mother’s womb ? Do ye think if sexual intercourse depended 
upon the pure inspiration of a woman’s nature—adultery 
could follow ? Ye reason crooked if ye do.

Those who are promiscuous would be promiscuous still; 
but true conditions would weed their souls of abnormal de
sires, implanted by an enslaved mother.

Those who are monogamic would be monogamic still; but 
the pure monogamic relation is little understood.

That is not monogamy where one man sates a promiscuous 
nature upon one woman who is not responsive. What is it 
then? Give it a name, ye sanctified! I cannot.

Moses Hull has had the courage to own himself of a pro
miscuous nature; and all the cowards who are in the same 
boat with him, cry “ Crucify him!” with a loud voice. The 
world knows that most men are promiscuous. Moses Hull 
sees that it is infinitely better to supply promiscuous demand 
m a promjpous way, than to hold one woman subject to 
inordinate use. His wife stands bravely by his side; and in 
my eye they both look a great deal nobler than all the pack 
of snarling curs their course has set snapping at their heels.

Now, don’t jump at a conclusion because I speak a word 
in defense of Moses Hull. I do not believe promiscuity is the 
highest plane of sexual life, but I tell you sticklers to your 
faces, it is the common plane. There’s the fa(?t—draw your 
deductions. Where a couple live purely on the monogamic 
plane, thousands abuse it.

Thousands of promiscuous men are yoked to monogamic 
women, yet other thousands are yoked to women in whom 
is no touch of amative nature. God have mercy on such 
wretched pairs, for there is no prostitution equal to theirs! 
because, if the husband does not stray into “ fresh fields and
pastures new ”—as in such a case he has a clear right to do_
he makes a nameless thing of himself and her who is subject 
to his uses.

I do not think promiscuity would suit me, still I’d not con
sider it anything to boast of, if 1 could say, with the unction 
of many women, “ Man delights not me.” When women 
came to that barren pass they had better take Lord Chester
field’s advice and go hang themselves.
Till woman learns that she can commit no sin equal in mag
nitude or as fatal in consequences as falsely employing her 
sexual functions, till pure nature is taught as religiously as 
Christ and Him crucified to the little ones there can be no 
such thing as sexual purity.

O it were amusing, were it not so sad, to see unsexed wo
men made barren of a single amative impulse by the drain of 
marriage, going about, hugging to their bosom a hideous 
ulcer, which they call their virtue!

No wonder Yictoria wanted it done up in a napkin for pub
lic dissection. But I’d not care to be in the dissecting room 
when the rotten mass of social corruption and hypocrisy, 
mawkishness and ignorance, called virtue, is ventilated; I’d 
choose a purer atmosphere.

Hit or miss, friend or foe, father or mother, brother or 
sister, these truths are in me and they must come out. I’ll 
not flinch though all the dogs of war are let loose upon me.

“ Come Aveel, come woe,
This1 rock shall fly 

From its firm base 
As soon as I.”

Yours for the strife, Helen Nash.

{From the Springfield Republican.^
WARRINGTON ON BEECHER’S LECTURE AT BOS

TON.
4It was the flattest thtny in the Boston papers of Friday; 

but, flat as it was, the impudence of charging two or three 
hundred dollars for it, and so helping to keep up the fac
titious value of such platform parade, is a good deal worse. 
Such performances deserve to be classed with the worst 
kind of those speculations—criticism of which formed the 
staple of his cheap and shoddy declamations.”

REFORMATORY LECTURERS.
In vieAV of the determination recently manifested by certain would-be 

authorities in Spiritualism, and from a sincere desire to promote their 
expressed purposes, to set up a distinction that will produce a free and 
a muzzled rostrum; we shall henceforth publish in this list the names 
and addresses of such speakers, now before the public and hereafter to 
appear, as will accept no engagement to speak from any committee of 
arrangement, with any proviso whatever, as to what subject they shall 
treat, or regarding the manner in which it shall be treated. A reforma
tory movement, such as Spiritualism really is, cannot afford so soon to 
adopt the customs of the Church and fall into its dotage. On the con
trary, it demands an unflinching advocacy of all subjects upon which the 
Spirit world inspires their mediums under the absolute freedom of the 
advocate. To all those speakers who wish to be understood as being 
something above the muzzled ox which treads out the corn, this column 
is now open:

C. Fannie Allyn, Stoneham, Mass.
J. I. Arnold, Clyde, O.
J. O. Barrett, Battle Creek, Mich.
Mrs. H. F. M. Brown, National City, Cal.
Addie L. Ballou, Terra Haute, Ind.
Warren Chase, St. Louis, Mo.
Mrs, Jennette J, Clark, Montpelier. Yt.
Prof, J. H. Cook, Columbus, Kan.
A. Briggs Davis, Clinton, Mass.
Miss Nellie L. Davis, North Billerica, Mass.
Lizzie Doten, Pavilion, 57 Tremont street, Boston 
Mrs. L. E. Drake, Plainwell, Mich.
R. G. Eccles, Andover, Ohio.
James Foran, M. D., Waverly, N. Y.
I. P. Greenleaf, 27 Milford street, Boston, Mass ■ 
Anthony Higgins, Jersey City, N. J.
E. Annie Hinman, West Winsted, Ct.
D. W. Hull, Hobart, Ind.
Charles Holt, Warren, Pa.
Mrs. Elvira Hull, Yineland, N. J 
Moses Hull, Yineland, N. J.
R. W. Hume, Hunter’s Point, L. I.
W- F. Jamieson, 139 Monroe street, Chicago, ill.
Miss Jennie Leys, 4 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass 
Cephas B. Lynn, Sturgis, Mich.
Mrs. F. A. Logan, Buffalo, N. Y.
Anna M. Middlebrook, Bridgeport, Ct.
Dr. Geo. Newcomer, Jackson, Mich.
Mrs. L. H. Perkins, Kansas City, Mo.
J. H. Randall, Clyde, O.
A. C. Robinson, Lynn, Mass.
Wm. Rose, M. D., 102 Murison street, Cleveland, 
Elvira Wheelock Ruggles, Havana, 111.
Julia A. B. Seiver, Houston, Florida.
Mrs. J. H. Severance, Milwaukee, Wis.
Laura Cuppy Smith, Daily Union Office, Detroit, Mich 
M. L. Sherman, Adrian, Mich. ’
John Brown Smith, 812 N. 10th st, Philadelphia, Pa, 
Mrs. H- T. Stearns, Corry, Pa.
Dr. I. D. Seely, 635 West Lake street, Chicago.
Mrs. R. Fell Seely, 635 West Lake street, Chicago,
Mrs. C. M. Stowe, San Jose, Cal.
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[Continued from page 7.]
had been indicted for obscenity, were quoted from the im
maculate, the divine book, the bible of Christianity. [Cheers.] 
And they knew very well that if they forced George Fran
cis Train to the test, that Christianity itself would be 
brought into the Court-room. They knew that it would be 
convicted and sent to jail. The Y. M. C. A. have felt the in
spiration of the nineteenth century; they have discovered 
that the Star of Empire leads to the West. They struck the 
Toledo Sun, and here is the young editor who has been ar
rested for obscenity, because what he allowed to be inserted in 
his paper struck the gospel of salvation through Jesus’ 
blood to the heart. [Cheers.] lam happy to say that here 
is an editor who dared speak the truth while 6,000 journals 
in America were wondering how many subscribers they 
would lose if they put in the paragraph.

Yoices—Let him come forward.
The Chairman—It is the pleasure of the audience that the 

gentleman stand up that he may be seen. I propose that 
we give him three cheers.

Mr. Lant, the gentleman in question, stood forward and 
was received with cheers. He said: Thank you, I will only 
say that we intend to do it again if we have an opportunity. 
[Cheers.]

Mr. Lynn—I want to show you that this is not a religious 
meeting. [Laughter.] It’s a grand thing to stand up on the 
pulpit and say “We will sing hymn 86, and after reading the 
words, sit down.” Oh it is a wonderful thing; but we say 
let the contemptible conventionality of the clergymen give 
place to the ringing eloquence of the orator of the nineteeenth 
century. Spiritualists should remember that their platform 
is upon this.broad basis. Now, before I sit down, let me call 
your attention to simply one thought; let me tell you I am 
glad to-day to think that we have had our Convention in 
Chicago; that I am glad to think that while the minority 
have stood up here and insulted us—shall I say it ? I say 
that the minority have insulted us, the majority of this Con
vention. They have argued That because we outvoted them 
we are the most contemptible fellows that ever walked. I 
respectfully raise my voice at ,this time in opposition to this 
declaration. Mark what I say to you before I sit down, and 
after I do, Benjamin Todd, one of our finest orators, will give 
you a few truths, and then you will have the pleasure of 
listening. to the bravest woman that lives on the American 
continent, and her name is Mrs. Woodhull. [Cheers.] The 
woman that subsidized reporters and cowardly editors have 
tried to bury, but could not; for she has terrified the mock 
professors, and has capsized Christian rottenness and fright
ened some of the elect half to death; and because it is so I 
will bring my remarks to a close. The closing point that I 
make is this: The idea of friendship. I tell you what it is, 
this talking about friendship is all perfect nonsense. There 
is one spiritual lecturer, Moses Hull, who has stood up and 
told all that he has done, and these spiritualists say: “Let 
us excommunicate him.” What dowesay? We say: “We 
won’t excommunicate the devil?” [Cheers.] We say we 
have no right to put anybody up or down; we say that the 
individual who is in the wrong needs your friendship and 
your love more than anybody. Take them up and do not 
cast off anybody; and if you are so pure, so holy, so immacu
late you will win, so that you need not borrow any trouble. 
[Cheers.] I will tell you an illustration which I had of this, 
and which came to my mind but a few days ago. The last 
time I came to the city of Chicago my visit was interrupted 
by the receipt of a telegram announcing the death of my 
mother—the mother who bore me, the mother whose mind 
grasped Spiritualism when I was like a great many other 
young persons, turning up my nose at it and claiming that I 
knew everything. But my mother talked with me and took 
me out of that darkness. When I got that telegram 
there was with me a man well known in the West, a man who 
is known as a great, mighty worker, a man who put his 
hand into his pocket and said: “Here, Lynn, is $50 
it'll carry you home.” [Cheers.] And that was Dr. 
Dimont C. Dake [Cheers]; and he did not ask me if I was 
aWoodhullite or not. On that day he was a Christ tome. 
So we must remember this, and do unto others as we would 
they should do unto us. What we are looking for is 
liberty, and we know that you cannot point to a single in
stance where, in the order of the universe, freedom is syn- 
onimous with anarchy [Cheers.]

Mr. Benjamin Todd—In coming before you to-night, al
though I may take the strongest ground of our principles, 
yet I am uttering no sentiments that are new to me. They 
are the sentiments which I uttered when traveling over this 
North-west as spiritual lecturer for something like twenty 
years, commencing not less than eighteen or nineteen years 
ago. i have as long ago as that said the very thing in regard 
to the marriage law and the marriage relation in its influence 
upon women, that has been said upon this platform. I have 
lectured upon woman’s rights, upon physiognomy and other 
subjects. I gave a course of lectures in San Francisco, and 
my opponents were aroused so that they warned me to 
leave, and, in the event of my not doing so, threatened to 
shoot me. But I unbottoned my coat and said, “ Shoot me; 
I would just as lief die here now as not, if I cannot have the 
privilege of expressing the utter horror and contempt with 
which I look upon the marriage law—that law which binds 
man to woman; that so-called sacred altar, upon which 
women’s hearts are bleeding and groaning every day; that 
altar that once blushed in the sun, but now so deeply satur
ated with human blood that the rains of centuries have not 
washed out the stains.” And that is just the place where I 
stand to-night. It matters not to me who knows it, or who 
entertains these opinions. I am not one of those who are 
accustomed to feel afraid; and years ago, when I was ad
vocating these sentiments, whether of social or political 
science, I felt as I do now. Then they appealed to me to be 
silent, but I said, “ Get thee behind me, Satan.” I never 
sold my birthright for a mess of pottage, and what is more, 
I swear by the eternal God that rules above, and by all the 
devils that rule in hell below, that while I stand here on

this earth I am going to exercise the right to declare my 
sentiments before the world, and it is not in the power of 
press or the people to put me down. I am well aware that 
S. S. Jones, of the Religio-PMlosopMcal Journal, here in the 
city of Chicago, has left undone nothing during the last six 
months which a bad man could conceive; and you may rake 
hell over and not find any one meaner than this spiritual 
editor. He has done nothing but slime and slander; 
and let me tell you that he has enough slime and slan
der in his heart to cover up the whole world if he would 
only let it out. And yet there are* Spiritualists who 
take his paper, and pay money for it. I ask you 
where you can find a paper that will compare in filth 
with the copy of the Journal issued two weeks since?
An individual wrote to him a little while ago—one of these 
poor sisters troubled with so much virtue—“S. S. Jones, do 
in Heaven’s name send us a list of the speakers that are not 
Woodhullites.” They are so afraid that speakers may get 
down there who are Woodhullites. He says the number of 
advocates of Woodhullism is so small and the number of 
those that are opposed to it so large. But four is the full 
number of those that were opposed to Woodhullism, and 
what is more, I will give S. S. Jones $5 a piece if he can 
name four in all this North-west. [Cheers.] He cannot do 
it. I say, then, down with such a man, down with such an 
editor. He is one of those virgins, one of those immaculate 
individuals, one of those Christians that never did a wrong, 
and yet he has lived with a woman here in Chicago, not 
being married to her, for the last seventeen or eighteen 
years [Laughter], and has children by her, and has them 
there to-day. And all this I hold myself responsible to 
prove if the gentleman will come forward and ask for the 
proof and the testimony. And that is the pure, immaculate 
individual that deals out such grand spiritualistic fodder 
for the people. Oh, shame! Let Jones and his Religio-Philo- 
sophical Journal go, for they are on the road to hell just as 
fast as they can go, and I do not need to kick them any 
more.

A Yoice—May I ask you a question? Are you a liberalist? 
Mr. Todd—I am, sir.
The Yoice—You show yourself to he one.
Another Yoice—Did you marry in San Francisco or Cali

fornia? *
Mr. Todd—I did, but not in San Francisco.
The Yoice—Have you your wife yet?
Mr. Todd—Here she is. Do you want to see her?
Mrs. Todd—Happy to own him for my husband. [Great 

cheering.]
Mr. Todd—Any more questions of that kind? Have 

them out. I am ready to reply to them.
The Yoice—Are you a free lover?
Mr. Todd—Do I understand you to ask if I am a free 

lover? You do. Then I say I am. [Cheers.]
Mrs. Todd—I am a free lover, thank God. [Renewed 

cheering.]
Mr. Todd—Now let me have order. I am going to talk 

to you for a little while longer. Now the conservatives 
have gone out from this Convention, they have put their 
virtue in a napkin and come to this assembly, they now 
very plainly say that they are going to withdraw from 
the Convention. Oh, what a tremendous thrill went 
through my soul when I heard that; I thought then, cer
tainly, our freedom and our Convention had all gone to 
ruin, but they withdrew. The pai’turition pains were suf
fered, and the child was born; and what does it prove to be?
I tell you that it is not going to affect our position at all— 
we are just as strong to-night as if we had them with us, and 
we may be stronger. I wish to answer some of the charges 
which were made by Judge Holbrook, when he read that re
port. He charged Mrs. Yictoria C. Woodhull' with per
verting the institution to her own political purposes. Did 
Mrs. Woodhull ever ask a single soul to sustain her? Has 
she ever done it ? Is there a man or a women that will come 
forward and say that Mrs. Woodhull has ever asked them 
individually to support her ? Or had asked them collectively 
to support her ? No. I claim she has not done it in any way. 
Why, then, do we come out in her support ? Not because of 
mere friendship, but we come out to support her because she 
has had the courage to step a little further than any of the 
rest; and what is more, she has been shrewd enough to keep a 
little a head. That is the reason why. [Cheers.] And all 
this cry about making a radical change in the institution is 
nonsense. Did our forefathers think they were legislating 
for all time ? No; for they provided the means whereby the 
Constitution could be amended from time and time; and so 
much have the people taken hold of this idea, that our Con
stitution stands to-day with fifteen ’amendments tacked on 
to it. But is that Constitution changed? The United States 
Government is just the same. How then shall our oppo
nents say that we have destroyed this organization? Now, 
with regard to this Spiritualism which is so much abused, 
let us see why it came into the world and what it is? The 
fact of it is, the angel world saw years ago, the fact that no 
reform could be introduced into the world on any basis that 
then existed, because there were no religious institutions 
existing except those that never changed—that would not 
admit of any improvement. And what is more, I tell you 
that there has never been a single moral reform introduced 
into this world by any religious society whatever. 
What, then, was necessary ? That a new religion should be 
sent into the world, and that happened to the Spiritualists 
coming with unhesitating power and strength in itself, that 
it could become the basis for all reforms. Hence we claim 
that every reform in the world has Spiritualism for its basic 
foundation and rests thereon. And if Spiritualism is not 
strong enough to meet the wanes of the people, or of the re
form movement in any way, let Spiritualism go down to
night, even though everything in God’s almighty world goes 
down with it. I am not afraid of this; let every sham in 
the world go down, and what have yon left? God and hu
manity,_and that is enough for me. Hence Spiritualism

claims that it is the base of every reform, and this social 
freedom is one of the grand reforms which is based upon it. 
[Cheers and calls for Mrs. Woodhull.]

The Chairman—You will have to wait eight minutes be
fore she appears.

Mr. Todd—I will not detain you. I say, then, that social 
freedom is the grand crowning apex of all these institu
tions. It is spreading; it is abroad in all its beauty in the 
world; it is madness for people to undertake to wipe these 
principles out. I believe that you cannot do it. Gentle
men, you may try with your puny arm to throw back the 
■waters of Niagara, you may just as well try to blot out the 
force of the sun at noonday as to try and destroy the prin
ciples of freedom.

The rest of Mr. Todd’s speech was lost in the uproar con
sequent on the impatience of the audience to hear Mrs. 
Woodhull. At length

Mrs. Woodhull came forward and was received with great 
applause.

[For explanations about Mrs. Woodhull’s speech, see edi
torial on the proceedings of the Chicago Convention.—Ed.] 

Mrs Woodhull concluded:
And now a word to the Spiritualists. Another year has 

rolled away, and to-night another of our conventions will 
close. We have had a three-days’ session at which all ques
tions have been brought up and fully and freely discussed 
from all sides. We have put out to the world a platform or 
a set of propositions which, when they are properly under
stood by the human race, will bring about such a complete 
harmony that we shall never hereafter meet to quarrel. I 
want to say this: I have been accepted by you to-day as 
your President. I thank you for the courtesy and for the 
honor conferred upon the great principles of eternal life, equi
ty and justiceto the human race, through a little woman, 
whom you have made President to-day. [Cheers.] So far as 
the woman is concerned it matters not, but the principles 
will live. No matter whether she lives to meet you in con
vention again or not, the principles will go on. This plat
form will be before the world, and will take captive the 
souls of every man and woman, and free love, equity, 
financial, religious, political and social freedom ; will be 
the rallying cry; and whether in the form or out of it, 
Yictoria C. Woodhull will be the first that will greet 
you as you meet at your Eleventh Annual Convention of 
Spiritualists. I am certain that you are going to your homes 
with a freedom burning in each of your souls such as you 
never knew before. I am certain that you will go away with 
a conception of the social question that you never thought of 
before. Imagine for a moment; a few years ago, and Theo
dore Parker was mobbed in the great city of Boston because 
he dared assert religious freedom; and you men and women 
to-night receive a little woman who dares come forward and 
in the earnestness of her soul assert the divine principle of 
social freedom. [Cheers.] I think we owe you a resolution 
of thanks for the attention and courtesy that you have paid 
us, and I hope some of our friends will not forget to offer it, 
in all due respect. I thank you for the sympathy you have 
extended to me. I hope to meet you again, and that when I 
do there will not be a hiss or dissenting voice heard. You 
know my belief in humanity is very great. I believe that 
the seed that has been sown here will fructify and grow out 
into your churches, into your homes and everywhere, and 
that social religion will become tlm grand religion of the 
future. [Loud cheers.]

Mrs. Laura Cuppy Smith—I move that the thanks of this 
Convention he tendered to the citizens of Chicago for the 
cordial and courteous reception they have extended to the 
delegates sent to this Convention.

Dr. Jamieson—I beg to second that.
The resolution was unanimously carried.
The Chairman—The President will now dismiss the Con

vention .
Mrs. Woodhull—Our Convention will now adjourn sine

die.

PLAN OF ORGANIZATION AS ADOPTED BY THE 
CONVENTION.

CONSTITUTION.

Chapter I.

ON ORGANIZATION.

This Association shall be known as
“ The Universal Association of Spiritualists,” 

and shall consist of the following divisions and sub-divisiona, 
to wit:

1st. The Primary Councils, consisting of the various pri
mary organized bodies of Spiritualists everywhere.

2d. The State or District Councils, consisting of delegates 
from the several primary councils within the limits of differ
ent States, Departments, or Districts.

3d. The National Councils, consisting of delegates from 
the several District Councils of the several Nations; and

4th. The Universal Congress, consisting of representatives 
from the several National Councils.

Chapter II.
ON MEMBERSHIP.

Article 1. Any person eighteen years of age may become 
a member of any Primary Council of The Universal Associa
tion of Spiritualists by subscribing to the principles of the 
Association, and paying the regular initiatory fee.

Art. 2. Membership shall continue during the pleasure of 
the member, unless the name be dropped from the rolls by 
the order of a majority of the Council to which the member 
belongs, for the non-payment of dues, the member having 
first had a month’s notice of such intended action; and no 
member shall be expelled from this Association for any 
other cause.
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Chapter III.
ON PRIMARY COUNCILS.

Article 1. A Primary Council may consist of not less 
than fifteen regularly initiated members.

Art. 2. Each Primary Council, upon perfecting its organ
ization by choosing a Recording Secretary, a Corresponding 
Secretary and Treasurer, and sending the same, with a list 
of its members to the Council of the District in which it is 
located, shall be recognized as a regularly organized Coun
cil, and allotted a designation by number.

Art. 3. The Primary Councils shall hold regular weekly 
meetings for the discussion of, or lectures upon, the princi
ples of the Association; and, whenever possible, shall organ
ize, maintain and conduct a Children’s Progressive Lyceum 
as a model system of education, in which ultimately to 
merge all other systems of education.

Art. 4. The Primary Councils shall make regular quar
terly reports to District Councils, setting forth their pro
gress, condition and prospects, accompanied by the quar
terly dues and fees hereinafter provided.

Art. 5. Primary Councils shall exercise control over all 
matters which specially relate to themselves; always pro
viding that the principles of the Association shall not be 
transcended or infringed.

Art. 8. Primary Councils may make propositions to Dis
trict Councils relating to matters concerning the District, 
and to the National Councils or Universal Congress upon 
subjects of a more general application.

Chapter IY.
ON STATE OR DISTRICT COUNCILS.

Article 1. District Councils shall consist of delegates 
chosen by the Primary Councils from among themselves, 
each Primary Council of two hundred and fifty members or 
less being entitled to one delegate, and to an additiohal del
egate for every fractional two hundred and fifty members, 
who shall hold their offices for one year, and until their suc
cessors are duly chosen, unless sooner recalled by the Pri
mary Councils.

Art. 2. District Councils shall hold regular quarterly ses
sions at the largest cities within the Districts, beginning on 
the second Mondays in January, April, July and October. 
And upon perfecting their organizations by electing Record
ing Secretaries, Corresponding Secretaries and Treasurers, 
who shall reside in the said cities and constitute the Execu
tive Committees, and such other officers as may be necessary 
to conduct the affairs of the Association within the Districts, 
and forwarding the same to the National Councils, together 
with a consolidated report of the Primary Councils within 
their several jurisdictions; they shall be recognized as regu
larly organized District Councils, with full authority to ad
minister the affairs of the Association within their several 
jurisdictions.

Art. 3. District Councils shall make regular quarterly re
ports to the National Councils of the progress, condition and 
prospects of the Association within their several limits, to
gether with the dues and fees hereinafter provided; and 
shall keep ouch records of Primary Councils and the mem
bers of each as shall show the condition of the Association.

Art. 4. All propositions received by District Councils 
upon matters relating to their respective Districts, shall be 
referred by them to the several Primary Councils within 
their limits, each of which shall make a return of the num
ber of affirmative and negative votes; and if it be found that 
a majority of the members voting favor the proposition, it 
shall be considered as adopted, otherwise it shall be consid
ered as rejected, and the proposition in the same or other 
form shall not again receive consideration during the current 
year.

Art. 5. All propositions received by District Councils, 
having a National or universal application, shall, if ap
proved by the Council, be forwarded to the National Council.

Art. 6. District Councils may take the initiative in any 
matters relating to the Association, and forward their propo
sitions to the National Councils.

Chapter V.
ON NATIONAL COUNCILS.

Article 1. National Councils shall consist of delegates 
chosen from among themselves by the District Councils of 
the several nations, each District Council of fifty members 
or lee s be entitled to one delegate, and to an additional dele
gate for every fractional fifty members, who shall hold their 
offices for one year and until their successors are duly ap
pointed, unless sooner recalled by the District Council.

Art. 2. National Councils shall hold annual sessions be
ginning on the third Tuesday of September, at such place as 
shall be deemed for the best interests of the Association; 
and shall remain in session until all business is disposed of.

Art. 3. The permanent organizations of National Councils 
shall consist of Presidents, who shall be known as Presi
dent of the----- Division of The Universal Association of
Spiritualists, Vice-Presidents, Recording Secretaries, Corres
ponding Secretaries and Treasurers, who, with the Presi
dents and six members of the Councils to be appointed by 
the Councils shall form the Executive Committees, which 
shall hold regular quarterly meetings to conduct the affairs 
of the Association; and such other additional officers as shall 
be necessary to administer the affairs of the Association 
within their respective juristictions.

Art. 4. All propositions received by National Councils 
from District Councils, and all propositions originating in 
the Councils, shall be referred through the District Councils 
to the Primary Councils for approval or disapproval; and if 
it be found that a majority of members voting approve, then 
the proposition shall be considered as adopted, otherwise it 
shall be considered as rejected; and the proposition in the 
same or any other form shall not again receive consideration 
within the current year.

Art. 5. The National Councils shall, on the receipt of lists 
of members with the initiatory fees from District Councils, 
return blank cards of membership, signed by the President 
and Treasurer, which shall, by the District Councils, be

forwarded to the several Primary Councils for distribution 
to the members.

Art. 6. When members are dropped from the rolls, cards 
of membership held by them shall be returned to the Pri
mary Councils.

ArL. 7. Any person holding a card of membership shall 
be entitled to visit and speak in any Primary Council, and 
to vote on propositions relating to the District, when in his 
or her District; and on propositions relating to the nation 
when outside of the District; and on universal propositions 
when outside of the nation.

Chapter VI.
on the universal congress.

Article 1. The Universal Congress shall consist of twenty- 
five representatives, chosen by the several National Councils, 
the number from each bearing the same proportion to the 
whole number as the number of members of the Association 
in each nation bear to the whole number of members in all 
nations.

Art. 2. The Universal Congress shall convene in the 
country entitled to the largest number of members, by the 
concerted action of the National Councils of the several 
nations; and shall originate propositions regarding its own 
duties, which, when approved by the majority of all the mem
bers of the Association voting, shall be held to be adopted.

Chapter VII.
ON PROPAGANDA.

Article 1. The National Councis shall call National Mass 
Conventions, to meet at the same places at which the several 
Councils shall assemble, which shall make their own organ
izations, but at which the Executive Committees shall re
port the proceedings of their Councils at the last sessions, 
which reports shall be open for discussion as the first pro
ceedings of the Conventions after their organizations, after 
which the Conventions shall proceed with their own orders 
of business.

Art. 2. In like manner to the National Councils, State or 
District Councils shall hold regular quarterly Mass Conven
tions, at such places within their several Disti icts as shall 
best promote the interests of the Association.

Art. 3. The National Councils, as soon as it is possible, 
shall, at the national capitals, at the expense of the Associa
tion, publish newspapers, which shall be official organs of the 
Association, including the Children’s Progressive Lyceums; 
and for this purpose may appoint editors and publishers to 
conduct the same, who shall hold their office during the 
pleasure of the Councils. These papers shall be, editorially, 
impersonal, and their columns open to the impartial dis
cussion of all subjects, the editing of which shall be pro
scriptive to no subject or writer.

Art. 4. The said organs shall be made regular weekly 
issues at the earliest possible time, and shall be furnished in 
bulk to the several State or District Councils or to their 
order, in proportion to the respective numbers of their 
members. The paper shall also be issued at a fixed price to 
persons not members of the Association, and to the news 
companies for general sale.

Art. 5. The National Councils shall, as soon as possible, 
establish a General Publishing Department for the publica
tion of such books, pamphlets and documents upon the 
principles of the Association as shall be approved by the 
Councils.

Art. 6. The National Convention shall also organize a 
Lecture Bureau as soon as the finances of the Association 
shall permit, and shall keep before the public as many of the 
best speakers as possible, endeavoring to make it a source of 
profit, instead of an expense, to the cause; and shall make 
such provisions as are necessary for such speakers and me
diums as become aged, infirm or indigent in the service of 
the Association.

Chapter VIII.
ON FINANCE.

Article 1. Each person before becoming a member of 
this Association shall pay to the Treasurer of the Primary 
Council, for the use of the National Councils, an initiatory 
fee of one dollar, and regularly thereafter quarterly dues of 
twenty-five cents, which fees and dues shall be regularly for
warded through the Treasurers of the District Councils to 
the Treasurers of the National Councils, at the end of each 
quarter at the time of making their respective quarterly re
ports, as heretofore provided.

Art, 2. The Primary Councils shall, as bodies, be responsi
ble to the State or District Councils, and theljistrict Councils 
to the National Councils for the full and regular payment of 
the above-provided fees and dues.

Art. 3. The Treasurers of National Councils shall make 
regular official exhibits of all receipts and expenditures of 
money, which, for the information of the Association, shall 
be published weekly in the organs of the Association.

Art. 4. The Treasurers of this Association shall make no 
payment of any demand for money unless it shall first have 
been duly audited as provided by the several Cornells.

Chapter IX.
on jurisdiction and administration.

Each Council of this Association shall, within its limit, 
have full jurisdiction over all matters relating to the Associ
ation ; and any question which may arise as to the adminis
tration of its affairs shall be decided by Councils without 
referring them to the members of the Primary Councils, 
and may make such rules and regulations, for government 
and order, as may be best adapted to the local conditions; 
always providing that the principles of the Association shall 
be preserved intact.

Chapter X.
ON HONORARY MEMBERSHIP.

As it is impossible under our present arbitrary and un
equal distributions of wealth to conduct the material affairs 
of this Association upon the principal of individual pecu
niary equality, resort may be made to methods for raising 
revenues, other than the equal assessment of all members;

such as the conferment of Honorary Membership in such 
manner as may be devised by the Councils, the issue of Cer
tificates of Indebtedness or Bonds, or such other methods as 
may be deemed expedient and possible under the various 
local conditions. But all distinctions thus conferred shall 
cease when the principles of the Association shall become 
practically formulated through the organizations of the peo
ples rendering further aid of that kind unnecessary.

Chapter XI.
Article 1. The President of the American Association of 

Spiritualists, by and with the consent of the Board of Trus
tees, shall appoint an Advisatory C ouncil of twenty-five mem
bers, which, together with the Trustees, shall constitute a Pro
visional National Council, which shall have the powers and 
functions and perform the duties provided for the National 
Councils, and which shall hold their offices until the regular 
National Councils shall have been duly organized as here
inbefore provided.

Art. 2. Until the regular State or District Councils shall 
be organized (which they may do whenever there shall be 
ten or more Primary Councils within the limits of a State or 
District), the Primary Councils shall make their reports, as 
herein provided, to the Secretary of the Provisional National 
Council.

CHAPTER XII.
The Association, within the limits of the United States of 

North America, shall be known as “ The American Division 
of the Universal Association of Spiritualists.”

ARTICLE xnr.
ON AMENDMENTS.

The Constitution may be amended as proposed by any 
member or Council of the Association, when the amendment 
shall have received the approval of a majority of all mem
bers of the Association voting.

[The Committee of Arrangements assigned a portion of 
the last evening of the Convention to J. O. Barrett, who’ 
was unable to speak on account of ill-health. We have 
therefore deemed it but just that his manuscript lecture 
should appear with these reports, as it was prepared for 
the occasion, with a time set for it, and has a special bear
ing upon the objects of the movement. Here follows his 
speech on reforms.—Ed.]

Man can have no absolute isolation anywhere or in any
thing. Note his governments. Human populations involve 
diversity of loves and interest; hence the demand and con
struction of laws and institutions as supplies. If his religion,, 
even, contains hut one. single idea, he has to defend, it by 
sacred books, creeds, logic, ordinance and interpreters of 
the revealed law.

Is there any possibility of separating ourselves from these 
multiform dependencies ? Can prison cells, or caves or 
exile exclude us from each other or from social “ responsi
bility ? ” An e pluribus unum in make-up, ever will our re
lations and institutions be so. East as we abide here and 
work here in the social, so shall we thrive as nature orders 
and is sure to bless.

But there is a class—even some unfledged Spiritualists— 
who, in their contemplation of spiritual beauties, seem to> 
forget this law of association, and so neglect the reforms* 
that will make them the imagery of those beauties. They 
are so exquisitely spiritual they dislike coarseness, rough
ness, crudity, and spit on such as beneath their notice; and 
so fall into a dainty pharaseeism, chilling every noble feel
ing of the soul. The divine motherhood of nature made the 
old gray rocks and tangled briars and wild glens and moun
tains, all so rough, and these prudish idealists call it vulgar. 
By and by the husbandman comes along with cruel ax, 
grubbing hoe and plow, slashes down the trees, burns up 
the brush, drags out the rocks and roots, turns up the soil,, 
fences it round, cultivates it, and lo, a beautiful field l And 
yon admire it now. Oh, yes! but do you pause to think it 
first needed all this wild and rough out of which to develop) 
the field ?

And what do you say of our Spiritualism ? Are you shock
ed at it? It is rough, yet somewhat mthetic, undevout, un
disciplined, ungoverned, scattered, dissonant, combative 
iconoclastic, not even churched or christened. It has its 
wierd raps and’tips, hallucinations, rhapsodies, prophecies 
arts, inventions, literature progressing, but all in a jumbl 
yet. “ Can any good come out of Nazareth ? Come and see ?”

We are the more hopeful for Spiritualism, because A 
crude, rough and positive; because it touches al planes 
life with its inspirations, low in the haunts of v ce as in the 
high courts of refinement, grading all up to one grand level; 
because it brings to its free platform all kinds of thought,, 
and hears all to learn the most of truth, because it is repre
sented by converts from all religions and races, and govern
ments and sciences under the sun.

Crude as it is, it evolves out of its chaos and disciplines a 
most beautiful ideal of life. What so charming as inter
course with angels, with the wise and good of other ages 
with the loved and gone before? What so magnificent as 
spiritual character? Yes, yes; but when we try the law o f 
growth on; when we enter the court of angelic action; how 
are we are thrown hack on the facts that there is harder 
work, fiercer battles, greater sacrifice than even in our old 
relations of life. The sublime heaven we dreamed of and ex
pected, disappoints us; it first appears] a hill of jars and 
alienations; and our disappointment will reach into a yet 
sadder feeling than ever before, if we do not here compre
hend the situation in all its hearings of reform; if v/e are not 
willing to institute reform, producing the heaven we seek.

You say you love Spiritualism—love its blessed oracles, 
its sweet communings, its lofty inspirations. How much do 
you love it? Enough to let go one single pleasure ? Enough 
to part with reputation, ease and self-gratification ? Enough 
to bring hither a cross of crucifixion and be thereon virtually 
slain to vindicate the saving virtue of angels’ forgiving love?

Reform is the watchword of the hour. It is the body of 
dure Spiritualism, its life, its food, its drink, its home, its
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industry, its work of promise. It is in human growth what 
the root, stalk and leaves are to the flower thenee developed. 
You love the flower itself, it is so beautiful and sweet; but 
would it ever be beautiful and sweet without its appendages 
—without dirt, and rain, and root, and stalk and leaf ? Sup
pose you remove these instrumentalities, what have you 
left ? Where is your flower ? Where is your beauty to ad
mire and fragrance to inhale ? If we neglect the means, we 
attain no ends. If we refuse the aids of Spiritualism, we 
have nothing but a dead, dry name. If we do not bestir our
selves here our oracles are silenced, and our places of wor
ship in groves and halls are desolate, and the world goes 
back by our neglect into its former gloom and doubt.

Like Nature in her rough estate, man needs pruning and 
culture. He is organized to make everything serviceable to 
his improvement. If he becomes indifferent, fancying all 
will be well because a good Hod reigns and immortality is 
in store, what is he but a shiftless appendage in this uni
verse ? The idea that high altitudes are attainable in easy 
chariots is defeat of it all. There is no rising except by sub
duing, bringing all our forces into order of wise and loving 
superintendence. Growth comes from below upward, and 
the primal spring is from above, descending to enfold us. Be 
it remembered, too, that not a force of ours is to be ignored, 
not a passion left out. All is divine in fundamental prin
ciples of human life; and this divine is revealed when 
bloomed out into beauty of life by re-forming.

And do you not know that the price we pay for liberty— 
our whole self denied—is the method of growth ? that every 
soul-pang is a forcing process? that every excess of habit 
curtailed is gain in morality? that every passional feeling 
spiritualized is an open door to holy angelhood ? that every 
popular oppression that, chaining us, is broken up, is build
ing better? that all our struggles and victories in changing 
public sentiment for higher type of private and public char
acter reverts in sequential good to the actors, making us 
brave, moral, noble, companionable with all before us who 
have whitened their robes in the waving waters of affliction ?

The true line of reform is from within outward, as roots 
to flowers, as springs to rivers, as sunbeams to earth. It is 
not my neighbor first to reform; it is me, and then my neigh
bor. Is my body in order—lungs sound, heart full-pulsed, 
head level, thought clear, passion pure, motive benevolent, 
action moral? That’s the first question. When, with care
ful search, watch and culture, all feeding, inspiring, rounding- 
out, beautifying, till full of genuine affections of soul, cour
tesies and sweet attractions; when truthful, sincere, for
giving, with a reasonable share of common sense; when 
spiritually-minded, self-denying, faithful, sunny in sphere 
of life; when angelized so in all departments of our being— 
then are we Spiritualists indeed qualified to reform others 
and be their saviours.

Where responsibilities are involved is apprenticeship served 
and demanded. In building a house, fence, railroad, any
thing, we ask first for skill and trustworthiness. So in re
forms ; it begins at home and advertises itself by its works.

Qualifications considered, look out now and comprehend 
what must be done in public sentiment and law to open the 
way of actualizing our new religion from the individual to 
the collective whole. We are hedged in on every side. The 
statute law is against us, because it does not measure our 
new thought as angels have inspired it. The civil courts are 
against us, because the law is old and unadaptable to our 
needs; because popular theology, stamped upon the law, has 
artificial standards of authority, while ours are natural. 
The church is against us, because it caters to the false re- 
spectablities which we fight; because its theology is dead, 
while ours is alive; its belief is in creed, while ours is un
stereotyped and free; because its teachings are from the 
records of inspiration, while ours are from inspiration itself; 
because it crystallizes, while we grow as plants; because it 
disdains the cast-off and unfortunate, while we make them 
the reformed exponents of our religion; because it would 
deaden God in the National Constitution, while we would 
translate him and hers—“ Our Father and our Mother, too 
the orific soul of the living universe into our own soul, and 
make that our constitutional law.

The press is against us. It has with all these other antag
onisms fought us for twenty-five years—here and there a 
happy exception, and the exception is growing. The press 
is generally in the interest of capitalists, mainly supported 
thereby. It bribes with legislators, truckles to church theol
ogies which it secretly scorns, panders to a low sensational
ism, conserves against innovations, black-mails the public 
agitators who expose popular anointed evils, pays its repor
ters for writing even false statements of us for the sake of a 
sensation, more eager to report faults than to correct them, 
the abettors of condign punishment upon the unfortunate, in
stead of reforming them; fills its daily and weekly columns 
with reports of murders, steals, rapine, seductions by sensa
tional words and pictures, thus keeping the usual vices in the 
foreground, which in turn psychologizes the masses into a low 
debasing ideal of human life, and so breeding and augment
ing our dark catalogue of criminalities. If any one paper 
or reporter questions the bravery or fidelity of such 
writers, or exposes the inside corruptions of our social ma
chinery with a view to retrenchment, the press cries out ob
scenity; while in its sensuous advertisements and emblazon
ed records of vice, it is the very quintessence of obscenity 
itself. Where is the independence of integrity ? It ought to 
be, and must be for the sake of averting a very rotting down 
of the nation, the stern and incorruptible defender 
of human rights, the herald of life's virtues more 
t han its vices, the uncompromised guardian of public morals, 
the honest reporter of facts unvarnished by lucre, the pal
ladium of iberty, the emancipator of the oppressed, the 
leader in all reforms, the voice of justice, the house of refuge 
to the fallen, the merciful benefactor of our race. Happy the 
day when our public press shall assume and actualize such 
responsibilities, and star-crowned shall we be if we aid in 
accomplishing such a reform.

Consider, for a moment, how we are hedged in from other 
quarters. It is not only the Church and press that forge the

chains around us, but it is a gigantic oppression upon the 
hard-working people that is always crushing out their very 
vitals. We are under bonds, under therulership of specially 
favored capitalists, under the orders of the unlaboring laws 
of the markets, under a system of servile time-cheaters to 
rebuild a worse than English aristocracy upon these shores. 
But there is a more damnable oppression than all this, which 
supports all this, which in turn is supported by all this. It 
is our social system—a system of masculine usurpation, of 
betrothed betrayal, of fceticides, of enforced ‘lusts, of un
welcome children, of diseased bodies, of blasted hopes, of 
hypocritical slanderers of morality, set up queenly in our 
wholesale Vanity Fairs, with orders for us to worship and 
perpetuate queenly debauchees of Christian civilization. It 
hedges us in; it stares us in the face at every corner of the 
street—the polluted stare of the libertine—the pale and 
sickly stare of woman’s ruined virtue! As the seers of 
heaven and earth look down, down, down through the 
murky cloud and stench of so-called respectable society, and 
see how the official representatives of the people manage, 
how they live, how they grant favors for considerations, 
how they bribe woman’s virtue; and see how some of our 
business men, in high repute and power, secretly run their 
own institutions, and, for a pretense, join the church; how 
they cohort together with some popular ministers, preaching 
piety, practicing lust; teaching purity, covertly defaming 
the beautiful law of self-denial, but persecuting and even 
imprisoning the truth-tellers, and cry out, “Obscenity!” 
when the righteous indignation of the very angels is 
aroused to stir this hitherto quiet lake of social leprosy, as 
the true should see and feel all this—it were criminality it
self to be silent.

The task of American reformers is greater than the 
Seven Tasks of Hercules. But there is no es
caping the responsibility. We must act or be slaves! 
We must agitate or nationally rot! We must 
arouse the masses to serious thoughtfulness and retrench
ment, or meet the next issues of an internal war right at 
our doors! This is no idle tale, no mere sensation, no un
necessary alarm; deep in the convictions of the seers is it 
pondered, and the machinations of liberty’s enemies fear
fully measured. All the seething elements portend it. The 
God-in-the-Constitution movement is but one of its out
ward signs; the under-wave is the social struggle for freedom, 
and this is deep as the great heaven of love. This is 
pushing out, out-swelling higher, circling wider, destructive 
to marital claims and honored institutions, when at 
some coming hour we shall be tried as never 
mortals were in human revolution. If by means 
of our agitation the battle breaks upon us, it is fate, 
and we must meet it. If, by agitation, we can stir the 
masses and enlighten them in the righteous principles of 
human government, and avert wars, it is the providence 
of our fidelity still. Move on we must, or be hurled from 
the Tarpeian Rock.---------------------------

BUilNESi EDITORIAL?,

NOTICE.
Our respected friend and coadjutor, Laura Cuppy Smith, 

the able exponent of all true reforms, has just gone West to 
Detroit to enter upon a new field of labor in the editorial 
department of the Daily Union, of Detroit, Mich. We feel 
that we cannot part from her without thus recording our 
best wishes for her success, and that also of the journal 
with which she is now connected. A braver, wiser, more 
capable and more eloquent advocate of the home truths now 
agitating society we have never listened to, and trust that 
we shall find her as potent with her pen as she has been with 
her voice. Bacon says, “Reading makes a full man, speak
ing a ready man, and writing an exact man.” Laura Cuppy 
Smith will prove, we have no doubt, that all these aphorisms 
of the great philosopher refer also to woman.

FOSTER PAMPHLET.
This new book will he ready for distribution on the 15th 

Inst. It will be more interesting than any history, and more 
exciting than any novel. Each article in it is from an 
eminent source, representing the cultured reformatory brains 
of the country. Every Spiritualist should read it ; and if 
he have a doubting friend, a perusal of its pages can scarcely 
fail to dispel his skepticism. Price of this pamphlet, single 
copy, fifty cepts. Address, Charles H. Foster, No. 19 West 
Twenty-second street, until November 28, where he may be 
consulted for tests until that date. Mr. Foster is well known 
throughout the civilized world as one of the oldest and 
most reliable and remarkable mediums.

THOMAS COOK.
This noted Spiritualistic speaker designs spending the 

next two months in the East and the winter in the South. 
For engagements, address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio, care 
of A. F. Page.

A CARD.
Applications Laving repeatedly been made to us by many 

different parties on the subject of securing for them ra
tional amusement for private entertainments, we beg to 
notify the public that we have with us an able elocutionist 
who is desirous of giving evening readings from the poets. 
We know he has an almost unlimited repertoire of recita
tions (without book), comprising selections from the first 
English and American classics, together with translations 
from Swedish, Moorish, Spanish, French, German, and even 
Persian and Turkish authors. Proprietors and proprie
tresses of houses of amusement and recreation can arrange 
for evening readings and recitations by applying to J. F., 
office of Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly, 113 Nassau 
street, New York.

KURTZ1 RESTAURANTS.

Among the many permanent institution® of the city ar« 
the several restaurants of Mr. Fred. Kurtz, located at 2S 
New street, 60 Broadway, 76 Maiden lane and at the corner 
of Fifth avenue and Ninetieth street. Undoubtedly Kurtz 
excels all competitors in the conduct of a first-class eating- 
house. Besides being thoroughly versed in stocking his 
store-rooms, he understands just how to please the general 
palate in the preparation of his dishes. Success is the best 
test of merit, especially in this business; and if Kurtz1 
merit is to be so tested, he stands pre-eminent over all other- 
caterers. Each of the above places will accommodate 
from one to two hundred persons, and all of them, at almost 
any hour of the day, are filled. Strangers, visitors and 
residents will find Kurtz’ the most satisfactory, as well as 
cheapest, first-class eating establishments in the city; while 
those who visit Central Park should not fail to call at the 
new and elegant retreat at the corner of Ninetieth street.

Ilgp" Send Austin Kent one dollar for his book and pam
phlets on Free Love and Marriage. He has been sixteen 
years physically helpless, confined to his bed and chair, is 
poor and needs the money. You may be even more bene
fited by reading one of the boldest, deepest, strongest, clear
est and most logical writers. You are hardly well posted on 
this subject till you have read Mr. Kent. You who are able 
add another dollar or more as charity. His address,

Austin Kent, Stockholm, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., Box 4.4.

APPROACHING CONFLICT—
The irrepressible issues between universal liberty and des
potism to precipitate a terrible war within five years that 
will terminate in the overthrow of the American Republic 
and the establishment of a military dictatorship.

Church, State and Capital are combined, under the leader
ship of the Republican party, to precipitate the conflict that 
will end in a defeat of their aspirations, and the ultimate 
triumph of industry, socialism and rationalism.

The nation is slumbering upon the brink of ruin as uncon- 
ciously as the citizens of Pompeii and Herculaneum in that 
awful moment that preceded the belching forth of Vesu
vius.

The most astounding foreshadowing of the future destiny 
of this nation ever issued from the press.

A book of 250 pages will be sent to any address, post-paid, 
for $1.50. Liberal terms given to agents.

Address, John Willoox,
172 and 174 Clark street, Chicago, 111.

WHITMAN’S CANDIES AND MINERAL WATERS,
MANUFACTURED FROM THE WATERS OF THE DEEP ROOK 

SPRING, OSWEGO, NEW YORK.
The testimony of the faculty is that as remedial agents 

these waters stand unrivaled.
Particularly efficacious in all affections of the kidneys or 

bladder; also beneficial in rheumatism, dyspepsia and all 
diseases arising from a disordered condition of the blood.

For sale on draught, or in bottle, by George A. Mgrble, 
dealer in all kinds of mineral waters, 26 Maiden lane, New 
York,

Dr. Slade, the eminent Test Medium, may he found at his 
office, No. 413 Fourth avenue.

Charles H. Foster, one of the oldest and most remarkable 
Test Mediums of the country, may be found at his rooms, 
No. 19 West 22d street, during the present month, after 
which he leaves the city en route for Melbourne, Australia.

Wanted—By a lady, thirty years of age, a situation as 
attendant upon an invalid, in exchange for a home. Ad
dress H. F., New York P. O.

YEARLY CONVENTION.
The seventh annual Convention of the State Association 

of Kansas Spiritualists will convene at Leavenworth, on Fri
day, October 10, at 2 o’clock p. m., and continue three days.

Prof. Win. Denton, Hon. Warren Chase, Mrs. Mattie Hu- 
lett Parry and others are expected to be present.

Friends from Missouri are cordially invited.
Per order, H. L. Crane, President.
G. B. Reed, Secretary.

Partner Wanted.—To travel with the celebrated Re
formatory Orator, Dr. S. M. Laudis, of 13 N. Eleventh street, 
Philadelphia, Pa.; partner to invest enough cash to engage 
halls and get up a continued course of lectures through oat 
the world, and to act as financial and lecture manager. Rare 
chance for a fortune in a philanthropic work. Address him 
as above.

In accepting a position upon the editorial stall of a West
ern city daily paper, I have in no sense lost my interest in 
the Weekly or its editors. I enter upon my new career 
with the approval of my colaborers and as an avowed and 
uncompromising radical, that the friends and foes of free 
thought may always know where to find. And while my pen 
will be occupied through the week, I shall be ready to lec
ture upon Sundays and occasional week evenings in Detroit 
and vicinity.

Address, care of Daily Union, Detroit, Mich.
Laura Cuppy Smith.

DR. L. K. COQNLEY.
This active, able, zealous and practical reformer intends to 

return again to the open field. He will answer calls to speak 
anywhere in the country. No. word of ours is needed with, 
the people in regard to this worker. He has been before the 
Spiritualistic public for twenty years, and returns to it now 
refreshed and reinvigorated by two years of fruit growiug in 
Vineland, N. J., at which place he may for the present be 
addressed.
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FLOWERS AND RUSTIC WORK. FOR USE IE FAMILIES, THE

Flowers are one of the few things in life that bring 
us unmixecl pleasure. They are the most innocent 
tribute of courtesy or affection as acceptable in the 
clay of feasting as in the house of mourning. Florists 
are tnus m a sense public benefactors. Hodgson, at 
No. 403 Fifth avenue, from among the palace tabes 
us away to the sights and odors of the country with 
his rustic work, his gnarled boughs, and curiously 
crooked seats, his fragrant flowers and beautifully as- 

S orted bouquets.
Of all the ornaments now devised for beautifying 

gentlemen’s grounds, there are none that can surpass 
rustic work, either in grandeur, beauty, utility or dura
bility. It may be introduced almost anywhere if the 
surroundings are in the least rural; in many cases it 
can he placed where nothing else could be, oftentimes 
converting an eyesore Into a place of great beauty, and 
yet ornamental and useful. As it is, there are few that 
have either the taste or good judgment for the judi
cious arrangement of the materials out of which the 
best rustic is made. To make or design rustic objects, 
the maker or designer must exercise good judgment as 
to the est place for his object—whether it is a house, 
bridge, vase, basket or any of the many objects that 
may'be formed of rustic work—for if the objeet is in 
a bad position, be the object ever so good, it loses half 
the effect, or even becomes an eyesore. There must be 
something rural in the locality, something in tone with 
the object. Perfect taste is required for the form of 
any object, although in anything rustic the form will 
be much modified; yet there must be an original de
sign to give meaning and grace to the object. In all 
cases, unless working with straight material, nature 
must be followed as nearly as possible, avoiding right 
angles or anything that looks formal; every piece 
should look as If joined by nature. This not only gives 
beauty but stability to the work. To all this must he 
combined the skill of the builder, to give strength, 
finish and neatness to the whole work. Many people 
think that as a matter of course carpenters can build 
rustic, but there are few if any that can give tha 
natural rusticity so necessary to it. It is a trade by 
itself, and requires men with a natural taste and in 
ventive genius. Some men work at it for years and 
cannot do it creditably.

There is nothing that may not he made in rustic 
work, from a dwelling-houst. to a cage, a bridge to a 
card basket. Many of tbe vas-es are filled with plants 
and look very handsome, wnh ivy half hiding the 
woodwork, and fine flowering plants capping the whole 
and making it a thing complete in itself. There are 
also many fine baskets filled. Certainly nothing could 
be more ornamental or better in a window than one of 
these. But these things, to be appreciated, must be 
seen; for large constructions we would advise any one 
to visit the grounds of Mr. Hoey, at Long Branch, or- 
Peter B. King, Esq., on „he Palisades overlooking the 
Hudson, or General Ward’s estate.

"OALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD.—
fiREA T NA TION A L R 0 TJTE.

The shortest and quickest line from Baltimore and 
Washington, and direct and favorite route from Bos
ton, New York, Philadelphia and the Eastern cities, 
to all points in the West, Northwest and Southwest.

STEEL RAIL! DOUBLE TRACK! 
STONE BALLASTED!

Unrivaled for scenery, and the only Line running 
the celebrated Pullman Palace Drawing-Room Cars 
from Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, to Col
umbus, Cincinnati and St. Louis, without change.

Tickets via this popular route can be procured at 
the principal Ticket Ofllces throughout the East, and 
at the Company’s offices, 82 and 81 Washington street, 
Boston; 229 Broadway, and No. 1 Battery Place, New 
York; 700 Chestnut street, Philadelphia; 149 West. 
Baltimore street, Baltimore, and 485 Pennsylvania 
avenue, Washington, D. C.

SIDNEY B. JONES, L. M. COLE,
OenT Passenger Agent, GenT Ticket Agent, 

Cincinnati, O. Baltimore, Md.
THOS. KILKENY,

GenT New York Passenger Agent,
229 Broadway.

Ladies’ Own Magazine.
THE f ONLY FIRST-CLASS LITERARY, HOUSE

HOLD AND FASHIONABLE MAGAZINE IN 
THE WEST,

AND

TEE ABLEST, BEST AND MOST POPULAR IN 
AMERICA.

CHARMING STORIES, INSTRUCTIVE ESSAYS, 
BEAUTIFUL POEMS,

hive Editorials, Superb Engravings.

OYER TWENTY ABLE WRITERS EN
GAGED UPON IT.

Only $2.00 a Year, or Twenty Cents a Copy,
AND A

THE FAMOUS

HALFORD LEICESTERSHIRE

TaUle Sauce,

THE BEST RELISH

Put up in any part of the world for Family Use.

Can be bought of any First-Class Grocer

WHITE STAR LINE.
For Queenstown and Liverpool, 

Carrying the
UNITED STATES MAIL.

New and full-po'wered steamships.
Sailing from New York on Saturday, from Liver

pool on Thursday, calling at Cork Harbor each way
Adriatic, Saturday, February 1, 3.00 p. m.
Oceanic, Saturday, February 8, at 3.00 p. m.
Baltic, Saturday, February 15, at 3.00 p. m.
.Celtic, Saturday, February 22, at 1.00 p. m.
Atlantic, Saturday, March 1, at 3.00 p. m.

From the White Star Dock, Pavonia Ferry, Jerse- 
City.

Passenger accommodations (for all classes) unrivaled 
combining

Safety, Speed, and Comfort.
Saloons, state-rooms, smoking room, and bath rooms 

in; midship section, where least motion is felt. Sur
geons and stewardesses accompany these steamers.

Rates—Saloon $80, gold. (For sailing after 1st of 
April, $100 gold.) Steerage, $30, currency. Those 
wishing to send for friends from the Old Country can 
now obtain steerage prepaid certificates, $30, cur
rency.

Passengers booked to or from all parts of America, 
Paris, Hamburg, Norway, Sweden, India, Australia, 
China, &c.

Drafts from £1 upward.
For inspection of plans and. other information, 

apply at the Compands offices, No. 10 Broadway, 
New York. J. H. SPARKS, Agent.

IVTEW YORK CENTRAL AND HUD-
SON RIVER RAILROAD.—Commencing Mon

day, June 23, 1873. Through Trains will leave Grand 
Central Depot—

8:00 a. m., Chicago and Montreal Express, with 
drawing-room cars through to Rochester and St. Al
bans.

9:00 a. at., Saratoga Special Express.
10:00 a. m., Special Chicago Express, with drawing

room cars to Rochester, Buffalo, &c.
10:45 a. m., Northern and Western Express.
3:40 p. ar., Special Express for Albany, Troy and 

Saratoga, commencing Saturday, 21st inst-
4:00 p. at., Montreal Express, with sleeping cars from 

New York to St. Albans.
7:00 p.m., Express, Daily, with sleeping cars for 

Watertown and Canandaigua.
8:30 p. m., Pacific Express, Daily, with sleeping cars 

from Rochester, Buffalo and Niagara Falls; also for 
Chicago, via both L. S. and M. C. Railroads.

11:00 p. sr., Express, with sleeping cars for Troy and 
Albany.

2:00 p. m., Hudson train.
7:00 A. at., and 5:30 p. m., Ppughkeepsie trains.
9:10 A. m., 4:15, 6:2 > and 7:45 p. m., Peekskill trains.
5:00 p. m., Sing Sing train.
Tarrytown trams from 30th Street Depot, stopping 

at all Stations, leave at 6:45, 8:25 and 10:20 A. ar., 1:00, 
3:00, 4:00, 4:40, 5:15, 6:30, 8:00 and 11:30 p. m.

Sunday Way Trains—For Tarrytown, from 30th 
street, at 8:25 A. si., and 1:00 p. si.

For Poughkeepsie, from 4th avenue and 42d street 
Station’ 9:10 A. si.

C. H. KENDRICK, General Passenger Agent.

ONLY DIRECT LINE TO FRANCE.
THE GENERAL TRANSATLANTIC COM

PANY’S MAIL STEAMSHIPS BETWEEN NEW 
YORK AND HAVRE, CALLING AT BREST.

The splennid vessels on this favorite route for the 
Continent will sail from Pier No. 50, North River, as 
follows:

“ Ville de Paris,” Surmont, Saturday, IShnuary 28. 
“Washington,” Roussan, Saturday, February 8. 
“St. Laurent,” Lemarie, Saturday, February 22. 
“Pereire,” Danre, Saturday, March 8.

Price of passage in gold (including wine) to Brest or 
Havre:

First Cabin............ $125 | Second Cabin............$75.
EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES. 

These steamers do not carry steerage passengers. 
American travelers going to or returning from the 

Continent of Europe, by taking the steamers of this 
ine, avoid both transit by English railway and the dis
comforts of crossing the Channel, besides saving time 
trouble and expense.

GEO. MACKENZIE, Agent, No. 58 Broadway.

Western Rural,
THE GREAT

AGRICULTURAL & FAMILY WEEKLY 
JOURNAL OF THE WEST.

H. N. F LEWIS, Editor and Proprietor,
WITH AN

Able and Practical Editorial Staff,
AND AN

EFFICIENT CORPS OF SPECIAL AND VOLUN
TARY CONTRIBUTORS.

- TERMS:
$2.50 per Year; $2 in Clubs of Four or More. 

SPLENDID INDUCEMENTS TO AGENTS.

A PLUCKY PUBLISHER.
[From the Chicago Daily Sun, Nov. 30, 1871.]

“ One of the most remarkable examples of Chicago 
pluck and energy is given by Mr. H. N. F. Lewis, pro
prietor of the Western Rural, one of the ablest and 
most widely circulated agricultural journals in the 
country. Mr. Lewis lost by the fire one of the most 
complete and valuable printing and publishing estab
lishments in the West, and also his residence and 
household goods. Yet he comes to the surface again 
with unabated ardor, re-establishes himself at No. 407 
West Madison street, where he has gathered new ma
terial for his business, and from which point he has 
already issued the first number (since the fire) of the 
Western Rural, the same size and in the same form as 
previous to the fiery storm. Nobody would imagine, 
on glancing at the seat, artistic head and well-filled 
pages of the Rural that anything uncomfortably warm 
or specially disastrous had ever happened to it. Suc
cess to Lewis and his excelleqt Rural. Chicago ought 
to feel proud of it.”

The Largest and Handsomest Paper for 
Young People.”

THE

Young Folks’ Rural,
A RURAL AND LITERARY MONTHLY JOURNAL 
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE OF COUNTRY AND CITY.

TERMS:
$1.50 per Year; $1 in Clubs of Fourrpr More.
A PAIR OP BEAUTIFUL BERLIN CHROMOS, MOUNTED 

AND VARNISHED, SENT POSTPAID AS A GIET TO 
EVERY YEARLY SUBSCRIBER.

The Young Folks' Rural is a novelty among publi- 
eations for Young People—entirely a “ new idea,” and 
different from any other in style and character. Six
teen pages and sixty-four columns—fAe largest news
paper in Chicago!

WHAT “ THEY SAY.”
[From the Chicago Evening Post.\

“H. N. F. Lewis, Esq., the well-known publisher of 
that admirable weekly, the Western Rural, is publish
ing a monthly rural and literary journal, under the title 
of the Young Folks' Rural. * * * Mr. Lewie
is just the man to make it a ‘big thing.’ ”

[From the Letter of a Western Mother.\
“ The Young Folks' Rural is just what our dear 

children need. Altogether it is a n®ble enterprise, and 
will do an untold amount of good. It is the 1 parents’ 
assistant,’ and all thinking parents will join me in 
thanking you.”

[From a School Teacher.']
“ I am a teacher, and take the paper for the benefit’ 

and amusement of my pupils. Eyes are brighter and 
lessons better learned when the Young Folks' Rural 
makes its appearance.

SPECIMEN NUMBERS SENT FREE. 
Address,

H. N. F. LEWIS, Publisher,
Chicago, Hi.

Both Western Rural and Younrj Folks' Rural furnished 
for One Year for $3.00.

WM. DIBBLEE, 

LADIES’ HAIR DRESSER,
854 BROADWAY,

Has removed from his Store to the 

FIRST FLOOR,
where he will continue to conduct his business in all 
its branches TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT. CHEAPER 
than heretofore, in consequence of the difference in 
his rent.

5$
.

Dr. Geo. Heweomer^
THE HEALER, 

PHYSICIAN ANB SUMGEON, 
HURD BLOCK, JACKSON, MICH.

Thirty years’ experience. Examines diseases and 
sends prescriptions for one month for $3. Has a spe
cific remedy for CATARRH and THROAT DISEASE. 
Sends by mail for $2 for four months, and with direc
tions two months, $1. Pile Remedy, $2. Treatments 
at rooms moderate. Warrants relief or no charge.
146 GEO. NEWCOMER, M. D.

SOCIAL I-REEDQlW
OOMMTJISriTY

No. 1.
This Institution is situated in Chesterfield County, 

Virginia, about nine miles from Richmond. It is 
founded on the principles of Social Freedom, as laid 
down in the address of Victoria C. Woodhull, in 
Steinway Hall, New York, November 20,1871. Tbe 
Community owns three hundred and thirty-three 
acres of land, half of which is improved—the balance 
is valuable timber. There is a good water-power on 
it, and they propose to erect a saw mill. A few more 
congenial persons can be now admitted on probation.

SARAH L. TIBBALS, Pres. 
Address, inclosing a sheet of paper and a stamped 

envelope, J. Q. HENCK, Sec.
Box 44 Manchester, Chesterfield Co., Va.

146-8t

Champion Cure
AND

Liberal Institute,
Carversville, Bucks Co., Pa.’]

Will he opened for patients and pupils, Septem 
her 15, 1873.

The Medical Department is under the charge of Mrs. 
Maud C. Walk:e:r5 M. D., a regularly-educated phy
sician, of wide experience in hospital- and ordinary 
practice.

She will be assisted by S. M. Sawin, M. D., edu
cated at Concepcion Medical College, Chili, S. A., an 
experienced army-surgeon.

The. Academic Department is headed by S. N. 
Walker, A. M., a graduate of Vermont University, 
to whom application for circulars should be made.

146]

THE

AMERICAN BATH,

23 Irying Place,
Embraces the most comprehensive system of rem
edial agencies of any like institution in this country. 
In addition to the

TURKISH,

RUSSIAN,

ORIENTAL,

SULPHURETS, 

SULPHUROUS VAPOR,
FUMIGATED,

MERCURIAL,

IODINE, ETC., BATHS.

Treatment by ELECTRICITY and MAGNETISM 
receives special attention.

SUPERB ORIGINAL OIL CHROMO, WORTH $5, 
FREE.

SUBSCitlBE AND MAKE UP A CLUB, AND 
SECURE A HANDSOME PREMIUM.

We will send the Ladies’ Own three months on 
trial for 50 cents, and allow that to count as the sub
scription if yon renew for the balance of the year. A 
new volume begins July 1.

M. C. BLAND & CO., Publishers,
287 W. Madison St., Chicago, HI.

BARTON & ALLEN,

Bankers and Brokers,
No, 40 BROAD STREET,

Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought and sold on commission.

Tlie FrieinMiip Coimiimiity
Near Buffalo, Dallas Co., Missouri, has 500 acres of 
good land, on which its members all live and work to
gether, combining all their property and labor for their 
mutual assistance and support. It is liberal and pro-
fressive, and allows equal rights to all its members, 

oth men and women, in its business affairs. More 
members are wanted.

The Communist, its monthly paper, will be sent free 
to all desiring further information. Address Alcan- 
der Longley, as above.

r£'HE: NEW YORK LIBERAL CLUB

Meets every Friday evening at 8 o’clock,

For the discussion of scientific and other interesting 
subjects.

Good speaking and entertaining discussions may 
always be expected.

CHATELAINE BRAIDS.
LADIES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S WIGS.

and everything appertaining to the business will he 
kept on hand and made to order.

DIBBLE. NAN IA for stimulating, JAPONICA for 
soothing am, the MAGIC TAR SALVE for promoting 
the growth oi the hair, constantly on hand.

Consultation on diseases of the Scalp, Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 a. m. till 3 p. m.

Also, Ms celebrated

HARABA ZEIN,
or FLESH BEAUTIFIER, the only pure and harm
less preparation ever made for the complexion. No 
lady should ever be without it. Can he obtained only 
at

WM. DIBBLEE’S,
854 Broadway, Up-stairs.

These Baths are select, and given singly, and are 
administered in such a way as to healthfully adapt 
themselves to each individual case of either sex.

PRICES OF BATHS—From $1.00 to $3.00. 

New York, 1873. [146

DP. S. M. LAN HI S’

Famous Condemned
AND

Prohibited Books,
_Secrets of O-eneratiort (that c&usea 

his imprisonment.) Sold, sealed, $1.
IProliFbited. Lecture on. WoocilruII 

and. 33eeclier9 analyzingFREE-LOVE, 15c,
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The Most Wonderful Discovery 
of any Age.

PROF. D. MEEKER’S
INFALLIBLE CUBE FOB THE OPIUM HABIT.

A reliable and painless remedy for the Opium habit. 
Cures without any inconvenience to or interruption of 
ousiness. Pamphlets sent free on application.

Address,

Dbs. D. & L. meeker,
P. O. Drawer 475, La Porte, Ind.

ART
houldr Adorn and Beautify every Home.

The Orphans’ Rescue,
Engraved on Steel by J. A. J. Wilcox, from the Orig» 

inal Painting by Joseph John.

CURED BY A SPIRIT PRESCRIPTION', AND 
WARRANTED, FOR $10.

It is an outside application. No medicine given. 
Send for free circular to

DR. E. WOODRUFF, 
Grand Rapids, Mich.

This beautiful picture, and one of the most thrilling 
sentiment, lifts the vail of materiality from beholding 
eyes, and reveals the guardians of the Angel World. 
Fancy fails to picture what is here made real through 
the artist’s hand, and words but feebly express the re
sponses of our soul, as we look upon the boat with its 
hapless freight of children, beautiful and fascinating 
in tragic attitude and expression—the silvery lighted 
angels in their descent so soft, their flight of ease and 
grace, their countenances radiant with love so tender, 
combined with energy and power as they hover near 
with outstretched arms to save.

In a boat as it lay in the swollen stream, two or
phans were playing. It was late in the day, before 
the storm ceased, and the clouds, lightened of their 
burdens, shifted away before the wind, leaving a clear 
bright sky along the horizon. Unnoticed, the boat 
became detached from its fastenings and floated out 
from shore. Quickly the current carried it beyond all 
earthly help. Through the foaming rapids and by pre
cipitous rocks dashed the bark with its precious charge. 
As it neared the brink of the fearful cataract the chil
dren were stricken with terror, and thought that death 
was inevitable. Suddenly there came a wondrous 
change in the little girl. Fright gave way to com
posure and resignation as, with a determined and re
sistless impulse that thrilled through her whole being, 
she grasped the rope that lay by her side, when to 
her surprise the boat turned, as by some unseen 
power, toward a cjuiet eddy in the stream a little 
haven among the rocks. The boy, of more tender 
age, and not controlled by that mysterious influence, 
in despair fell toward his heroic sister, his little form 
nearly paralyzed with fear. But means of salvation 
calmed the “heart’s wild tumult” and lighted the 
angry waters as the angels of rescue—who were 
their parents—came to the little voyagers on waves of 
undying affection; when through that love which fills 
alike the heart of parent and child, a power was 
transmitted that drew the boat aside from its impend- 
ng doom and lodged it in the crevice of the rocks, 

and they were rescued.
This Work, whether considered in its happy 

conception and design, or in its fine rendering 
in line and stipple, is a triumph in art and ex
alted sentiment,

PROTOZOITE.

THE FINEST AND MOST PEE- 
FECT BRAIN AND NERVE 

INVIGORANT IN THE 
WORLD.

Physicians and others will find it wholly uneqnaled 
in all cases of illness arising from excessive or per
verted sexism, even when insanity and chronic unrest 
have resulted. The female illnesses springing from bad 
magnetism, inducing amative horror and disgust, brain 
disturbance and exhaustion, vital depletion and sui
cidal thought, all yield to PROTOZONE, while barren
ness, sterility and brain softening are at once relieved.

There is but one place where it is made, viz.,

Frotozone Laboratory,
17 CAMPBELL BLOCK,

TOLEDO, O.,
and but one agency in America, viz.,

MB**. SARAH P. THOMPSON,
1 Phillips Court, Boston, Mass.

Price (single pound flasks) - - $5.00
DISCOUNT DOZENS OR GROSS. ADDRESS AS ABOVE.

ANNA M. MEIXSEL,
DAYID S. CADWALLADER,

MAGNETIC HEALERS,
1,114 CALLOWH1LL STREET,

Philadelphia.

Oepice Hours,

9 to 11 A. M., 4 to 6 P. M.

PSYCHOMETRIC examination of disease’correctly 

MADE PROM a LOCK OF HAIR.

Size of Sheet 
Engraved Surface

RETAIL PRICE -

- 24x30 inches. 
15>4xl9^ inches.

- $3.00.
FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL AT OUR PUB 

LISHING ROOMS.

Those who reside at a distance can remit $3.00 and 
receive the Engraving securely rolled and prepaid by 
return mail.

Canvassing Agents find in this new work great ele
ments of popularity and sale. Agents are wanted in 
every county.

E. H. CUEEAN & €0.,
PUBLISHERS,

28 School St., Boston, Mass.
42

THE

•‘Victor” S. M.
NEW SEWING MACHINE

Co.3s

m

SELF-GOPIT^ADSCTIONS
OF THE

BIBLE.
One hundred and forty-four propositions proved 

affirmatively and negatively from Scripture, without 
comment. Mailed for .25 cents. American News Co., 
New York.

Erie railway.—summer ar.
rangement of trains, taking effect June 23, 1873. 

From Chambers Street depot (for Twenty-third street 
see note below.)

9 A. m.—Cincinnati and Chicago Day Express. 
Drawing-room Coaches to Buffalo and sleeping coaches 
to destination.

1 a. m.—Express mail for Buffalo and Niagara Falls. 
Sleeping coach to Buffalo.

7p. m. (daily).—Cincinnati and Chicago Night Ex
press, Sleeping Coaches through to Buffalo, Niagara 
Falls, Cincinnati, Detroit and Chicago without change. 

Trains leave for
Port Jervis 8, 9, 11 and *11:15 a. m.; 4:30, IOiSO and 

*7 p. M.
Goshen and Middletown, *6, 8,+8:30,11 and *11:15 

A. m.; 3:45, 4:30, +6:30 and t*7 P. m.
Warwick, 8,11 a. m., and 4:30 p. m.
Newburg, +8:30, 9 and 11 A. m., and 4:30 p. m. 
Suffern, *6, 8, +8:30, 11 and *11:15 a. m.; 3:45, 5, 6, 

+6:30) *7 and *11:30 p. m.
Ridgewood, Hohokus, Allendale and Ramsey’s, *6, 

8, +8:30, 11, *11:15 a. m., 3:i5, 5, 6, +6:30, 7 and *11:30
p. M.

Paterson, *6, 6:45, 7:15, 8, +8:30, 8:45, 10, 11, *11:15, 
11:30 A. M., 12 noon, *1:45, 3:45, 4, 5, 5:15, 6, *6:30, *7, 
8, 10:30, and *ll:30p. m.

Newark, *6, 7:15, *8:45 and 11:30 a. m., and 3:45,5:15, 
*6:30, p. m., and 12 Saturday nights only.

Rutherfurd Park and Passaic, 6:45, 8, +8:30, 10, 11, 
+11:15 a. m., Passaic only; 12 noon, *1:45, 4, 5:15,6, 
*6:30, 8, 10:30 and *11:30 p. m.

Hillsdale, Hackensack and Way, 5, 8:15 and +8:45 
a. m., 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 p. m., and 12 Saturday nights 
only.

Spring Valley and Way, 5 and 9:30 a. m., 4:45 p. m.
11 Englewood, 5, 8, +9 and 9:30 A. m., 1:30,’3:15, 4:15, 
4:45, 5:30, 6:30 and *7:45 p. m. and 12 and Saturday 
nights only.

Cresskill, 5, 8, +9 and 9:30 A. m., 1:30, 3:15,4:15, 5:30, 
6:30 and *7:45 p. m., and 12 Saturday nights only.

Sparkill, 5, 8, +9 and 9:30 A. m., 1:30, 3:15, 4:15, 4:45, 
5:30, 6:30 and +7:45 p. m., and 12 Saturday nights only.

Piermont and Nyack, 8, +9 and 9:30 A. m., 1:30, 3:15, 
4:45, 5:30, 6:30 and +7:45 p. m. and 12 Saturday nights 
only.

N. B.—Trains leaving Chambers street on even or 
half hours leave Twenty-third street, 15 minutes earlier 
than above time. The 5 a. m. and 12 mid. trains start 
from Chambers street only.

N. B.—Trains on the N. R. R. and Newark Branch 
leaving Chambers street on quarter hours leave Twen
ty-third street 30 minutes earlier than the above time.

Tickets for passage and for apartments in drawing
room and sleeping coaches can be obtained, and orders 
for the checking and transfer of baggage may he left 
at the Company’s offices, 241, 529 and 957 Broadway; 
corner 125th street and Third avenue; 2 Court street, 
Brooklyn; at the Company’s depots and of agents at 
the principal hotels.

JOHN N. ABBOTT, General Passenger Agent.
* Daily. +* Sundays Middletown only. + Sundays only.

FREDERICK KURTZ’S

DINING ROOMS,

23 New St. and 60 Broadway

76 Maiden Lane& I Liberty St-

AND

Cor. 5th jive* ,90th st.

Mr. Kurtz invites to his large and comfortably fur
nished dining apartments the down-town public, as
suring them that they will always find there the 
choicest viands, served in the most elegant style, the 
most carefully-selected brands of wines and liquors, 
as well as the most prompt attention by accomplished 
waiters. 140

Runs very Easy.
Runs very Fast,

Runs very Still.
HAS A NEW SHUTTLE SUPERIOR 10 

ALL OTHERS.

Defies Competition.
GREAT IMPROVEMENTS IN 

NEEDLE.
Oanraot De Set Wuon-r.

AGENTS WANTED.
Address The “ VICTOR ” S. M. CO.,

862 Broadway, N. Y.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.— 
UNITED RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY 

DIVISION, foot of Deshrosses street and foot of 
Courtlandt street.
Change of hour. Commencing Sunday, Oct. 27, 1872.

For West Philadelphia, 8 and 9;30 a. in., 12:30, 4, 5, 
*6, *8:30 p. m., 12 Night.

For Philadelphia via Camden, 7 a. m., 2 p. m.
THROUGH TRAINS.

9:00 a. m., Great Southern Morning Express, for 
Baltimore and Washington; for the West, via West 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and for the South, via Balti
more, and via Washington, with Drawing Room Car 
attached.

9:30 a. m., Western Express for West Philadelphia, 
Pittsburg and the West, with Pullman’s Palace Cars, 
through from New York to Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and 
Chicago, Columbus, Cincinnati and Louisville, and 
with Parlor Cars from New York to Pittsburg.

1:00 p. m. Express for Baltimore and Washington, 
and for the West, via Baltimore, with Drawing Room 
Car attached.

*5:00 p. m.1 Daily Western Express, for Pittsburg 
and the West, with Pullman’s Palace Car, through 
from New York to Pittsburg, Indianapolis, Louisville 
and St. Louis, to Columbus, Cincinnati and Chicago.

*7:00p. m., Daily Western Express, for Pittsburg 
and tbe West, with Pullman’s Palace Cars, for Pitts
burg, Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

*8:30 p. m., Daily Western Express, for West Phil
adelphia, Pittsburg and the West, with Pullman’s Pal
ace Cars, through without change, to Pittsburg, Crest
line, Fort Wayne and Chicago.

9:00 p. m., Daily Great Southern Evening Express 
for Baltimore and Washington, with Reclining Chair 
Cars, and with Pullman Palace Cars through from 
New York to Washington.

Tickets for sale at Ticket Offices, foot of Deshrosses 
and Cortlandt streets, and in Depot, Jersey City; and 
at New York Transfer Co.’s offices (Dodd’s Express), 
No. 944 Broadway, New York, and No. 1 Court street, 
Brooklyn. Passengers, by leaving suitable notices at 
these offices, can have their baggage called for at resi
dence or hotel, and carried through to destination.

Tickets for seats in reclining chair cars and com
partment cars for sale at the Deshrosses street office. 

A. J. CASSATT, F. W. J4CKSON,
Gen’l Manager. GenT Supt.

* Daily.

THE NEW MOLA!
Rate Cor son’s Discovery!

THE LAWS AND PRINCIPLES OF

MAGNETISM, CLAIRVOYANCE & MEDIUMISM.
This is unquestionably the most important mono

graph on Mediumship ever yet published in 
any country on the globe.

How to obtain the Phenomenon in all its phases— 
Conglomerate Mediumship.—New and Startling Doc
trine of Mixed Identities.—A handbook of White 
Magic.—Explicit forms for all phases of Cabalistic In- 
cantatory and Thaumathurgic Science and Practice
Miss K. V. Corson. Editress and Publisher, Toledo, O.
It is requested that subscriptions for this extraordi

nary Treatise he in Clubs to one address, rather 
than by single copies, to save time and 

trouble in mailing, as they 
COST BUT FIFTY CENTS EACH.

Air. p. J. koonz,
JAeirtist,

No. 1 ©BEAT JONES ST., NEAR BROADWAY,
NEW YORK.

Laughing Gas administered for the Painless Extrac
tion of Teeth.

White Magic an actual fact.—Identification of the 
returning dead.—Conditions essential to their reap
pearance. Essentials of Mediumship and Clairvoy 
ance.—Blonde and Brunette Media.—Curious reasons. 
A vast discovery of inestimable importance.—Con
glomerate Circles.—The Yn-Yang.—Psychic Force.— 
Medial-Aura.—Spanning the Gulf of Eternity!—A 
Spirit—Electric People.—To get the Phenomena when 
alone.-Odyllic Insulation.—To form a Splendid Cir
cle.—Double Circles and new arrangement of the sit
ters.—Materialization of Spirits, and how to bring it 
about!—The Phantom hand of Toled_o.—The Spirit- 
room.—^Machinery essential to Physical Manifesta
tions!—An Astounding Idea; Atrilism!—Mergement 
of Identities.—A dead one walks, talks, eats, drinks 
and does what it chooses while occupying another’s 
body, while the latter’s soul is quiescent, and con
sciousness and identity wholly lost! a most momen
tous problem, of enormous importance to every Phy
sician, Judge, Juror, Minister, Spiritualist, husband, 
wife in short to every human being. It is the most 
astounding thought yet evolved since Spiritualism be
came a fixed fact, as it accounts for much heretofore 
wholly unaccountable.

Part II—How to Mesmerize.—Clairvoyance.—Psy- 
chometry, their laws and differences.—The Eastern 
Mystery of obtaining Seership.—The Mystical Mirror, 
in a drop of common ink.—To reach Clairvoyance.— 
The Breath-Power.—An Arab Secret.—Magnetic Spells 
—“Voodqoism” Black Magic.—Second Youth and 
how to gain it.

Single Copies, 60 cents.

T ONG ISLAND RAILROAD COM. 
Yn pany.

On and after Saturday, July 26, trains will leave 
James Slip as follows:—Leave Thirty-fourth street, 
East River, 15 minutes later.

7:30 a.m.—New London express train, connecting 
with the steamer Sunshine, arriving at New London 
at 2 p. m.

7:30 a. m.—Greenport and Sag Harbor, Mail and 
Rockaway excursion trains.

9:30 a. m.—Port Jefferson, Locust Valley and Rock 
away excursion trains.

12 si.—Rockaway express train.
12 m.—Special train for Newport, R. L, with draw

ing-room cars attached, stopping only at Jamaica, 
Mineola and Riverhead, arriving at Newport at 7 p. ai. 

3 P. si.—Rockaway and Hempstead express.
3:30 p. si.—Greenport, Sag Harbor and Locust Val

ley express trains.
5 p. m—Port Jefferson, Locust Valley and Rock

away express trains.
6 p. 5i.—Northport, Locust Valley and Rockaway ac

commodation trains.
Trains connect at Jamaica with East New York and 

at Mineola with Hemp stead.
Sunday trains leave Hunter’s Point as follows:
9 a. si.—Port Jefferson, Northport, Locust Valley 

and Hempstead excursion trains.
10 A. 51.—Rockaway excursion train.
1:30 p. si.—Rockaway excursion train.
7 p.5i.—Northport, Rockaway and Hempstead trains. 
7:30 p. si.—Rockaway accommodation trains.

Champion Cure and Liberal Institute,
At Carversville, Bucks County, Pa.,

WILL BE OPENED FOR PATIENTS
and pupils SEPTEMBER FIFTEENTH, 1873. 

The Medical Department is under the charge of Mrs. 
Maud C. Walker, M. D., a regularly-educated physi
cian of wide experience in hospital- and ordinary 
practice. She will bo assisted by S. M. Sawin, M. D., 
an experienced army-surgeon, educated at Concepcion 
Medical College, Chili, S. A. The Academic Depart- 
ment is headed by S. ISf. Walker, A. M., a graduate of 
Vermont University, to whom application for circulars 
should be made.

CHIROPODAL INSTITUTE. 
Corns, Bunions, Ingrowing Nails, Frosted 

Feet and Excessive Perspiration, 
WARTS AND OTHER EXCRESCENCES

CURED WITHOUT PAIN BY

DR. W. E. RICE,
208 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Corner Fulton Street.
BUNIONS, NAILS, ETC., AT MODERATE KATES.

Rice’s Corn, Bunion and Pile Cure sent by mail on 
receipt of 50 cents.

A Certain Cure if used acc&rdim to directions

KTWEN1Y YEARS’ PRACTICE.
DR. RHLRKIjNTS 

Can he consulted as usual at his office.
No. 9 FIFTH STREET (South Side),

OPPOSITE PUBLIC SQUARE,

KANSAS CITY, MO., 
or by mail, box 1,227, on the various symptoms of Pri
vate Diseases. The afflicted will take notice that I am 
the only man on the American continent that can cure 
you of Spermatorrhcea, Loss of Manhood, etc., caused 
by self abuse or disease. I challenge the combined 
medical faculty to refute the above statement by suc
cessful competition. The symptoms of disease pro
duced by nightly seminal emissions or by excessive 
sexual Indulgence, or by self abuse are as follows: 
Loss of memory, sallow countenance, pains in the 
hack, weakness of limbs, chronic costiveness of the 
bowels, confused vision, blunted intellect, loss of con
fidence in approacnihg strangers, great nervousness, 
fetid breath, consumption, parched tongue, and fre
quently insanity and death, unless combated by scien
tific medical aid. Reader, remember Dr. Perkins is 
the only man that will guarantee to cure you or refund 
the fee if a cure is not permanently made. Also re
member that I am permanently located at No. 9 Fifth 
street, south, opposite the public square, Kansas City, 
Mo., and I have the largest medical rooms in the city. 
Call and see me; a friendly chat costs you nothing, and 
all is strictly confidential. Post box 1,227.

Dr. PERKINS, Kansas City. Mo.

MRS. M. M. HARDY,
TRANCE MEDIUM,

INo. 4 OoncordL Squares
BOSTON.

HOUKS EKOM 9 A. M. TO 3 P. M. 

Terms (for Private Seances in Regular 
Hows): $2.00.


